COMMUNITY SERVICES COMMITTEE
Thursday, March 14, 2013
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

1:30 p.m.

AGENDA
1.

Adoption of the Agenda

PETITIONS AND DELEGATIONS
REPORTS
2.

Parks Planning Coordinator - Renewal of Management Agreement for Klein Lake,
Secret Cove, Big Tree and Sprockids Recreation Sites and Trails

ANNEX A
pp 1-34

3.

Parks Planning Coordinator - Pesticides and Herbicides Policy and Invasive Plant
Control
Parks Services Manager - Draft MOU for Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society
- Sarah Wray Hall

ANNEX B
pp 35-38
ANNEX C
pp 39-44

5.

Parks Services Manager - Gas Tax Expenditure - Pender Harbour Living Heritage
Society

ANNEX D
pp 45-49

6.

Recreation Services Manager - Gibsons Pool Funding Partners

7.

CAO/General Manager Community Services - Recreation Processes
Interrelationships

ANNEX E
pp 50
ANNEX F
pp 51-54

8.

Parks and Recreation Monthly Report

9.

Discussion with SD46 regarding Community Schools - Director Shugar

10.

2013 Carry Forward Marine Drive Bicycle and Walking Path Project 665 - Parks
Services Manager & Director Turnbull

11.

Recreation and Parks Services Advisory Committee minutes of March 6, 2013 To be distributed prior to meeting

12.

Gibsons and District Volunteer Fire Department 2012 Annual Report

13.

Roberts Creek Volunteer Fire Department 2012 Annual Report

14.

Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department 2012 Annual Report

15.

Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee minutes of January 30,
2013 - receipt

ANNEX H
pp 68-81
ANNEX I
pp 82-90
ANNEX J
pp 91-101
ANNEX K
pp 102-105

16.

Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee minutes of February
27, 2013 - receipt

ANNEX L
pp 106-109

4.

ANNEX G
pp 55-67
VERBAL
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Sunshine Coast Policing Committee minutes of February 25, 2013 - receipt and
adoption of recommendations

ANNEX M
pp 110-111

COMMUNICATIONS
18.

Gibsons Youth Centre - 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX N
pp 112-116

19.

Gibsons Youth Centre Drop-In Program - 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX O
pp 117-121

20.

Gibsons and Elphinstone Community School - Youth Program - 2012 Annual
Report

21.

Roberts Creek Community School - Youth Program - 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX Q
pp 123-126

22.

Halfmoon Bay Community School - Youth Program (Restorative Practices and
Restitution) - 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX R
pp 127-128

23.

Chatelech Sechelt Community School - Youth Program ( Youth Centre and
Community School Grant) 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX S
pp 129-132

24.

Pender Harbour Community School - Youth Program (Restorative Justice and
Youth Drop-in Sports) - 2012 Annual Report

ANNEX T
pp 133-136

25.

Pender Harbour Community School - Recreation Program Delivery Area A - 2012
Annual Report

ANNEX U
pp 137-143

26.

Community Services Society - Community Youth Outreach Worker - 2012 Year
End Report

ANNEX V
pp 144-150

27.

School District No. 46 - Youth Issues

ANNEX W
pp 151-152

28.

Gibsons Family Network - Concession Operation at Gibsons & Area Community
Centre Hockey Games

ANNEX X
pp 153-156

29.

Columbia Shuswap Regional District - 2013 Flood Management Responsibility on
Crown Land

ANNEX Y
pp 157-159

ANNEX P
pp 122

NEW BUSINESS
IN CAMERA
That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section 90(1),
(g), and (i) of the Community Charter as “litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality”
and “the receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications
necessary for that purpose” are to be discussed.

ADJOURNMENT

A
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 22, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 14, 2013

FROM:

Susan Mason, Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

Renewal of the Management Agreement for Klein Lake, Secret Cove, Big
Tree and Sprockids Recreation Sites and Trails

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives for information the Parks Planning
Coordinator’s report entitled Renewal of the Management Agreement for Klein Lake, Secret
Cove, Big Tree and Sprockids Recreation Sites and Trails;
AND THAT authorization be given to the Chair to sign the renewal agreement.
BACKGROUND
On April 15, 2003 the SCRD entered a 5 year Recreation Site/Trail agreement with the Province
of British Columbia Ministry of Forests for the management and maintenance of Klein Lake,
Secret Cove (also known as Homesite Creek Park), Big Tree and Sprockids Recreation Sites
and Trails. On July 4, 2007 the agreement was extended for a total of 10 years ending on March
31, 2013.
In January 2013, the Ministry now known as Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
contacted the SCRD to verify interest in renewing the agreement. Staff received the renewal
documents for review on January 22, 2013.
DISCUSSION
The Recreation Site/Trail renewal agreement contains updated language further defining the
SCRD’s and Recreation Sites and Trails BC’s responsibilities. The renewal agreement and
schedules are attached to this report.
Most of the renewal language remained the same; however there are some important changes.
Some of the differences are:
• The cancelation notice to end the agreement early is extended from 30 days to 60 days
(2.03)
• A new section (Article VII) outlines the status of improvements on the site.
• New language regarding loss or damage (8.02).
• Schedule B requires all fees collected to be used on the site for the benefit of the user (1
c); this applies to Klein Lake Campgrounds only.
• Schedule F (1.1) outlines new responsibilities for Recreation Sites and Trails BC for sites
without fees.
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The SCRD has a valid agreement with the Egmont Community Club (ECC) until March 2014 for
the management and maintenance of the Klein Lake Campground. The ECC has expressed
keen interest in renewing this agreement.
The agreement between the SCRD and Sprockids to manage and maintain Sprockids Park has
expired. Staff is working with Sprockids as they experience a transition in leadership. Staff
hopes to have a new agreement signed this spring, however discussions are just beginning.
There are no formal agreements with user groups for Secret Cove or Big Tree. Parks staff rarely
has the opportunity to inspect these trails and relies on users to report issues and concerns.
In order for the SCRD to keep these areas as part of our parks system, the agreement must be
renewed. The alternative is to allow the agreement to expire and for the control of these areas
to return to Recreation Sites and Trails BC.
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PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
THIS RECREATION SITE/TRAIL AGREEMENT, dated for reference this 22nd day
of Jan, 2013, is issued under the authority of section 118 of the Forest and Range
Practices Act.
BETWEEN:
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA,

represented by the Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
at the following address:
4885 Cherry Creek Road
Port Alberni, BC
V9Y 8E9
herein referred to as the “Province”
AND:
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC
V0N 3A1
herein referred to as the “Agreement Holder”
both of whom are sometimes referred to herein as “the Parties” and each of whom is a
“Party” to this Agreement.
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THE PROVINCE AND THE AGREEMENT HOLDER AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
ARTICLE I—GRANT OF AGREEMENT
1.01 Subject to this Agreement, and in consideration of the Agreement Holder’s
covenants in it, the Province grants to the Agreement Holder the right to use or
manage, and to deliver services in relation to, the Agreement Area within the
provincial forest for the following purpose:
Management and Maintenance of Klein Lake, Secret Cove, Big Tree and
Sprockids Recreation Sites and Trails
1.02 The Agreement Area is the land outlined in bold black line and/or described on the
Exhibit A maps and all structures listed in a schedule, attached to this Agreement,
except land and structures that are excluded in notations made on the maps and
schedule.
1.03 Nothing in this Agreement grants to the Agreement Holder the exclusive use and
occupancy of the Agreement Area. Existing conditions and land uses of Crown
lands within or in the vicinity of the Agreement Area are subject to change including
the status of roads, visual landscape conditions and the location and status of
existing and new resource tenures.
1.04 Nothing in the Agreement constitutes the Agreement Holder as the agent, joint
venture, or partner of the Province or conveys any authority or power for the
Agreement Holder to bind the Province in any way.
1.05 Nothing in the Agreement inhibits the Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands
(MFML) from conducting its mandate on the Agreement Area, including the right to
reserve for its own purpose and to grant other dispositions of the land within the
Agreement Area, or any part of it. The Agreement Holder will be given an
opportunity to comment on development issues, if required by the Forest Planning
and Practices Regulation and may be provided an opportunity to comment in any
event.
1.06 The rights granted under this Agreement are subject to other rights of use and
occupation granted by the Crown, and the Agreement Holder must not interfere with
the exercise of those rights.
1.07 Nothing in this Agreement will be considered to have been waived by the Province
unless such a waiver is in writing.
1.08 The Agreement Holder will deliver all services as set out in the Schedules attached
to this Agreement.
1.09 The Agreement Holder will comply with all applicable municipal, provincial and
federal legislation and regulations and, without limiting the foregoing, with the
provisions of the Waste Management Act and its regulations. Nothing in this
Agreement, and no inspection performed by MFML and the Ministry of Natural
Resource Operations (MNRO) staff in relation to this Agreement constitutes an
inspection for the purposes of any such enactment.
1.10 The Agreement Holder shall not sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose of its
interest under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the Province.
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This does not limit the Agreement Holder’s right to have their services under this
agreement performed by their employees or agents or member volunteers.
1.11 The Province is under no obligation to provide management assistance, support
services, patrols, or conduct inspections during the term of this Agreement.
1.12 As per section 16 of the Forest Recreation Regulation, commercial use of this
agreement area is subject to the approval of the Recreation Officer.
ARTICLE II—DURATION AND MODIFICATION
2.01 The duration of this Agreement is for a term of 5 years commencing on April 1st,
2013 and ending on March 31st, 2018 inclusive.
2.02

The Agreement may not be modified except by a subsequent agreement in writing
between the Parties

2.03

Either Party may cancel this agreement on 60 days notice, by giving written notice
to the other Party. Upon receiving cancellation notice, the party receiving the
cancellation notice will have the opportunity to be heard by the party serving the
cancellation notice and the Parties will use their best efforts to conclude the
opportunity to be heard within the 60 day period.

2.04

Subject to 2.03, not later than 6 months prior to the expiry date of the Agreement,
the Province will make a written offer to the Agreement Holder setting out the
conditions upon which the Province may renew this Agreement.

2.05

The Agreement Holder shall have a period of 3 months from receipt of the renewal
offer to accept in writing, the renewal offer on the terms and conditions contained
in such offer, provided the Agreement Holder is not in default hereunder at that
time.

ARTICLE III—REPRESENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT HOLDER
3.01 The Agreement Holder warrants and represents to the Province that:
(a) it has the legal capacity, either corporate or individual, to enter into the
Agreement and to carry out its obligations contemplated in this Agreement, all
of which have been duly and validly authorized by all necessary corporate
proceedings, if required;
(b) to the best of its knowledge, it is not in breach of any statute, regulation or bylaw applicable to it or its operations;
(c) it will not be in breach of any legal restriction by entering this Agreement and
performing the services required under it; and
(d) to the best of its knowledge, it holds all permits, licences, consents and
authorities issued by any federal, provincial, regional or municipal government
or an agency of any of them, that are necessary in connection with its
operations.
3.02

The Agreement Holder acknowledges and agrees that:
(a) it has inspected the Agreement Area, including Crown improvements;
(b) it is satisfied that the Agreement Area is suitable for its recreation management
purposes;
3
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(c) this Agreement may not be modified except by subsequent agreement in
writing between the parties; and
(d) access to the Agreement Area is not guaranteed by the Province.
ARTICLE IV—INDEMNITY AND WAIVER
4.01 The Agreement Holder will indemnify and save harmless the Province, its servants,
employees and agents against all losses, claims, damages, actions, costs and
expenses that the Province, its servants, employees and agents may sustain, incur,
suffer or be put to at any time arising, directly or indirectly, from any negligent act
or omission of the Agreement Holder, its employees, clients, invitees and licensees
under this Agreement, except for any liability arising from any independent,
negligent act of the Province.
4.02

The Agreement Holder waives all rights of recourse against the Province with
regard to damage to the property of the Agreement Holder.

ARTICLE V—INSURANCE
5.01 The Province will arrange, at no cost to the Agreement Holder, Commercial
General Liability insurance, with limits of $2,000,000 inclusive per occurrence.
Such insurance will apply to claims, arising out of bodily injury, personal injury or
property damage, resulting from the Agreement Holder’s activities under this
agreement.
ARTICLE VI—INSPECTION
6.01 The Province may conduct inspections during the term of this Agreement. The
Province will advise the Agreement Holder in writing or verbally followed up in
writing of any conditions requiring correction to meet the terms and conditions of
this Agreement, and include a reasonable time period to comply.
6.02

The Agreement Holder will comply with any directions given by the Province
under paragraph 6.01.

ARTICLE VII—DISPOSITION OF IMPROVEMENTS
7.01 All structures other than the Province’s structures listed in a Schedule attached to
this Agreement shall, subject to paragraph 7.03 be and remain vested in the
Agreement Holder absolutely, provided that the Agreement Holder does not
remove or dispose of structures except as provided by paragraph 7.02.
7.02

On the termination of the Agreement, the Agreement Holder may, within one year
of the date of such termination, remove any or all of the structures (other than the
Provinces structures listed in the schedule) and leave the Agreement Area in a safe
and clean condition to the satisfaction of the Province.

7.03

All structures not removed by the Agreement Holder pursuant to paragraph 7.02
within one year of termination of the Agreement, become the property of the
Province and the Agreement Holder releases the Province from any claims with
respect to the property.
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ARTICLE VIII—MISCELLANEOUS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
8.01 Any notice or document required to be given under this Agreement shall be
conclusively deemed to be validly given or delivered to and received by the Parties:
a) if hand delivered to the Agreement Holder or the Agreement Holder’s
Representative at the work site or at the address specified in this Agreement, on
the date of that personal delivery; or
b) if mailed, on the third business day after the mailing of the same in
British Columbia by prepaid post to the addresses set out on page 1 (or at such
other address as either Party may from time to time designate by notice in
writing to the other); or
c) if delivered by courier service, on the third business day after collection by the
courier service of the same in British Columbia to the addresses set out on page
1 (or at such other address as either Party may from time to time designate by
notice in writing to the other); or
d) if sent by facsimile transmission, when transmitted, only if transmitted to the
facsimile machine numbers first above written. The onus of proving
transmission and valid delivery lies with the transmitting Party, by copy of a
facsimile transmission confirmation to the appropriate fax number.
8.02

The Agreement Holder will exercise due diligence and all reasonable care to
prevent damage to, or loss of any property of the Province covered by this
agreement. Should such damage or loss occur, the Agreement Holder shall
immediately take appropriate action to mitigate or prevent further damage or loss
and notify the Province so that an assessment can be made and direction given as to
remedial measures to be undertaken.

8.03

The documents to be submitted by the Agreement Holder to the Province are set
out in a Schedule attached to this agreement, become the property of the Crown,
and as such, may be subject to the disclosure provisions of the Freedom of
Information and Protection Act.

8.04

Nothing in this Agreement addresses aboriginal rights or aboriginal title, limits the
positions that the parties may take in treaty negotiations or aboriginal rights/title
litigation, nor affects the legal relationship between the Government of British
Columbia and the (“name of Band”) Indian Band other than with respect to the
matters that are the subject of this Agreement.

ARTICLE IX—FEES
9.01 The Province will confirm the User Fee Schedule for sites and trails in a schedule
attached to this agreement.
9.02

Upon reasonable notice and at reasonable times, the Province may inspect and take
copies of and cause an audit to be taken of the books and records of the Agreement
Holder as they pertain to total fee revenue collected at recreation sites and at trails.

ARTICLE X—INTERPRETATION
10.01 In this Agreement, unless the Agreement otherwise requires, the singular includes
the plural and the masculine includes the feminine, corporation and body politic.
5
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10.02 The captions and headings contained in the Agreement are for convenience only
and are not to be construed as defining or in any way limiting the scope or intent of
the provisions of the Agreement.
10.03 In this Agreement, a reference to an enactment of the Province of British Columbia
or of Canada includes a reference to any subsequent enactment of like effect, and
unless the agreement otherwise requires, all statutes referred to in this agreement
are enactments of the Province of British Columbia.
10.04 If any part of this Agreement is found to be illegal or unenforceable, that part will
be considered separate and the remaining parts will be enforceable to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
ARTICLE XI—DESIGNATED PROVINCIAL CONTACT
11.01 In all matters dealing with this Agreement the Agreement Holder will contact the
person designated by the Province from time to time for this purpose and on the
date of this Agreement the Province’s designated contact is:
Jessica McKierahan
South Coast Recreation District
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
Telephone 250-731-3024

Fax: 250-731-3010

ARTICLE XII—SCHEDULES
12.01 The attached schedules, marked in the table below, are applicable to and form part
of this Agreement:
Schedule “A”

Agreement Area

Schedule “B”

User Fee Fees and Annual Reporting

Schedule “C”

Operating Plan

Schedule “D”

Provincial and Agreement Holder Structures

Schedule “E”

Operational Covenants

Schedule “F”

Recreation Site Operational Standards

Schedule “G”

Recreation Trail Operational Standards
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have duly executed this Agreement as of the day and
year first above written.
Signed and Delivered on behalf of the Province by a duly authorized representative of the
Province.

Duly authorized representative

Date

Signed and Delivered on behalf of the Agreement Holder by
Duly authorized representative

Date
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attach applicable schedules here:
X
X

Schedule “A”
Schedule “B”
Schedule “C”

Schedule “D”
Schedule “E”

X

Schedule “F”

X

Schedule “G”

Agreement Area (map of agreement area)
User Fee Fees and Annual Reporting (optional)
Operating Plan
C-1 Mountain Bike trails, or
C-2 Cross Country Ski Trails
Provincial and Agreement Holder Structures
Operational Covenants
E-1 Operational Covenants for all agreements
E-2 Operational Covenants with an optional clause for
snowmobile agreements
Recreation Site Operational Standards
F-1 Recreation Sites with fees
F-2 Recreation Sites without fees
Recreation Trail Operational Standards
G-1 Recreation Trails
G-2 Mountain Bike Trails
G-33 Snowmobile Trails with fees
G-4 Snowmobile Trails without fees
G5 Cross Country Ski Trails with fees
G6 Cross Country Ski Trails without fees
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GLOSSARY
“Agreement Area” means the area as shown by Exhibit A map, dated ____________ attached
to this Agreement.
“Agreement Holder” means a legal entity authorized by the Province to collect fees; and
maintain structures and services within an agreement area.
“Campground Host” means an individual that supplements and enhances visitor services
provided by an Agreement Holder and / or Recreation Site Operator by greeting and providing
information to facility users. The Campground Host is not responsible for supervision of
facilities, user fee collection or facility maintenance
“Campsite” means that area within the developed portion of a recreation site designed to
accommodate a person or party that wishes to camp;
“Commercial Operator” means locally recognized business entities using the agreement area
for commercial purposes. The businesses are noted as those legal business entities, tenured by
and in good standing with, Ministry of Natural Resource Operations, with all or part of their
operating area overlapping all or part of the recreation sites and trails described in this
agreement. The businesses are noted as: _____________________________________
“Controlled Ski Area” means the area of land measured _______________ metres parallel to
and perpendicularly distant from the centre line of the Recreation Trails comprising the outside
perimeter of the Recreation Trails shown by bold line on Schedule “A”.
"Cross Country Ski Trails” means those areas identified as existing trails with the agreement
area in Schedule “A”.
“Corporate Sponsor” means a non-operational business entity, which contributes, financially to
the Club or the Society.
“Day Use Facility” means any building that is, or will be constructed in the Controlled Ski Area
that is designed to provide day use facilities for skiers and includes cafeteria/restaurant facilities,
brown bag facilities, sanitation facilities and holding facilities for injured skiers.
“Designated Provincial Contact” means the contact person designated by the Province dealing
with this Agreement.
“Developed Portion” when referring to a FS site, FS trail or interpretative forest site, means that
portion of the site or trail that is composed of any structure that is ancillary to a day-use area,
camping area, trail staging area or other similar area; or a buffer zone consisting of an area that
extends out 100 metres in all directions from the structure, except where limited by the boundary
of the FS site, interpretative forest site or FS trail.
“District Manager” means Senior Official of the Ministry of Forests
“Financial Year” means the financial year of the Agreement Holder during the currency of this
Agreement.
“Government Agencies” means all ministries and agencies of the Province having jurisdiction
over the facility contemplated by this Agreement or charged by a statute of the Province with the
construction of improvements which ministries and agencies include the comptroller of water
rights, as defined in the Water Act, the Environmental Appeal Board established under the
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Environment Management Act, and the ministries of the Province having responsibility for lands,
forests and the environment.
“Gross Revenue” means all the receipts or receivables of Agreement Holder or any other party
for the right to use the Controlled Ski Area and includes subsequent recoveries of receivables
previously written off (which are to be included in the Financial Year in which they are
recovered), excluding uncollectable receivables written off by Agreement Holder in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.
“Interest” means the rights of Agreement Holder under this Agreement and the business and
operations of Agreement Holder in connection with this Agreement.
“Maintenance Facility” means any facility constructed and maintained in the agreement area
for the purpose of housing, storing or maintaining equipment.
“Operating Plan” means a plan prepared by the Agreement Holder as defined in Schedule “C”.
“Operating Season” means the period(s) of time set annually by the recreation officer covering
site activation, deactivation, routine service/ minor repairs, and structure renovations, fabrication
and installation activities.
“Party” means a group made up of not more than six persons; or parent(s) and their unmarried
children under the age of 19, or guardians and their unmarried wards under the age of 19.
“Parking Area” means the vehicular parking lot(s) in the agreement area.
“Recreation Officer” means an official designated for the purpose of the Forest Recreation
Regulation.
“Recreation Site or Trail Operator” means a person or class of persons authorized in writing
under section 22(6) of the Forest Recreation Regulation to act as a recreation site or trail
operator
“Recreation Trail” means the recreation trails established under section 6 of the Forest and
Range Practices Act
“Regional Manager” means an official designated as a regional manager for the purpose of
Recreation Sites and Trails BC, Ministry of Natural Resource Operations.
“Routine Service” means routine service activities required to maintain FS sites, trails and
structures in a useable, safe, sanitary and environmentally sound condition.
“Ski Patrol” means a trained ski patrol to serve the skiing public that is equipped with safety
gear and has Level 1 training with transportation endorsement.
“Snowmobile Trails” means those areas identified as existing trails within the agreement area
as set out in Schedule “A”.
“Snowmobile Patrol” means a trained snowmobile patrol to serve the snowmobiling public that
is equipped with safety gear.
“Ski Season” means the period commencing on November 1 in any one year and continuing to
and including April 15 in the following year except as may be otherwise agreed to in writing by
the parties.
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“Staging Area” means the area where the trailheads start, the toilets, shelters and chalet are
located.
“Structure” means any improvement of a long-term or permanent nature and includes any road,
parking space, launching ramp, campsite, cabin, trail tread, bridge, litter barrel shelter, corral,
picnic table, and sign, outhouse or fire pit.
“Technical Trail Features” means an obstacle on the trail requiring negotiation; the feature can
be either man made or natural, such as an elevated bridge or a rock face respectively.
“User-fee” means the reasonable amount of money the Society and the Club are permitted to
collect in order to recover the costs associated with operating and maintaining the agreement
area.
"User" means a person visiting a Recreation Site or Trail.
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Schedule A
AGREEMENT AREA
Management Agreement No. 16660-27/Sunshine Coast Regional District
MAPS:
Exhibit A - Big Tree Recreation Trail (REC5890)
Exhibit A - Klein Lake Recreation Site (REC0134)
Exhibit A – Secret Cove Recreation Trail (REC0383)
Exhibit A – Sprockids Recreation Site (REC6768)
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Schedule B
USER FEES & ANNUAL REPORTING
Management Agreement No. 16660-27/
FEES
User Fee Collection
1. In accordance with this Agreement, the Agreement Holder will be permitted to collect user
fees based upon the following conditions:
a. The Agreement Holder should be a society in good standing registered under the
Society Act of BC.
b.

The District Manager must be satisfied that the provision of service on the trail
justifies a fee and then determine the user fee. Any changes to the user fee structure
will require a written determination by the District Manager.

c. All funds raised through the collection of user fees must be entirely applied to
expenses incurred by the Agreement Holder for the maintenance and operation of
agreement area for the direct benefit of those paying the user fee.
Fee Collection Responsibilities
1. The Agreement Holder will be responsible for all monies collected.
2. The fee collection procedure will be left to the discretion of the Agreement Holder .
Record Keeping/ Reporting
1. The Agreement Holder will provide a copy of the “statement of income and expenditure”
submitted at the Club’s AGM, to the District Manger, which will show:
a) A statement of gross revenues from user fees for that operating season.
b) A statement of all expenditures for which user fees were applied.
2. Financial records must be kept for audit purposes and be available for review upon request
by the District Manager, including any receipt validation.
3. An updated list of officers and or directors, showing functions and contacts information.
4. Contact name, phone number, email & fax
5. Works completed in the previous (last) season
6. Record of number of users.
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Schedule F
(Recreation Site with fees)
RECREATION SITE OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
Management Agreement No. 16660-27
1.0 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1.1

Recreation Sites and Trails BC roles and responsibilities
Recreation Sites and Trails BC will:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

1.2

provide Camping Permits
create Rules for Use of Sites Brochure and Poster
magnetic vehicle identification if available
authorization letter
name(s) of site Campground Operators to the nearest Fire Centre
entrance enhanced sign and a 3 blade sign and post
Approval of large groups or competition events on site
Fee Determination Letter
Wildlife Danger Tree Assessments as determined by the forest district except when
proposed by Agreement Holder in Schedule C

Agreement Holder’s roles and responsibilities
The Agreement Holder shall:
a) acknowledge and agree with the province that nothing in a site operations services
agreement will be deemed to grant to the Agreement Holder the exclusive use and
possession of a Recreation Site
b) repair or eliminate known hazards when possible. If a natural hazard becomes
known to the Agreement Holder during routine maintenance visits, such as
river/creek crossings, slides/washouts and hazard trees, the Recreation Officer must
be advised. In addition the Agreement Holder must make a reasonable effort to
ensure users do not enter the trail head, if in the Agreement Holders opinion, the
trail is unsafe due to existing or potential hazards
c) not represent or speak on behalf of the province
d) not burn debris, such as boxes, bags, containers, etc. unless authorized to do so by
the Recreation Officer
e) present a clean and well-groomed appearance, and be attired in a manner
appropriate for carrying out the obligations as stated in the agreement and this
document
f) be courteous and tactful when dealing with the public
g) be on site for supervision, safety and maintenance purposes on the days when the
camping permit is required
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h) carry out all work in a manner that will create the least disruption and
inconvenience to the public, and display vehicle identification throughout the term
of the agreement
i) must possess a general knowledge of the site(s), and structures
j) comply with the Forest Fire Prevention Regulations, B.C. Reg 169/95
k) as required, report the presence of knapweed and other noxious weeds within the
Recreation Site/s to the Recreation Officer. To aid the Agreement Holder in
noxious weed identification, the Forest Service may provide them a copy of the
book, A Field Guide to Noxious and Other Selected Weeds of British Columbia
2.0 MAINTENANCE
2.1

Recreation Site Activation
Prior to commencement of routine service, this site and associated structures should be
inspected, preferably by the Recreation Officer and the Agreement Holder together, to
identify off-season use and/or damage, and any necessary maintenance, remedial action
and/or repairs that are required.

2.2

Maintenance Routine
Maintenance visits must be conducted in accordance with the approved schedule of
visits as identified in Schedule D. Any changes must be authorised by the Recreation
Officer.
All identification and apparel provided by the province must be submitted to the
Recreation Officer within five (5) days following the end of the agreement term.

2.3

Firewood Provision
Firewood may be provided to site users and priced as indicated in Schedule C,
throughout the agreement service period.
If provided, firewood should be of assorted diameters, reasonably sound, a mix of 50
percent dry and 50 percent green, approximately 35 cm long, and split to arm–load
dimensions.

2.4

Structure Renovations and/or Replacements
Structure renovations and/or replacements should be planned and scheduled for the
period
to
of each year, except where emergency action is required. The
guiding principle for conducting renovation and/or replacement work is to have all
structures operational and useable during the routine service period, and to schedule
and conduct required work in a manner least disturbing or disruptive to site users.
Any painting and staining that is required should be completed by
of each year
and then on an as required basis when wood is exposed due to vandalism, wear or other
damage. Prepare all surfaces by scraping old paint and using a wire brush to create a
fresh bonding surface for new paint.

2.5

Campsite and Day Use Area Maintenance
a) keep campsite structures in a safe and fully operational condition
2
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2.6

b) maintain campsites and surrounding area in a clean and tidy condition free from
litter, garbage, broken glass, and foreign material. Dispose of all litter and refuse at
a regional dump site or transfer station
c) remove all non-standard structures from the campsites and maintain all new
structures installed by the province
d) pick up all litter throughout the developed portion of the site including the roads
and trail
e) where applicable, retain the campsite shape and definition by removing weeds,
encroaching vegetation, and overhanging limbs a minimum of 1.5 feet (0.5 metres)
surrounding the campsite and driveway shoulders
f) rake the campsite and driveway shoulders removing wood chips, needles,
sticks/branches and other debris. Particular attention should be given to heavily
used areas, but not limited to, around fire rings, around and beneath tables, and in
tenting spots
g) maintain areas surrounding structures free of weeds, encroaching vegetation,
overhanging limbs, dirt, litter, garbage and debris. Level all gravel surfaces to
present an overall clean and neat appearance. Cut brush, grass, etc. around tables
(1.5 m swath) and along paths when 8 inches (3.2 cm) high or otherwise interfering
with the use of structures
h) if qualified, fall, buck and pile any hazard trees on the site for firewood
i) not use pails or other containers contaminated with disinfectants or sanitizers to
obtain water from streams or lakes
Table Maintenance
a) repair damaged tables to standard
b) ensure tables are safe by securing loose planks, removing all splinters, nails and
other hazardous protrusions, and making sure tables are level and not prone to
rocking or tipping when used
c) paint/stain tabletops and seat planks as necessary to keep the surfaces clean and neat
in appearance. All wood exposed due to vandalism, wear or other damage shall be
scraped and stained or painted
d) relocate tables to their original locations, and level them as necessary
e) maintain tables and the immediate area in a clean condition, free from all cobwebs,
dirt, grass/brush, litter, garbage and debris. Wash all table tops and seat planks
Note: the Recreation Officer must approve paint or stain colours.

2.7

Pit Toilet Maintenance
a) keep pit toilet buildings and fixtures in a safe and fully functional condition. Site
Use Rules and User Maintained posters are to be stapled securely inside the toilet.
Replace posters as needed
b) maintain pit toilets and fixtures in a clean and sanitary condition free from dust,
dirt, stains, mould, cobwebs, graffiti, litter, garbage, excess water, unpleasant
odours, and all foreign material
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c) thoroughly clean and sanitize the seat, stem, floors and walls with a mixture of
cleaner and water. Do not pour water used for toilet sanitizing/disinfecting into the
pit
d) provide toilet paper and deodorant blocks in the holders as required
e) provide septic enzyme as required, following the instructions on the product (lime
products are not to be used)
f) maintain the area surrounding the pit toilet free from all litter, garbage, debris,
weeds, encroaching vegetation and overhanging limbs. Remove all debris from the
roof surface
g) maintain the minimal acceptable space between faecal matter and the floor level of
1.5 feet (0.5 metres)
h) annually when required, stain the outside walls of the toilet and inside walls in the
existing colour scheme. Paint the floors
i) protect the toilet seat and stem from marring and splatters while the interior of the
structure is painted. Secure information posters after the paint is completely dry.
2.8

Sign/Poster Maintenance
a) ensure signs are in good repair and maintained in a firm vertical position with the
sign message oriented to provide maximum viewing exposure
b) replace or repair all missing or damaged signs
c) maintain signs in a clean condition free from dirt and foreign matter that could
restrict a site user’s ability to read them
d) maintain the immediate area around signs free from garbage, grass, weeds and
brush
e) notify the Recreation Officer if signs are in poor condition or need replacing, install
and/or stain signs as required, following ministry standards
f) when required, apply one coat of paint/stain to signs, boards and posts letters white,
sign boards and posts provincial brown
g) replace damaged Site Use Rules (staple securely in toilets and on notice boards)

2.9 Trail Maintenance (within a site)
a) ensure all trails, walkways, boardwalks, paths, steps, stairs and handrails are safe
and in a fully functional condition
b) maintain trails, walkways, path steps and stairs and adjacent areas in a clean
condition free from litter, garbage, rocks, limbs, windfall tress, encroaching
vegetation, and other foreign material that may pose a hazard or restrict access
c) ensure culverts, bridges and ditches are clear to ensure proper drainage
2.10 Beach, Shoreline, Dock and Boat Launch Maintenance
a) remove all litter, broken glass and garbage from the beach, boat launch and
surrounding area to a water depth of about one metre and at least one metre from
shore
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b) remove non-standard fixtures from the beach, shoreline, boat launch and
surrounding area (i.e. animal hangers, shelters, plastic, windscreens, etc.)
c) where required, maintain dock and boat-launching structures in a safe and fully
functional condition, free of garbage, litter and foreign matter
2.11 Fire Rings/Pits
a) maintain fire pits and immediate areas in a clean condition clear of garbage, residue
and unusable wood, with wood left by campers on the site, piled neatly adjacent to
the fire ring
b) remove cold ashes that are deeper than 10 centimetres. All ashes are to be hauled
away from the site and disposed of at a regional dumpsite or transfer station. Place
rocks neatly around the perimeter of the fire pit if no metal fire ring is in place
c) extinguish non-attended fires
d) remove undesignated fire rings.
3.0 VISITOR SERVICES STANDARDS
3.1

Visitor Information
The Agreement Holder shall:
a) be able to explain the camping fees to site users and maintain a positive attitude
towards those people who do not agree with the fees or who were not aware of the
fees before arriving at the site
b) answer all site users’ inquiries, information requests, and/or complaints in a courteous
manner. All complaints or complicated public inquiries should be directed to the
Ministry representative. A complaint of a serious nature should be reported to the
Ministry immediately
c) provide site users with reasonable assistance and friendly and helpful service
d) be familiar with the Forest Recreation Regulation.

3.2

Noise Control
The Agreement Holder is required to inform and educate site users regarding the
following:
a) a person shall not create or cause deliberate or unnecessary disturbance at any
time
b) “quiet hours” at the site are between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., no loud noise is
acceptable during these times
c) any other authorized rules and signs posted by the province.

3.3

Public Safety Standards
If any of the following situations arise at the site during the operating season, the
Agreement Holder must take the following action:
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a) The site becomes unsafe/hazardous—the Agreement Holder must immediately
notify the local Forest District office of any condition that makes the site unsafe or
hazardous for use, including a high fire hazard or a nuisance animal. With regard to
nuisance animals, The local Forest District office will request the assistance of a
conservation officer. In all cases, the local Forest District office must be notified
b) Site users acting in an unsafe manner—the Agreement Holder must inform site
users acting in an unsafe manner to cease that activity. If the users will not comply
and the situation is of a serious nature, the Agreement Holder should call the local
RCMP or contact the local Forest District office for assistance
c) Serious Injuries/Fatalities—the Agreement Holder must immediately report a
serious injury or death at the site to the local RCMP and to the Recreation Officer.
3.4

Working With the Public
The Agreement Holder must manage the site to ensure the safety and supervision of site
users and their property. The Agreement Holder must undertake the following actions
when managing users:
a) Public Relations—effective public relations on behalf of the Agreement Holder
depends upon physical appearance, attitude and the ability to deal with people in a
fair and consistent manner. The Agreement Holder and their staff must be able to
communicate effectively and control their verbal and physical responses in any
situation. This is called the “public relations approach”. It does not change from
situation to situation, and it is the key to success in dealing with people. There are
three components to this approach:
1. The mental awareness and thought process—the Agreement Holder must:
•
•

be calm, cool and collected internally
program his/her approach to the specific situation

2. The physical image (body language)—the Agreement Holder must:
•
•
•

develop and present a friendly posture
prevent circumstances from changing his/her countenance
develop and use the power of a smile in the face of adversity

3. The verbal-response (communication)—the Agreement Holder must:
•
•
•

listen to both sides of the story
control voice tone, volume, and inflections to show interest and concern
without emotion and
refrain from swearing or using obscene or insulting language.

b) Assessing the Risk—the Agreement Holder must observe and analyze each
potential conflict situation to ensure it is safe to make contact with the site user.
The Agreement Holder must also be prepared mentally, physically and
communicatively to handle the situation. The safety of the Agreement Holder is
paramount, and they should not put themselves at risk in situations of conflict
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c) Education—the Agreement Holder must attempt to inform and educate site users
of the site rules and regulations
d) Encouraging Compliance—in every possible instance, site users should be
advised of the compliance required and given an opportunity to correct their
behaviour (e.g. keep noise down, buy a camping permit, etc.)
e) Day Stay Maximum Limit—the Agreement Holder must advise any site user who
has reached the maximum stay (camping) limit allowed by the regulations and may
request an authorization from the Designated Forest Official to extend the stay of
the site user.
f) Violation/Order to Vacant—the Agreement Holder must advise site users who are
contravening the act or regulations that they are in violation, and may be subject to
enforcement action or ordered to vacate if they do not cease. Only if it is safe to do
so, an Agreement Holder may ask a person that is causing a violation at a site to
leave. Only a Designated Forest Official, Environmental Official or the RCMP can
order a person to vacate a site under the authority of the Forest Recreation
Regulations
g) Access Control—the Agreement Holder may regulate vehicular and pedestrian
traffic to prevent congestion and camping and parking problems from developing.
Gates or control devices are to be opened and closed as required. The Agreement
Holder must remain at the site and be available to the public while the control
devices are closed and the site is occupied with users. The needs of an emergency
situation must be considered whenever a control device is closed. Only campers
may remain in the site after 11:00 p.m.
h) Complaints and Disturbances—the Agreement Holder will record and report to
the Recreation Officer any complaints by site users about disturbances or other
undesirable or illegal activities in the area
i) Provincial Property—the Agreement Holder will check the structures and all
equipment at the site for theft, damage or vandalism, and report any occurrence
immediately to the forest district office
j) Notebooks—the Agreement Holder should keep notes of important incidents,
including such things as time, date, place and weather conditions names and
descriptions of the people involved what was seen and done and what was heard
(conversations). Agreement Holder should retain the notebook in a safe place
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Schedule F
(Recreation Site without fees)
RECREATION SITE OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
Management Agreement No.16660-27/
1.0 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1.1

Recreation Sites and Trails BC roles and responsibilities
Recreation Sites and Trails BC will provide:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Rules for Use of Sites Brochure and Poster
magnetic vehicle identification if available
name(s) of site Campground Operators to the nearest Fire Centre
entrance 3 blade sign and post
paint
toilet pumping
infrastructure if available
Wildlife Danger Tree Assessments as determined by the forest district

1.2 Agreement Holder’s roles and responsibilities
The Agreement Holder shall:
a) acknowledge and agree with the province that nothing in a site operations services
agreement will be deemed to grant to the Agreement Holder the exclusive use and
possession of Recreation sites
b) repair or eliminate known hazards when possible. If a natural hazard becomes
known to the Agreement Holder during routine maintenance visits, such as
river/creek crossings, slides/washouts and hazard trees, the local forest district
office must be advised. In addition the Agreement Holder must make a reasonable
effort to ensure users do not enter the trail head, if in the Agreement Holders
opinion, the trail is unsafe due to existing or potential hazards
c) not represent or speak on behalf of the province
d) not burn debris, such as boxes, bags, containers, etc. unless authorized to do so by
the designated contract officer
e) present a clean and well-groomed appearance, and be attired in a manner
appropriate for carrying out the obligations as stated in the agreement and this
document
f) be courteous and tactful when dealing with the public
g) carry out all work in a manner that will create the least disruption and
inconvenience to the public, must possess a general knowledge of the site(s), and
structures
h) comply with the Forest Fire Prevention Regulations, as required, report the presence
of knapweed and other noxious weeds within Recreation Site\s to the Recreation
Officer. To aid Agreement Holder in noxious weed identification, the Forest
Service may provide them a copy of the book, A Field Guide to Noxious and Other
Selected Weeds of British Columbia
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2.0 MAINTENANCE
2.1

FS Site Activation
Prior to commencement of routine service, this site and associated structures should be
inspected, preferably by the Recreation Officer and the Agreement Holder together, to
identify off-season use and/or damage, and any necessary maintenance, remedial action
and/or repairs that are required.

2.2

Maintenance Routine
Maintenance visits must be conducted in accordance with the approved schedule of
visits as identified in Schedule D. Any changes must be authorised by the Recreation
Officer.

2.3

Firewood Provision
Firewood may be provided to sites users and priced as indicated in Schedule C,
throughout the agreement service period.
If provided, firewood should be of assorted diameters, reasonably sound, a mix of 50
percent dry and 50 percent green, approximately 35 cm long, and split to arm-load
dimensions.

2.4

Structure Renovations and/or Replacements
Structure renovations and/or replacements should be planned and scheduled for the
period
to
of each year, except where emergency action is required. The
guiding principle for conducting renovation and/or replacement work is to have all
structures operational and useable during the routine service period, and to schedule
and conduct required work in a manner least disturbing or disruptive to site users.
Any painting and staining that is required should be completed by
of each year
and then on an as required basis when wood is exposed due to vandalism, wear or other
damage. Prepare all surfaces by scraping old paint and using a wire brush to create a
fresh bonding surface for new paint.

2.5

Campsite and Day Use Area Maintenance
a) keep campsite structures in a safe and fully operational condition
b) maintain campsites and surrounding area in a clean and tidy condition free from
litter, garbage, broken glass, and foreign material. Dispose of all litter and refuse at
a regional dump site or transfer station
c) remove all non-standard structures from the campsites and maintain all new
structures installed by the province
d) pick up all litter throughout the developed portion of the site including the roads
and trail
e) where applicable, retain the campsite shape and definition by removing weeds,
encroaching vegetation, and overhanging limbs a minimum of 1.5 feet (0.5 metres)
surrounding the campsite and driveway shoulders
f) rake the campsite and driveway shoulders removing wood chips, needles,
sticks/branches and other debris. Particular attention should be given to heavily
2
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used areas, but not limited to, around fire rings, around and beneath tables, and in
tenting spots
g) maintain areas surrounding structures free of weeds, encroaching vegetation,
overhanging limbs, dirt, litter, garbage and debris. Level all gravel surfaces to
present an overall clean and neat appearance. Cut brush, grass, etc. around tables
(1.5 m swath) and along paths when 8 inches (3.2 cm) high or otherwise
interfering with the use of structures
h) if qualified, fall, buck and pile any hazard trees on the site for firewood
i) not use pails or other containers contaminated with disinfectants or sanitizers to
obtain water from streams or lakes
2.6

Table Maintenance
a) repair damaged tables to standard;
b) ensure tables are safe by securing loose planks, removing all splinters, nails and
other hazardous protrusions, and making sure tables are level and not prone to
rocking or tipping when used;
c) paint/stain tabletops and seat planks as necessary to keep the surfaces clean and neat
in appearance. All wood exposed due to vandalism, wear or other damage shall be
scraped and stained or painted;
d) relocate tables to their original locations, and level them as necessary; and
e) maintain tables and the immediate area in a clean condition, free from all cobwebs,
dirt, grass/brush, litter, garbage and debris. Wash all table tops and seat planks.
Note: the Ministry must approve Paint or stain colours.

2.7

Pit Toilet Maintenance
a) keep pit toilet buildings and fixtures in a safe and fully functional condition. Site
Use Rules and User Maintained posters are to be stapled securely inside the toilet.
Replace posters as needed
b) maintain pit toilets and fixtures in a clean and sanitary condition free from dust,
dirt, stains, mold, cobwebs, graffiti, litter, garbage, excess water, unpleasant odours,
and all foreign material
c) thoroughly clean and sanitize the seat, stem, floors and walls with a mixture of
cleaner and water. Do not pour water used for toilet sanitizing/disinfecting into the
pit
d) provide toilet paper and deodorant blocks in the holders as required
e) provide septic enzyme – following the instructions on the product (lime products
are not to be used) – as required
f) maintain the area surrounding the pit toilet free from all litter, garbage, debris,
weeds, encroaching vegetation and overhanging limbs. Remove all debris from the
roof surface
g) maintain the minimal acceptable space between faecal matter and the floor level of
1.5 feet (0.5 metres). Notify the Ministry representative of the requirement to pump
the toilet
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h) annually when required, stain the outside walls of the toilet and inside walls in the
existing colour scheme. Paint the floors
i) Protect the toilet seat and stem from marring and splatters while the interior of the
structure is painted. Secure information posters after the paint is completely dry
2.8

Sign/Poster Maintenance
a) ensure signs are in good repair and maintained in a firm vertical position with the
sign message oriented to provide maximum viewing exposure
b) replace or repair all missing or damaged signs
c) maintain signs in a clean condition free from dirt and foreign matter that could
restrict a site user’s ability to read them
d) maintain the immediate area around signs free from garbage, grass, weeds and
brush
e) notify the Ministry representative if signs are in poor condition or need replacing,
install and/or stain signs as required, following ministry standards
f) when required, apply one coat of paint/stain to signs, boards and posts – letters
white, sign boards and posts provincial brown
g) replace damaged Site Use Rules (staple securely in toilets and on notice boards)

2.9

Trail Maintenance (within a site)
a) ensure all trails, walkways, boardwalks, paths, steps, stairs and handrails are safe
and in a fully functional condition
b) maintain trails, walkways, path steps and stairs and adjacent areas in a clean
condition free from litter, garbage, rocks, limbs, windfall tress, encroaching
vegetation, and other foreign material that may pose a hazard or restrict access
c) ensure culverts, bridges and ditches are clear to ensure proper drainage

2.10 Beach, Shoreline, Dock and Boat Launch Maintenance
a) remove all litter, broken glass and garbage from the beach, boat launch and
surrounding area to a water depth of about one metre and at least one metre from
shore
b) remove non-standard fixtures from the beach, shoreline, boat launch and
surrounding area (i.e. animal hangers, shelters, plastic, windscreens, etc.)
c) where required, maintain dock and boat-launching structures in a safe and fully
functional condition, free of garbage, litter and foreign matter
2.11 Fire Rings/Pits
a) maintain fire pits and immediate areas in a clean condition clear of garbage, residue
and unusable wood, with wood left by campers on the site, piled neatly adjacent to
the fire ring
b) remove cold ashes that are deeper than 10 centimetres. All ashes are to be hauled
away from the site and disposed of at a regional dumpsite or transfer station. Place
rocks neatly around the perimeter of the fire pit if no metal fire ring is in place
c) extinguish non-attended fires
4
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d) remove undesignated fire rings
3.0 VISITOR SERVICES STANDARDS
3.1

Visitor Information
The Agreement Holder shall:
a) answer all site users’ inquiries, information requests, and/or complaints in a
courteous manner. All complaints or complicated public inquiries should be
directed to the ministry representative. A complaint of a serious nature should be
reported to the ministry immediately
b) provide site users with reasonable assistance and friendly and helpful service
c) be familiar with the Forest Recreation Regulation

5
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Schedule G
RECREATION TRAIL OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
Management Agreement No.
Trail Maintenance
Trail maintenance is carried out to:
•
•
•
•

provide user safety
protect the environment
provide user access and convenience
protect investments

1. Trail Maintenance Priorities
a) Safety considerations should always be the first priority. Unsafe conditions should be
corrected or normal use restricted
b) Environmental and trail damage should be corrected and actions taken to prevent further
damage
c) User convenience should be considered
2. Pre Season Trail Maintenance
a) Signs—all signs will be checked prior to the season of operation to ensure they are in
place and visible and any additional signs required to meet the objectives of this
Agreement should be installed. Conduct minor repairs and stain/paint trail signs as
required
b) Deadfall—on a priority bases cut out windfall/deadfall over the trail, remove wood a
minimum of 0.5 metre from the tread centre and dispose downhill when possible
c) Brushing—on a priority bases remove all juvenile trees and woody brush for 0.5 metre
on either side of tread centre within 3 centimetres of ground level. Scatter the cut
material out of sight of the trail
d) Erosion control—clean and repair any existing water bars and ditches as necessary to
drain water away from the trail and prevent erosion
e) Route marking—mark obscure routes with flagging or delineating tags as required
f) Litter cleanup—remove litter and garbage at the trailhead and along the trail
g) Limbing—remove tree limbs to allow 2.5 metres of overhead clearance above the trail,
with 1.0-1.5 metres total clearance width. Scatter cut limbs a minimum of 1.0 metres
from the trail edge, out of sight where possible. Ensure limbing cuts are clean, without
scarring the main trunk of the tree
3. Routine Trail Maintenance
Routine trail maintenance or minor repairs should be conducted on:
a) Vegetation
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•
•

Brush clearing, including removal of hazardous branches
Windfall removal

•
•
•
•

Hazard tree removal
Slope re-vegetation
Viewpoint maintenance
Close off unwanted trails and shortcuts, and restore vegetation

b) Drainage
•
•
•
•
•

Culverts
Cross drains
Waterbars
Grade dips
Drainage ditches

c) Structures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bridge repair
Cribbing & retaining wall repair
Steps and stair repair
Barrier and handrail repair
Boardwalk repair
Deck board replacement
Shelter repair
Toilets

d) Trail tread
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draining/hardening of mud holes and boggy areas
Washout repair
Slump repair
Grubbing rocks, roots, stumps
Turnpike section repair
Surface repair and removal of loose rocks
Surface replenishment (similar or minimal maintenance material)

e) Signs
•
•
•
•
•

Sign repair
Sign replacement
Cairn repair
Barricade or closure device repair
Trail marker replacement or additions

4. Trail Hazards
Repair or eliminate known trail hazards when possible. If a natural hazard becomes known
to the Agreement Holder during routine maintenance visits, such as river/creek crossings,
slides/washouts and hazard trees, the local forest district office must be advised. In addition
the Agreement Holder must make a reasonable effort to ensure users do not enter the trail
2
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head, if in the Agreement Holders opinion, the trail is unsafe due to existing or potential
hazards.
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B
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 19, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 14, 2013

FROM:

Susan Mason, Parks Planning Coordinator

RE:

Pesticides and Herbicides Policy and Invasive Plant Control

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee receives for information the Parks Planning
Coordinator’s report entitled Pesticides and Herbicides Policy and Invasive Plant Control;
AND THAT Staff be directed to draft an updated policy and submit to the Community Services
Committee for review.

BACKGROUND
As far back as 1978, the Board passed resolutions expressing concern about pesticide use. On
July 27, 1978 the Board adopted a resolution stating their opposition to the use of herbicides on
BC Hydro Rights of Way especially the use of Tordon 10K in the watershed of the South Pender
Harbour Waterworks District. On February 24, 1983 the Board approved the current policy’s
language and the language was reaffirmed on November 22, 1990:
Resolution 114/83

Pesticides and Herbicides

Resolution 1037/90

Pesticides and Herbicides

This policy (attached) discourages the use of herbicides and pesticides and encourages
alternate pest control measures. The Policy was driven by concern for use of pesticides and
herbicides in forestry practices, BC Hydro rights of way maintenance and the use of herbicides
for cosmetic use.
DISCUSSION
The existing policy has been unchanged for decades. It is often stated that the SCRD has a “no
use of pesticides or herbicides” policy, which is not the case. The proliferation of aggressive
invasive plant species, increased availability of peer-reviewed toxicology studies, introduction of
different classes of herbicides and a better understanding of environmental impacts warrants reexamination of the policy.
Staff has identified some areas in need of refinement. These areas are outlined below.
Current policy language:
 Is not based on current pesticides or application methods (injection versus foliar spray)
 Was created prior to understanding habitat loss from invasive plants
 Is aimed at agencies or groups outside the control of the SCRD including personal use
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 Encourages and discourages behaviours however does not prohibit any action
 Does not address land under the control of the Parks Division and staff need tools to
preserve the biodiversity of those protected spaces

Herbicides at that time were highly toxic, persistent and have properties resulting in
bioaccumulation. New types of herbicides have entered the market since the 1980s. Many
newer herbicides are short lived and can be applied with much lower risk to humans, other
animals and the environment. Peer-reviewed research is readily available and supports the
judicious use of herbicides under certain circumstances.
Invasive plants such as knotweed are changing the riparian habitats along the Sunshine Coast.
As discussed during this Committee’s January 10, 2013 meeting, the use of herbicides is the
best option to treat knotweed in some situations.
Other jurisdictions in British Columbia have allowed the limited use of herbicides for the control
and eradication of invasive plant species. The Resort Municipality of Whistler allows for a permit
for the use of pesticides against any pest which is harmful to human health. The Cities of
Victoria and Nanaimo bylaws exempt the use of herbicides for control of invasive plants. The
District of Saanich bylaw allows for the ability to obtain a permit to use herbicides to control
invasive species or noxious weeds subject to the BC Integrated Pest Management Act and
Regulations.
A Pesticide and Herbicide policy addressing new technology and environmental concerns both
from the herbicides themselves and invasive plants could result in better stewardship of the
SCRD’s properties and the environment as a whole. Voicing the SCRD’s interests and
recommending behaviour changes to outside agencies is important. Adding more definitive
direction in regards to SCRD owned and managed lands may have even more impact.
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Sunshine Coast Regional District
BOARD POLICY MANUAL

Section:

Administration

1

Subsection:

Plans and Programs

0620

Title:

Pesticides and Herbicides
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POLICY
Whereas the use of pesticides and herbicides in this community in the forests is of great public
concern, environmental concern and a potential public health concern;
Whereas numerous pesticides and herbicides (e.g., DDT, Endrin, Phosvel, EDB, DBCP) have
been banned only after years of use in Canada, and only after belated scientific documentation
of the health and environmental hazards associated with such pesticides and herbicides;
Whereas a majority of pesticides and herbicides in use today have not been comprehensively
tested for their potential human health effects, and such comprehensive testing will not be
completed for many years;
Whereas studies have demonstrated that numerous pesticides and herbicides in use today are
potential human carcinogens, mutagens, teratogens, and neurotoxic agents;
Whereas pesticide and herbicide usage contributes to such environmental problems as the
elimination of beneficial species, the degradation and erosion of soil, and the contamination of
surface and ground waters;
Therefore be it resolved that the Ministry of Forests in this community examine alternatives to
pesticide and herbicide use that employ other methods of pest and brush control such as
manual clearing, animal grazing, bark stripping (girdling) and early replanting/advance growth
planting;
And that this policy be applied to the whole of the forestry area, not only adjacent to populated
areas, as recreational use and water supplies may be affected throughout the forest
management area;
And that, in view of the fact that forestry use of pesticide and herbicides is only a small portion
of total pesticide use, personal use in the home and garden as well as other agricultural use be
discouraged, and alternative methods of pest and vegetation control be encouraged.
REASON FOR POLICY
To discourage the use of herbicides and pesticides in the forests and elsewhere.
AUTHORITY TO ACT
Retained by the Board.
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PROCEDURE

Approval Date:

February 24, 1983

Resolution No.

Amendment Date:

Resolution No.

Amendment Date:

Resolution No.

Amendment Date:

Resolution No.
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C
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 22th, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 14, 2013

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

DRAFT MOU FOR PENDER HARBOUR LIVING HERITAGE SOCIETY

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives, for
information, the staff report entitled Draft MOU for Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society;
AND THAT the SCRD Chair and Corporate Officer be authorized to sign the MOU agreement.

BACKGROUND
The SCRD signed a 20-year lease with School District No. 46 in 2008 for the Irvine’s Landing
School, now known as Sarah Wray Hall. Since that time an active volunteer group, the Pender
Harbour Living Heritage Society, has started upgrading the building for public use with Gas Tax
funds and grants. Staff has been in discussion with School District officials to confirm there is
no problem with the attached MOU and the works outlined moving forward.
DISCUSSION
Attached for consideration is a draft MOU to allow the PHLHS to continue to make
improvements to the hall and offer community programs at the Sarah Wray Hall.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Sarah Wray Hall- Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society
Renovations and Programs 2013-2014
This Memorandum of Understanding dated for reference the ___ day of ___________,
2013.

BETWEEN:
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
1975 Field Rd.
Sechelt, British Columbia
V0N 3A1
(the “Regional District”)
AND:
Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society
Box 130
Garden Bay, BC V0N 1S0
(the “Society”)
(collectively called the “Parties”)

WHEREAS:
A)

The Regional District and the Society are incorporated bodies with a mutual
interest in cooperating in the construction and operation of park facilities on
lands legally described as Lot A, DL2951, Plan 2384, Group 1 NWD, 4334
Irvine’s Landing Road, Egmont-Pender Harbour Electoral Area A, shown on
Schedule “A” attached (the “Building”) known as Irvine’s Landing School
House/Sarah Wray Hall;

B)

The Regional District leases, owns and operates community halls and parks
and may enter into related MOUs with third parties for mutual benefit;

C)

The Society has secured funding and wishes to carry out Works at Sarah
Wray Hall by December 31, 2014;
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The Parties now wish to record in a Memorandum of Understanding their
understandings regarding their desire to work cooperatively in improvements
and programs in Sarah Wray Hall.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set out herein,
the Parties hereto agree as follows:

Purposes

1.

The Regional District and the Society shall cooperate with each other and

execute all such further documents and provide such further assurances as may be
necessary to comply with the spirit and intent of this Memorandum of Understanding.

2.

The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding is to record the intent of

the parties to work towards improvement of Sarah Wray Hall to make improvements and
develop community programs that will be valued by the community.

Obligations of the Parties

3.

The Regional District agrees to provide the Hall for the approved improvements

and community use. The Regional District also provides liability coverage for volunteers
making improvements on the site until such time as a sub-lease agreement is drafted.

4.

The Society at its sole cost will install and maintain for the term of this

agreement:
•

Multi-purpose/storage room upgrades and replacement of water/sewage and
heating systems;

•

Rehabilitation of building foundation and crawl space; roof repairs; and washroom
upgrades;

•

New porch and wheelchair ramp;

•

Main Hall and kitchen upgrades.
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Prior to doing the work in section 4, the Society shall provide details and obtain written
approval from the Parks Services Manager and comply with Building Code and permit
requirements.

5.

The Society at its sole cost may provide public programs and community use

during the term of this agreement.

The Society must notify SCRD staff of grant

applications and funding requests to other agencies in advance of application. When
offering programs the Society must provide adequate insurance for those uses and
name SCRD and School District 46 as additionally insured in that policy.

6.

The Society shall ensure that its members or contractors carry out the Works

in a good and workmanlike manner in order to cause no damage, nuisance or
disturbance to the surrounding area.

The Society must also provide written

corroboration that volunteers do not require WCBC coverage. The Society must also
ensure that any contractors engaged by the Society have 2 million dollar minimum
liability insurance and all their workers are covered by WCB.
7.

Asbestos, lead or other hazardous materials must be removed or treated by a

registered contractor at the cost of the Society.

8.

The Society will abide by and comply, at its own expense, with all laws, rules

and regulations of every government or other authority which in any way relate to or
affect the use of the Hall and shall take necessary steps to ensure the safety of the
public by preventing entry to construction sites.

Indemnity

9.

The Society covenants and agrees to indemnify and save harmless the

Regional District, its elected officials, officers, employees, agents, successors and
assigns, from and against all actions or causes of actions, liabilities, claims, damages or
expenses arising or resulting from the Society carrying out the Works on the Lands,
including but not limited to any act or neglect of the Society or its contractors, officers,
employees, agents, invitees or licensees in and about the Lands or arising out of any
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breach, violation, non-performance by them of any provision of this Memorandum of
Understanding, including liability for injuries or damage to persons or property of the
Regional District’s contractors, officers, employees, agents, invitees or licensees.

Insurance

10.

The Society shall, prior to commencing the Works, provide and maintain

comprehensive general liability insurance respecting the Society’s use and occupation
of the Lands and carrying out of the Works, in a form acceptable to the Regional District,
subject to limits of liability of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) inclusive,
per occurrence, for bodily injury, death or damage to property, including loss of use
thereof, and such insurance shall contain a severability of interests or cross liability
clause, list the District as an additional insured and provide that such policy may not be
terminated or discontinued without first providing the Regional District with 10 days
written notice of such termination or discontinuance.
Term
11.

The term of this agreement is until December 31, 2014 for the Society to

maintain improvements and offer programs or until a formal sub-lease arrangement has
been made whichever is sooner.
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`Further Agreements

12.

The parties may negotiate a longer term sublease provided the Society

takes responsibility for maintenance of the improvements they provide.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Corporate
Seal of the Sunshine Coast Regional
District was hereunto affixed in the
presence of:

CHAIR

CORPORATE OFFICER

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Corporate
Seal of the Pender Harbour Living
Heritage Society was hereunto affixed in
the presence of:

Authorized Signatory

Authorized Signatory

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 25, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee- March 14, 2013

FROM:

Carleen McDowell, Parks Services Manager

RE:

REPORTING ON GAS TAX EXPENDITURE- PENDER HARBOUR LIVING HERITAGE
SOCIETY

RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the SCRD Board receives for
information the staff report entitled Reporting on Gas Tax Expenditure- Pender Harbour Living
Heritage Society for information.
AND THAT this information is forwarded to Treasurer for filing for Gas Tax Expenditures.

BACKGROUND
When the agreement with Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society was drafted for expenditure
of Area A Gas Tax funds on Sarah Wray Hall there was a requirement to report back to SCRD
on how the funds were used. Attached is the letter and financial statements received from the
group showing the expenditures.

DISCUSSION
Attached to this cover report are the Letter and financial reports from November 30th, 2012 and
the subsequent reporting of Feb 1, 2013 showing other expenditures.
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P.O Box 130
Garden Bay, BC

V0N 1S0

November 30, 2012

Mr. Paul Fenwick, General Manager
Community Services Department
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A1

Dear Mr. Fenwick,

Re: 2012 Funding Agreement--Gas Tax Project Sarah Wray Hall

In fulfillment of the funding agreement made on April 5, 2012, between the Sunshine
Coast Regional District and the Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society in respect of
building upgrades at the Sarah Wray Hall (the Irvines Landing School in Garden Bay), the
Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society wishes to advise that the funding provided, in the
amount of $20,421.00, has been expended as noted in the attached financial statements. As
required under the agreement, the funds have been applied to building upgrades that qualify
for the use of gas tax monies, specifically for septic and heating works.
The upgrades funded by the gas tax monies are part of an ongoing project to preserve
an old one-room schoolhouse that was constructed on donated land by community members
at the beginning of the great Depression. The site, which is the property of School District
47, currently is leased to the Sunshine Coast Regional District. Under the aegis of the
SCRD, community volunteers of the Living Heritage Society are working to arrest the decay
that has set in since the one-room schoolhouse was abandoned as an instructional venue in
the late twentieth century. Their hope is to bring the physical state of the schoolhouse up to a
standard acceptable for its use as a community centre while preserving as many heritage
aspects of the structure as possible.
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Hard work by many volunteers, supported by the generosity of several individual
donors and community organizations, has resulted in the following achievements at the Sarah
Wray Hall site during 2012:
1. Removal of the old school toilets that were not up to code and construction of new
washroom facilities accessible to those with mobility impairments.
2. Construction of a modern sewer system. The new system connects to a treatment
plant in the adjacent housing development of Pender Harbour Landing, an
improvement that obviates the need for a septic field at the old school site.
3. Replacement of the decaying old wood foundation with an energy-efficient concrete
foundation.
4. Purchase of a heat pump to replace the old school stove and oil burner.
5. Electrical upgrades to accommodate the new septic tank and heat pump systems.
6. Replacement of the rotten old roof on the back annex.
7. Replacement of rotten walls in the annex.
8. Installation of new double security doors in the annex.
9. Removal of insect infestation
10. Installation of new insulation and walls in the annex.
11. General site cleanup and removal of vegetation and old debris from around the
foundation.
On behalf of the Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society and the volunteers working
on the Sarah Wray Hall project, I thank the SCRD board and SCRD staff members for
the help you have provided to us during the year. The gas tax funding has been crucial to
the success of the project, not only in itself but also as a proof of broad community
support as we approached other granting bodies for assistance with aspects of the
restoration effort. We appreciate also the way you and other SCRD staff members
offered generous advice and assistance when we approached you with questions during
the course of construction.

Sincerely,
Elaine Park, President
Pender Harbour Living Heritage Society
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Feb 1/13

SCRD GAS TAX GRANT - Report #2

Date of invoice
Nov 25/12
Nov 6/12
Nov 23/12
Dec 11/12
Dec 11/12
Dec 31/12
Jan 15/13
Jan 20/13

Item
Labour Septic tank
2" PVC pipe
pvc pipe for elec conduit
meter hub
breakers and mast head
heat pump
heat pump (balance)
backhoe

Amount
$480.00
$16.48
$5.23
$6.71
$190.60
$5,844.16
$2,802.24
$1,808.80

Total Billed this report

$11,154.22

Plus total billed in Nov 30/12 report
TOTAL BILLED

$9,235.68
$20,389.90

Total amount of grant
BALANCE IN GRANT

$20,421.00
$31.10
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Supplier Name
Trevor Jones
Garden Bay Marine
Garden Bay Marine
Art Merritt
Art Merritt
SS Coast Eco Energy
SS Coast Eco Energy
Glenn's Backhoe Srvc

PHLHS Sarah Wray Gas Tax Record Report
SCRD Gas Tax Grant
May 2/2012
May 11/12
May 15/12
June 27/12
June 27/12
Oct 26/12
Oct 27/12
Nov 25/12
Nov 25/12
Nov 25/12
Nov 25/12

Total Billed
Ttl amt Grants

Bal. in Grants

Sewer pump system
Fill for sewer pipe
Shipping for sewer pump
PVC and ABS fittings
Landscape fabric
Fill Sand
2" DWV pipe
Electrical Permit
Wire and conduit
Main panel
Staples and tape

$7,398.72 Bob/Eng'd Pump
$228.97 Bob/Steve Boyd
$156.86 Bob/Squamish Frt

$84.86
$15.44
$203.12
$31.06
$304.00
$261.70
$516.38
$34.57

Bob/Rona Invoice
Bob/Rona Invoice
Bob/Boyd Invoice
Bob/Rona Invoice
Nigel/Service B.C.
Nigel/EECOL invoice
Nigel/EECOL invoice
Nigel/EECOL invoice

Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Septic Tank
Heat/Electrical
Septic/annex elec
Septic/heat
Septic/annex elec

$9,235.68
$20,421.00
$11,185.32

Planned expenditures:
The heat pump was ordered and we anticipate delivery in early December. Tax and misc hardware should be around $8200.
The remainder of the gas tax money (and maybe a little more) will be used to supply electricity to the Septic Tank and the Heat Pump.
To do that we have to upgrade our Hydro entrance arrangement (pole to the building) from 100 amp to 200 amp
(Meter, wire. hook up fees, trenching, conduit) and we also need to install the 200 amp main panel recently purchased.
Schedule says December 2012 but as it depends on Hydro for on site planning and then disconnect/re-connect availability
it could easily be early 2013 for completion.
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E
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 22, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 14, 2013

FROM:

Bruce Bauman – Manager, Recreation Services

RE:

GIBSONS POOL FUNDING PARTNERS

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report on Gibsons Pool
funding partners as information:

BACKGROUND
At the February 7, 2013 Community Services Meeting the following recommendation
was adopted:
Recommendation No. 1 Original Gibsons Pool
The Community Services Committee recommended that staff report on who the funding
partners were for the building of the original Gibsons Pool.

DISCUSSION
Staff researched the above recommendation by contacting the Town of Gibsons. Their
response was that the Town of Gibsons through a CHMC mortgage funded the
construction of the pool.
The West Howe Sound Recreation Commission was established so Areas E and F
could contribute to operations with the Town of Gibsons when it opened. At a later date
Area D joined area’s E and F and the Town of Gibsons in funding annual operations.
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F
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 15, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 14, 2013

FROM:

Paul Fenwick, General Manager Community Services
John France, CAO

RE:

Recreation Processes Interrelationships

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the Community Services Committee receives the report Recreation Processes
Interrelationships as information.

BACKGROUND
On January 10, 2013 the Board passed the following recommendation:
Recommendation No. 6 Workshop Recreation Divisional Review
THAT the report from the CAO and the General Manager of Community Services regarding a
workshop for the Recreation Divisional Review be received;
AND THAT staff prepare a report with information explaining the following four processes Recreation Divisional Service Review, Parks and Recreation Master Plan, Facility Audit and
TAG report, and how those relate to each other;
AND FURTHER THAT the Board be informed of any changes in staff structure for 2013.
REPORT

Recreation Divisional Service Review
The Recreation Divisional Service Review is an independent review of recreation operations
looking at the organizational set up and staffing, comparative financial and other data and to
provide directions and ideas for operational improvements stemming from the review. The
Board has received a final report and a staff outline to inform a workshop to look at the findings
and 7 key recommendations (see below). Recommendations include adding to FTE count to get
the job done now, to use data to inform programming and marketing and to report outcomes
(key performance indicators) more systematically and strategically than has been done
historically. Staff have already taken steps in operations having been informed by this report.
The Divisional Review found that our structure is lean given the challenges of running four
geographically distinct facilities. The operational team and support services give staff the
capacity to address some of the other “processes” like maintaining and improving complex
buildings, implementing the Corporate Strategic Plan (e.g. environmental sustainability, financial
and community planning processes) and to implement the Master Plan going forward.
Operations do face challenges like aging buildings, a relatively small demographic base, higher
than average fees which could become a barrier to affordability for customers, higher debt costs
compared to benchmark communities and the ongoing challenges of serving niche markets in a
financially responsible manner.
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Parks and Recreation Master Plan
The Master Plan is well on the way to completion. Remaining steps are the review of the next
draft by TAG and the steering committee, a Master Plan workshop, presentation to the Board
and the public consultation to obtain additional public input based on the final document.
It will be a vision to guide several SCRD functions/services including recreation. Staff and some
directors have served with the Steering Committee (the Recreation and Parks Services Advisory
Committee—RPSAC) to review the master plan recommendations and text. We are awaiting
the next draft from the consultant at the time of this report. The work to date is shaped by a
community social survey and focus groups as well as the Steering Committee and Technical
Advisory Group input. The direction is toward “community development” and services within and
outside of the major recreation facilities. The Master Plan is forward thinking while cognizant of
our operating structure and bylaw requirements. It strives to be innovative to support a viable
community. The master plan will contain numerable recommendations by topic for both parks
and recreation. To do more community development would see additional FTEs being added to
the SCRD staffing according to the master plan. The SCRD has already used the valuable
master plan public input to shape programs e.g. enhanced youth programs in 2012.
At the time of this report, the Master Plan is to be reviewed again by the Steering Committee
(RPSAC) prior to a workshop as requested by the SCRD Board. After that it will be subject to
the final public consultation.
Facility Audit
The facility audits done by FAME in 2010 looked at the aging recreation buildings and noted
where significant repairs and maintenance are expected. The reports inform operations and the
capital plan. The buildings are the hubs for community activities and unique recreation services.
Complementing the building audits are energy studies and where a business case is positive
and the financial plan allows, energy saving projects are done in the facilities (lighting change
over, heat recovery). These energy improvements complement the corporate goals and bring
operational savings.
Technical Advisory Group
The Technical Advisory Group “TAG” is the staff team working on the Parks and Recreation
Master Plan. The members are the GM, Treasurer, and Managers of Parks and Recreation.
Their role has been to review draft text for the Master Plan, attend the Steering Committee
(RPSAC) meetings and to provide oversight regarding the project terms of reference. TAG put
extra effort into the financial component of the master plan. How this will look in the next draft is
of interest. It is a common methodology in planning to have a technical group tasked with
monitoring and improving a plan done by a third party. Typically there is a parallel policy and/or
community component. In the current case the TAG and Steering Committee did a joint review
although maintain their independence.
At the time of this report, the review for the next draft of the Master Plan is underway including a
Financial Chapter that was re-written. TAG members are reviewing all sections to inform the
Steering Committee.
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COMMENTARY
The Board asked for two workshops. Individually the Service Review and the Master Plan will
be discussed:
•

November 22, 2012 Board
Recommendation No. 4 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
THAT the Parks and Recreation Master Plan consultant be provided the RPSAC and
RPSAC Subcommittee minutes regarding review of the draft master plan and
recommendations together with a consolidated version of the resulting recommendation
wording;
AND THAT the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) memo on the financial aspects be
forwarded to the consultant with a request that the consultant uses it and dialogue with TAG
to achieve the related terms of reference for the master plan;
AND FURTHER THAT the consultant prepare a revised draft based on the above for
consideration by RPSAC who then will forward a proposed plan to a workshop for review
prior to public consultation steps.
Recommendation No. 5 Workshop
THAT, when the full draft Parks and Recreation Master Plan document has been received
from RPSAC, it be reviewed at a workshop to which the rural directors, three municipal
councils, and the Chair and Vice Chair of the Recreation and Parks Services Advisory
Committee are invited, prior to distribution to the Community Services Committee;
AND THAT the full draft document and the following items be distributed prior to the
workshop:
• a current organization chart for Parks and Recreation Divisions
• the survey used, including the sample representation
• updated information on programs offered in 2012 as opposed to the 2010 data in the
document.

•

December 13, 2012 Board
Recommendation No. 2 Division Recreation Facilities Review
THAT staff report to the December Community Services Committee Meeting on a proposed
Workshop to review and discuss the seven steps for the Service Review, as follows, and
note how it will interface with the Parks Master Plan:
1. Reaffirm the important role the SCRD plays in the delivery of quality of life benefits;
2. Have staff consider local trends and socio-demographic attributes in developing quality
programs and services;
3. Have staff consider and apply, where applicable, the key findings from the best practices
review;
4. Utilize the transitional organization structure as guidance for any long-term adjustments
that emerge from the Parks and Recreation Master Plan;
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5. Support the addition of Recreation Facilities Division staffing to enhance programming
opportunities (by 1.8 FTE’s) as follows:
a) Fund a 5 day/week (1 FTE) Recreation Programmer at Sechelt Aquatic Centre;
b) Fund an additional 1 day per week (.2) FTE to make the Gibsons and Area
Community Centre Programmer a 5 day/week position;
c) To increase Building Maintenance staffing from 3.4 to 4 FTE’s;
6. Direct staff to implement the Annual and Quarterly Report Framework and provide an
annual summary for the Board as part of the budget presentation;
7. Support the implementation of team building strategies.

•

January 10, 2013 Board - 007/13
THAT staff consider inviting members of the public, including the Recreation and Parks
Services Advisory Committee, to the workshop on the Recreation Divisional Reviews.

The processes discussed in this report interrelate as shown by our consultant as

overlapping circles. The foundation of the service as previously reported to Committee
is to integrate the operation of the facilities/programs/partnerships to combine strengths
and to overcome any challenges like the costs of old buildings and ever growing
community needs. The integrated approach is a foundation for the master plan yet to
come.
Both workshops could be held in the near future depending on how many more changes
the Steering Committee or Board recommends for the Master Plan.
For the Divisional Review Workshop, staff feel it would be productive to have selected
staff attend and present how their role relates to the seven key points.
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SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

February 26, 2013

TO:

Community Services Committee – March 7, 2013

FROM:

Parks & Recreation Staff

RE:

Monthly Report – Parks and Recreation Divisions

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Community Services Committee recommends the Parks and Recreation
Divisions Monthly report be received by the SCRD Board as information.

The Recreation Division report is as follows:
A. ADMINISTRATION
Marketing/Promotions
•

•
•

Implemented Marketing Plan initiatives for January promoting:
o inexpensive and free activities
o value of social and physical activity
o aquatic programs
o ways to receive info by email from facilities
o public skates
o Pro D Day activities
o Family Day
Began work on Mobile Website Planning
Family Day was well attended – 1018 admissions to our recreation facilities.

Front Desk Staffing
•
•

Scheduled Front Desk staff Meetings
Scheduled ROA training for updating website

Miscellaneous
•

Penny Phase Out Preparation in Activenet

Comparison (January)
Enrollments in Activities
Jan
Jan
2013 754
2012 729

Membership Sales
Jan
Jan
2013 782
2012
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815

Facility Reservations
Jan
Jan
2013 170
2012 241
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B. GIBSONS AND AREA COMMUNITY CENTRE (GACC)

1)

YOUTH CENTRE

Successes/Positive points:
Weekly Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth Food Bank
Youth Cooking Program
Wireless Wednesdays
Sports Night
Wednesday Games Day
Make Art Thursdays

New Initiatives/Programs:
Promotions at Elphinstone – Contract staff attended Elphinstone Secondary this month to help
promote the GYC and upcoming programs. Staff checked in with Administration, Teachers and
youth. Staff also updated the bulletin board with upcoming events and programs.
Programming for February events – Contract staff spent a lot of time this month planning for the
Youth Dance which was held February 8th. The Dance was put on by the SCRD and a
professional DJ company was hired to provide music and lighting. Contract staff and SCRD
spent time planning to ensure that it would be a very safe event for all youth that attended and
to ensure due diligence in remaining drug & alcohol free. Contract staff also spent time
planning for the Dakota Ridge Snowshoe trip on February 9th. The trip was a half-day with
Alpha Adventures. We were able to take 8 youth and 2 staff.
Stats:

January 2013: 188
January 2012: 220

Youth Homelessness: 0
GYC Food bank Accessed: 0
Drug and Alcohol Incidents: 0
Behaviour Incidents: 0
Issues/Solution:

High risk/Vulnerable youth-

This month contract staff has spent much time dealing with youth that are demonstrating some
behavioural issues. There are 3 male youth in particular that are having a very difficult time
following rules and understanding socially appropriate behaviour. Contract staff has been
working closely with them to encourage positive behaviour and discuss with them ways in which
they can manage their behaviour in a positive way.

2)

SENIORS

Activities focused on the theme of Chinese New Year and included a slide show of Taiwan and
China, cooking wonton soup, and having a guest speaker talking about missionary life in China.
January

2013
14
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2012
4
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Other senior friendly programs offered at GACC: Easy line circuit and refit drop-in classes.
Registration classes: Alexander Technique, Intro to Zumba, Gentle Yoga, Rosen Method, and
Ease Into Exercise.
The Seniors Wellness Host drop-in program has been supported by a local personal trainer
volunteer however seniors have not been attending.
3)

COURTS
January
Squash
Racquetball
Wally ball
Total Usage

2013
436
122
__0
558

2012
469
63
119
651

Numbers are still increasing compared to the fall of 2012. Squash drop-In (first Saturday of the
month) had 17 attendees in January. Dates are being confirmed with Spirit of Excellence to offer
volleyball skills programs for youth, which will increase court usage.

4)

PROGRAMS
Drop In Fitness:

January

2013
551

2012
761

Child Minding:

January

2013
78

2012
98

Staff have conducted a survey to get feedback about quality, timing, and promotion of drop in
classes and childminding. Pricing changes to give a discount for two children in childminding will
be implemented to address clear feedback that cost is a barrier for parents to participate.
Promotions continue to Strong Start and Parent Tot Drop In programs.

5)

ADAPTED PROGRAMS

Partnership programs with VCH continue to show great benefits for the participants.
January

2013
2012
Music Explorations Program (partner with SCACL)
98
72
Adapted Fitness Class (in partnership with VCH)
73
126
Adapted Nia Registration Program (Partner with SCACL): 16 registrants took part in the program.
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Gibsons Community Centre
Drop In/Membership ScanAdmissions
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7)

Dec-12

Oct-12
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Jun-12

Apr-12

Feb-12
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Apr-11

Feb-11

Oct-10

Dec-10

Aug-10

Jun-10

Apr-10

Feb-10

Oct-09

Dec-09

Aug-09

Jun-09

Apr-09

Feb-09

Dec-08

Oct-08

Aug-08

Jun-08

Apr-08

0

PROGRAMS SCHEDULE

Happy Hearts Plus
The Happy Hearts Plus program that was developed in partnership with Vancouver Coastal
Health and with funding from the Age Friendly Grant is now in full swing with eight participants
(held at GACC).
8)

ARENA NEWS

Membership Usage and Point of Sale Admissions for January
2013

4,931

2012

4,796

2011

4,824

2010

4,869

2009

4,824

Special Events
The Canuck Alumni Game
The SCRD together with community user groups hosted a Canuck Alumni vs Minor Hockey
Coaches hockey event -- it was a great success with over 800 people attending. The event
netted over $10,000.00 in revenue with $3000.00 of that going to the Canuck Alumni charity of
choice, as well as 75% of the remainder to Sunshine Coast Minor Hockey and 25% back to the
SCRD. Food donations were collected during the event to contribute to the local food bank and
the Sunshine Coast Skate Club did well as the food provider. Sunshine Coast Minor Hockey
was quoted as saying, “We (SCMHA) would be happy to partner with the SCRD to hold a
similar event in the future.”
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Rusty Cranks
The Rusty Cranks Senior Hockey Group held a mini tournament and luncheon at GACC on
Tuesday January 22nd from 8am to 2pm. The report from their rep, Owen Gilstrom, was very
positive.
Programs
Duffers Adult Learn to Play Hockey
The Adult Learn to Play Hockey program restarted in January with 13 participants preregistered. Staff have also allowed drop-ins with four drop-ins recorded. This program will run
bi-weekly from January 8th to March 19th.
One Goal
There are 24 participants registered in the One Goal program that runs from January 12th to
February 23rd. The age of the participants is three to eight years old.
C. SECHELT AQUATIC CENTRE
25000

Sechelt Aquatic Centre
Drop In/Membership Scan Admissions

20000

15000

10000

5000

1)

January
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

11,061
11,264
11,500
11,244
11,378
14,393

*These numbers do not include participation by swim club, Red Cross swimming lessons, totals of school
students participating in school programs or other facility rentals such as scuba diving.
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Aquatic Programs

Aquatic programs began for the winter sessions; including Red Cross Swimming lessons, Junior
Lifeguard Club and Aquatic Rehabilitation classes.
Facility bookings included:
30 hours Swim Club
27 hours Special Olympics
27 hours School District #46
24 hours Birthday party and meeting bookings
Aqua Fit Attendance:

Year
2013
2012
2011

# classes
63
64
58

# of participants
1191
1221
1053

% per class
18.90
19.08
18.16

Drop in Dryland Fitness Attendance:

Year
2013
2012
2011
2010

# classes
41
59
44
48

# of participants
327
539
686
529

% per class
7.98
9.14
15.59
11.02

There has been the addition of other organizations within the community offering some specific
and specialized (i.e. Ladies Only) training fitness classes that have impacted the attendance of
drop in fitness programs.
We have changed the type of class that is offered on some days to respond to feedback from
customers. Numbers in February have been showing improvement.
Registration programs started closer to the end of January with some “Try It Free” days that
were well attended.
(AED) Automated External Defibrillator Incident

On January 22, 2013, the Automated External Defibrillator (AED) was used in a first aid rescue
at the Sechelt Aquatic Centre.
Aquatic staff responded to a patron in distress and activated emergency protocol.
The
ambulance was notified and arrived within 5 minutes. The rescue was successful and the
patron was alert and resting comfortably at St Mary’s Hospital within 30 minutes of the incident.
Following the incident, the pool areas were closed for 30 minutes until relief staff were available.
A critical incident stress defusing was held with staff involved in the rescue.
48 hours following the rescue a critical incident stress debriefing was held with involved staff.
On February 3, 2013 a staff meeting was held for all aquatic staff from Pender Harbour,
Gibsons and Sechelt and staff that work at the Sechelt Aquatic Centre. The focus was to talk
briefly about the incident, recognize the staff who were directly involved in the rescue and
celebrate the teamwork that takes place on a daily basis in recreation between work groups.
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3) Rehabilitation Programs
Rehabilitative Fitness Brochure
A brochure called “Regain Your Health” was created using funds from the Age Friendly Grant,
to promote the aquatic and land based rehabilitative fitness programs that are now being offered
in Gibsons, Sechelt and Pender Harbour recreation facilities.
Staff have been working closely with Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) and the brochures were
distributed to all of the doctors and physiotherapists on the Sunshine Coast as a tool to
encourage them to recommend these programs which are geared towards individuals who are
inactive, recovering from injury or surgery or have health issues which limit mobility.
Cardiac Heath Programs
The Happy Hearts Plus program is running at full capacity at SAC with approximately 25 people
on the waitlist between GACC and SAC. It is a 6 month program for those who have had
recent cardiac incidents. It is a supervised fitness program with an educational component that
occurs twice per week. Staff and the VCH coordinator are looking at ways to reduce the waitlist
and move people through the program.
The Happy Hearts Maintenance program is a follow up program to the Happy Hearts Plus and is
supervised by an exercise specialist. It started in January at SAC and is running with 5
participants. A Happy Hearts Maintenance program will be starting at GACC in April.
4) Accessibility Upgrades
The Enabling Accessibility Grant of $49,125 that was applied for in 2011 was received on
January 4, 2013 to improve accessibility at SAC, in addition to the SCRD matching contribution
of $16,156 that was a requirement of the grant application. Staff worked collectively with
community members, District of Sechelt Accessibility Advisory Group, as well as an
Occupational Therapist to determine priorities for accessibility for the facility.
The project is split into three areas, which include facility door access upgrades, accessible
change room equipment and access upgrades for the hot tub. These upgrades will provide
significant improvements within the facility for those with mild to severe accessibility concerns.
D.
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Aquatics
Membership Usage and Point of Sale Admissions
January
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
•
•
•

2,016
1,627
1,406
1,448
1,209
1,456

594 or 29% of the admissions through the front desk at the Gibsons and District Aquatic
Facility came through during new low cost swim times.
Aquatic programs began for the winter sessions; including Red Cross Swimming
lessons.
Facility bookings included:
13 hours School District #46
3 hours Birthday party and meeting bookings
Aqua Fit Attendance for January
Year
2013

# classes
39

# of participants
625

% per class
16.03

2012

50

755

15.10

Tot Pool update

The tot pool is currently closed at the Gibsons and District Aquatic Facility. The drain
cover in that pool required replacement. Due to the age of the cover, a replacement is not
available as that type is no longer manufactured. Staff are working with an engineer to
meet health department requirements (including an engineered drain cover and updated
pool data sheets) and open this pool as soon as possible. Deadline for completion is July
31, 2013.
E.
1)

PENDER HARBOUR AQUATIC & FITNESS CENTRE
AQUATIC/PROGRAMS
Membership Usage and Point of Sale Admissions for January
2013
1444
2012
1317
2011
1603
2008
964
Facility closed Jan 2009 & 2010
Fitness (includes Aquafit and Dry Land classes) for January
2013
371
2012
410
2011
577
2008
324
Facility closed Jan 2009 & 2010
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PROGRAM/SPECIAL EVENT
•

Winter Session Program began January 7. Total of 96 registered. This is about
average for this session of programming as compared to other years. 55 of these are
students at Madeira Park Elementary school. School population is 88 which indicates
that we have a large % of children in our community attending the programs. We are
working with the school to implement Aqua Days which will have every class
participate in water safety activities in March and in April.
Harbour Seals Swim Club began practices January 21. The club has 14 members
and attended a fun meet at SAC in January as well as travelled to SFU on Feb. 2 to
watch a swim club competition.
Youth Night, Friday January 11. 12 in attendance.
Literacy Week Annual Event from January 27-February 2. Kick-off event -- Teddy
Bear Swim January 27, 25 in attendance. Activities and games took place during all
swim lessons and fitness programs with a Literacy Week theme. Example: Nutrition
quizzes, muscle and fitness word games, sinky letters, water safety themed word
games. There were prizes given away for each event. Well received by the public. A
Book swap was held and staff’s favourite books were on display in the lobby.
Healthy Life Investment promotion all month.

•
•
•

•
3)

MAINTENANCE
• Regular monthly maintenance schedule followed.
• Replacement of valve in shower of family change room
• Replacement of dial filter valve on hot tub system
• Repairs to hot water tank hoses
• Routine HVAC maintenance

4)

ADMINISTRATION
• Marketing and promotion of programs and scheduled events.
• Working with the Pender Harbour Community School to create Pender Community
Spring Guide and collaborating on possible partnership of summer programs.
• Updates to SCRD website and PHAFC Facebook pages as well as SCRD Twitter
account.
•

•
•
•
•
•

Meetings attended: JH& Safety; PH Community School; PH Aquatic Society;
Recreation Programmers; Recreation Programmers Vision and Common Purpose
workshop; R1 Budget; PHAFC Team meeting; SCRD Community Services
committee; Rotary Club; Active Communities; Mental Health Panel attendance in
preparation for PHSS presentation in March.
New marketing strategies for PHAFC being developed and implemented.
Regular monthly admin tasks and reports.
2013 Budget Preparation.
Continuation of working with the PH Health Centre to promote Happy Hearts plus
along with all fitness and rehab programs.
Planning of Staff meeting for February 9
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Pender Harbour Aquatic & Fitness Centre

COMMUNITY PARKS (Function 650)
Administration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation and Parks Master Plan update- staff have received draft document and have
circulated it to RPSAC/MP Steering committee members for meeting to discuss March
6th.
Parks staff attended the Risk Management Course for Parks and Recreation in Gibsons.
Parks staff attended the BC Recreation and Parks Association Spring Training including
sessions on dog behaviour management and creating natural play environments
Staff are refining budget proposals and preparing for Round 3.
Reports of conflicts between dogs and people in parks has increased recently
Continue to update Dakota Ridge Facebook page with road, trail and snow conditions.
Continue with Dakota Ridge twitter postings giving general information about the health
benefits of skiing and snowshoeing.
Planning of ‘Dakota Ridge Enhancement Celebration’ and ‘Family Day’. Family Day will
be offering free access to Dakota Ridge.

1) Area A
Suncoaster Trail
• Staff is working with Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations to
provide requested information regarding the bridge over Myers Creek on Hallowell
Forest Service Road

2) Area B
Connor Park
• Parks staff is working with Capilano University students who are organizing a “St.
Paddy’s Trail Day” on March 16 including maintenance on the bike trails
Coopers Green
• Repair of the damaged boat ramp is complete. The ramp has adequately cured and
is reopened.
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Parks staff continues to coordinate with representatives from the Welcome Beach
Community Association to discuss their proposed improvements to the Coopers
Green hall.

Fullerton Road Beach Access
• Staff has contacted the Sechelt Nation to coordinate review of this project and to
refine the referral process for Parks projects. A meeting is scheduled for late
February based on SIB staff availability.
Homesite Creek kiosk
• An MOTI ROW permit application has been submitted to install a kiosk at the
corner of the Sunshine Coast Highway and Homesite Creek Forest Service
Road. Staff is working with MOTI staff to address remaining issues and
concerns.
3) Area D
Cliff Gilker
• Comments received from the caretaker regarding increased coyote activity have
resulted in caution signs placed in strategic locations in the Park.
• Coyote sighting signs installed.
Roberts Creek Estuary
• Staff is awaiting the report from the coastal engineer regarding erosion including any
recommendations.
• Two concrete picnic tables installed (donated)
Area E
Whispering Firs
• New access trail built through park wet area to playground, cookhouse, and loop
trail
Chaster Shoreline Mitigation
• Staff is awaiting the report from the coastal engineer regarding erosion in front of
Chaster House including any recommendations.
• Staff is designing signage for Chaster Park to explain shoreline mitigation efforts.
And highlighting the need to not remove materials from the native materials from the
park. As well staff is preparing a planting plan for native plantings in the park this
spring.
4) Area F
Soames Hill .
• Parks staff met with a second Adopt-a-Trail group for the Soames Hill trails. The new
group received orientation, training and some supplies to begin their work. This
group walks a portion of the trails on a regular basis and reports the trails are in good
condition.
• 434 new in-ground stairs installed (Maine Drive access)
• Trail intersection repositioned at Soames Road access.
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Shirley Macey Park
• Gibsons Garden Club has expressed interest in a work day at Shirley Macey Park
maze garden. Staff will assist the Club in promoting and supporting the project.
Gambier & Keats Islands
• Parks staff organized a conference call with the Trustees from the Islands to create a
strategy to coordinate with residents to improve parks and trails. Short term projects
have been identified and a plan for a long term strategy is being organized.
Sprockids
• New leaders have been identified to take over Sprockids from Doug Detwiller who is
retiring. Discussions with the new people will include renewal of the Stewardship
Agreement between Sprockids and the SCRD which has expired.
• Parks staff continues working with Capilano University staff and students to organize
the annual spring maintenance and trail building events.
G.

DAKOTA RIDGE WINTER RECREATION AREA (Function 680)
•

•

•
•

H.

A number of user groups have been utilizing Dakota Ridge for education purposes
including:
-Scouts Winter Camp – 8 people
- Halfmoon Bay Elementary
-Elphinstone Outdoor Ed. Class - 20 people
-Sunshine Coast Cadets – two visits 25 people per visit
-L’ecole du Pacific – two class day visits
-Alternate School – three class day visits
-Jackrabbits Ski Program – six day visits 120 people per visit
Family Day was well attended with over 200 people. Thanks to the Sechelt Native
Dancers, Sunshine Coast Search and Rescue, Sunshine Coast (Sechelt) Lions Club,
SCRD Board of Directors and the dedicated Dakota volunteers who together helped
make the day happen.
Two days of groomer training were held on Dakota Ridge. Groomers were given the
opportunity to ride with the Nordic Manager of Mt. Washington. Groomers where
trained in safety and sustainability with regards to grooming.
Staff has been working closely with Sunshine Coast Tourism and others to promote
Dakota Ridge to off-coast markets.

BICYCLE/WALKING PATHS (Function 665)
Area B
• Staff are working on coordinating Sechelt paving of South end of Redroofs bike
path with small remaining bike path along this section in Area B.
Area D
• Contractor should have asphalt batch plant going by early March at which point
paving will begin along Lower Rd. bike path section.
Area E
• Staff are working with SCRD Infrastructure to coordinate bike path construction and
water main replacement projects along Pratt Rd.
Area F
• Staff have had discussions with engineer and are waiting for final decision to be
made on which section to construct in 2013. Report on this agenda has more
information.
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•
•
•

•
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Key activities have been:
Continuation of ongoing operations.
We have sold 2 burial plots and 3 cremation plots for 2013.
We have had 2 burials and 1 cremation to date for 2013.
Trees determined to be a hazard through an assessment process have been
removed.
Preparing for round 2 budget.
The Timber Mark renewal for the cemetery was received from the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and is now valid until 2018. As
requested by Board discussion at the 15 February, 2013 meeting, Parks staff
evaluated options for heavy equipment access to avoid removing trees. Modifications
to the existing sign are not realistic at this time due to the sign width and column
construction. The Cemetery Master Plan includes renovation of the sign in the future.
Developing signage to allow for all vehicle access will be one of the requirements.
Tree removal will be scheduled shortly. Trees removed will be milled and the wood
used in SCRD Parks projects; this will save money over purchasing wood.
Spring clean-up completed (Parks staff)

OTHER
•
•
•
•

Spring cleanup of all parks greenspaces started.
Sports field sliced and some areas top-dressed, etc.
Start refinishing dedication benches (two at Ocean Beach Esplanade)
Playground assessment for CSA compliance, all parks
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INTRODUCTION
MISSION STATEMENT
The Gibsons & District Volunteer Fire Department improves the quality of life in our fire
protection district by reducing suffering from loss of life, destruction of property, and damage to the
environment. This is achieved through dedication to training, public education and fire prevention by
using up to date equipment and techniques.

The Gibsons & District Volunteer Fire Department is a composite fire department comprised of
up to 39 volunteer firefighters and 3 paid staff members - Fire Chief, Fire Prevention Officer and
Maintenance Technician. The department operates 8 pieces of apparatus out of 2 firehalls and
covers an operational area of approximately 25 sq. miles. The Fire Protection Area incorporates
the municipality of the Town of Gibsons and portions of electoral areas E and F of the Sunshine
Coast Regional District and serves a population of approximately 10,000 people. The fire
department is a function of the SCRD and the Town is a participating member of that service.
The fire department provides services to the public in the form of fire suppression, emergency
medical first response, rescue, extrication, hazardous materials control, fire prevention, public
education, public assistance and mutual aid.
This annual report gives an in depth look at what the department accomplished during 2012 and
provides statistical information on call types, when they occur and where they occur with respect
to area. Most of the attached charts give a 4-year comparison that can be used to identify trends
or anomalies in specific areas.
In addition to the operational content of this report, the department undertook a review of its
Strategic Plan and completed the 2013-2017 version. This plan has identified 4 key areas of
focus: Service Delivery, Human Resources, Remuneration and Training. Each section has
identified goals that will help guide and shape the future direction of the department. At yearsend the report had been adopted in principal by the governing body but full implementation of the
plan is dependent on budgetary approval for the 2013 fiscal year. The department is confident
that the plan will be approved in its entirety,
The department reached a milestone in 2012 and celebrated its 75th anniversary. A public Open
House was held in August where several demonstrations and displays showed off the
department’s equipment and skills. An appreciation dinner was held where past and present
members gathered and reminisced about the “good old days”.

VOLUNTEERS PROUDLY SERVING
Gibsons & District Volunteer Fire Department Annual Report
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GIBSONS & DISTRICT VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
FIRE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS
Incidents Reported in 2012
Automatic Alarm
Beach Fire
Brush Fire
Chimney Fires
Dumpster Fires
False Alarms
Hazardous Materials
Hydro Lines
Illegal Burn

33
5
7
6
0
3
4
14
13

Medical Aid
Miscellaneous
M.V.I.
Mutual Aid
Rescue
Rubbish Fire
Smoke Complaint
Structure Fire
Vehicle Fire

51
12
32
1
0
5
21
10
3

TOTAL

220

Incidents
The fire department responded to 220 incidents in
2012, an increase of 25% over the 176 incidents of
2011. The last 4 years have seen quite a variance in
call volumes going from 185 in 2009 up to 242 in
2010 then down to 176 in 2011 and up to 220 in
2012.
Medical Aid, Motor Vehicle Incidents (MVI) and
Automatic Alarm calls accounted for the largest
portion of the incidents. This trend has continued
since 2008 when the department reviewed its
response plan and made some changes to the
dispatching criteria. Automatic Alarm call volumes
have been fairly consistent over the last few years.
Of the 10 Structure fires, 2 were significant with both buildings suffering a large amount to fire
damage. Another fire occurred in the lower suite of a multi-tenanted building. The fire was
extinguished by a single sprinkler head which greatly limited the fire damage. Without the sprinkler
system in place the whole building would have been affected instead of just the room of origin.
Several other Structure Fires were cooking related and damage was confined to the area of origin.
There were no fatalities or serious injuries reported at any of the aforementioned Structure Fires.
The fire department classifies its response as either “emergency” or “routine”. Emergency responses
require apparatus to use lights and siren whereas routine responses can typically be handled by an
individual or a single apparatus driving under normal conditions. Of the 220 calls in 2012, 195 were
considered “emergency” calls and 25 were “routine” calls handled by the staff or duty officers.
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The department also responded to 3 “out of area” calls, 1 was a Mutual Aid call to assist the Roberts
Creek department, 1 was another call to Roberts Creek that was incorrectly paged by dispatch and
another was a call that was located on Keats Island.
Response
Fire department members committed 2705 man-hours of time responding to emergency calls. This
averages out to 13.7 man-hours per call. The 25 routine calls are removed from this averaging as
most of these are dealt with in a short time frame.
A key component of any emergency response is timing. The sooner crews can arrive on the scene the
better the outcome of the incident. There are many factors that affect response times and the
department has little control over most of them. Early detection, early notification and prompt
dispatching all combine to start the ball rolling. Once the department’s pagers have announced a call,
the members drive to the firehall, ‘gear up’ and drive the apparatus to the scene. A delay in any of the
above steps has the potential of impacting the outcome of the incident. In terms of average response
times for 2012, E-Comm dispatched our calls in 53sec, we had a unit responding in 3min 29sec after
the page and arriving on scene in 3min 47sec. This gives an average total time of a 9-1-1 call being
placed to having a truck on scene as 8 minutes and 9 seconds. This response time is slightly slower
than the 7 minutes and 37 seconds recorded in 2011.
Along with response times another key and often more
important component of response is the number of responding
firefighters. The department relies heavily on the availability
of enough of its members to be able to adequately handle any
emergency situation. As the face of the membership changes
so does the availability. In an effort to ensure an adequate
response, members are required to respond to at least 20% of
calls to maintain active membership. In 2012 each member
responded to an average of 37% of the paged calls or 71 calls.
Availability of members is also dependent on their employers
who can sometimes ill afford to let their employees leave to respond to calls. The department and
indeed the community at large owe these employers a debt of gratitude for their often overlooked
contribution.
Past trends indicate that a week day typically has had the lowest manpower response compared to
evenings and weekends. In 2012 the department averaged 11 firefighters per call for the week day
calls, 13 firefighters for evenings and 11 firefighters on weekends showing a fairly consistent response
level.
Permits
The fire department issues burn permits for land clearing debris only in the SCRD electoral areas as
the Town of Gibsons has a no burn policy and does not allow any open burning. In 2012 a total of 13
“Class A” permits were issued, 8 in area E and 5 in area F. A revision to the SCRD fire bylaw has
been completed and the new regulations are now in effect. Some key changes include a reduction in
backyard burn pile size, distances from buildings and property lines and clear definition of campfire
size and location. The number of Illegal Burning calls seems to be declining but the number of Smoke
Complaint calls is increasing as the area becomes more populous and people become concerned over
air quality and report instances of questionable burning habits.
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Fire Prevention
Fire Inspections
New Construction
Schools
Care Homes
Halls/ Theatres
Restaurant/Hotels

20
0
1
1
8

Apartments
Service Stations
Industrial/Marina
Public Buildings
Commercial

1
1
0
29
0

TOTAL

61

Municipalities have a legal requirement to inspect all public buildings to ensure compliance with all
applicable Codes and Standards. The department’s Fire Prevention Officer (FPO) fulfills this
obligation and also doubles as the local E9-1-1 system coordinator. At present there are
approximately 350 ‘inspectable’ properties in the fire protection area that fall under the Fire Services
Act requirement for inspection. As noted in the chart above the FPO performed 61 inspections on
properties within the fire protection area in 2012. Inspections were limited due to an extended
absence from work by the FPO and only emergent issues were dealt with. Inspection intervals are
usually established by the type of occupancy. Higher risk properties are inspected more frequently
than lower risk properties and inspections are usually performed when there is a change of occupancy
or ownership of a building. In addition to inspections the FPO is also a key component in plan checks
for new projects proposed for the area. Although plan review by the fire department is not a
requirement, there is great value in providing input before the project is completed to avoid
unnecessary conflicts post construction.
Public Fire and Life Safety Education
Public fire and life safety education is a key component of Fire Prevention and the department’s
public education programs are overseen by the Fire Prevention Officer. The department participates
in a variety of events and programs throughout the year to help promote a better attitude toward fire
and life safety.
The biggest event of the year is Fire Prevention Week in October. Department members usually
expend considerable effort and energy to visit all of the local elementary schools with the Fire Safety
House to teach some important lessons on escape planning and home fire safety. In 2012 we were
unable to utilize the Fire Safety House due to a prolonged staff absence.
The department also provides portable fire extinguisher training to community groups and businesses
when requested. The joint purchase of a new Fire Extinguisher Training system by the local fire
departments has allowed for the delivery of training on a
wider scale and classes have been delivered to
Elphinstone High School shop class, SCRD Recreation
Facility staff and the local Sea Cadet/Navy league Corps.
The fire department was very fortunate to have received a
full scholarship to the National Fire Protection
Association’s (NFPA) “Remembering When” Fall and
Injury Prevention Program. The fire department teamed
up with Vancouver Coastal Health to submit the
successful application and is now providing Fall and
Injury Prevention to seniors groups on the Coast.
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Ongoing safety programs include Child Car Seat inspections, pre-school visits and hall tours. As with
most programs the department is dependent on its volunteer members to assist with the delivery of
public education. Staff members are able to set up the programs but without the volunteer help the
message would not be delivered.

PERSONNEL
MANPOWER
The department is considered to be a composite department in that it has a combination of paid staff
and volunteer responders. The 3 paid staff positions are: Fire Chief – responsible for the overall
administration of the department, Fire Prevention Officer – responsible for building inspections, fire
investigations and public education and the
Maintenance Technician – responsible for vehicle
maintenance, building maintenance and equipment
readiness. The staff members are also responding
firefighters.
A full complement of volunteer
responders for the department is 40.
The
department had 37 regular members at the close of
2012.
During the year 7 members retired or resigned
from the department. A recruit class was started in
February to help replace members lost in 2011. Of
the 4 recruits that started only 2 completed the
training program and became regular members. In
September a second class of 7 recruits was started
to help fill the void. In looking at the member demographics the average age of current members is
39 and their average experience is 9 years. Typically the longer serving members are well established
in the community and are willing to make the long term commitment required by the department.
Some younger members do remain with the department but they traditionally have shorter department
careers.
Like many other groups that rely on volunteers, the fire department continually struggles with
recruiting and retention of members. In an effort to attract and reward members the department
maintains a remuneration program for members who attend the regular training sessions. The
members are now receiving $20 for each 2 hour practice session they attend and $70 for each full day
session. The department hopes to expand this program in future years so that it may prove to be an
incentive for prospective recruits and will help retain existing members.
TRAINING
The fire department trains to NFPA standards as mandated by
the Office of the Fire Commissioner (OFC). Within the
standards recognized by the OFC, there are 3 levels of
competency that fire departments can attain. The lowest or
entry level is Basic Firefighter. This is considered the
minimum that a firefighter needs in order to safely perform the
job requirements. The NFPA 1001 Standard for Firefighter
Professional Qualification has 2 levels, Firefighter 1 is
Gibsons & District Volunteer Fire Department Annual Report
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considered to be the minimum for interior firefighting and is usually based on the equipment available
and Firefighter 2 is a more advanced standard. The Gibsons department trains to the Firefighter 2
standard when possible. Some restrictions to attaining full Firefighter 2 competence are equipment
limitations and service delivery choices. The majority of the firefighter training is performed by inhouse trainers and because we have certified evaluators we can proctor exams that are accredited by
the Justice Institute of B.C. This certification is recognized on a national and international level.
All of the Gibsons firefighters have at least the Basic Firefighter certification except the current
recruit class.
As with call attendance, members are required to attend a minimum number of practice sessions to
maintain active membership. The requirement varies with the years of service for the individual. The
more experience a member has, the lower the minimum hours of practice time required. In 2012 the
members participated in a total of 5333 practice hours, or an average of 144 hours per member.
When considering that regular practice occurs on Wednesday nights from 7:30pm to 9:30pm it is easy
to see how much extra time the members are committing to training.

FACILITIES
NORTH ROAD
The North Road firehall is the department’s
administration building and houses the staff offices.
All of the department functions and weekly training
sessions are held in this hall. It houses 6 of the
department vehicles and is also where the vehicle
maintenance is performed. The department has
occupied the building since its completion in 1984.
The building has had a seismic upgrade, automatic
sprinkler system, mansard restoration and new paint in recent years to make it serviceable for many
years to come. An exhaust extraction system was installed to help protect the health of the
firefighters by reducing their exposure to harmful exhaust emissions. This hall has at present 28
members assigned to it for emergency calls. The hall assignment is based on where the members live
and their proximity to the firehalls.
CHASTER ROAD
The Chaster Road firehall was completed in 1992 and has
served as a satellite hall since then. The hall houses a single
pumper/tanker truck. Until recently, the hall had been referred
to simply as ‘Hall 2” or the Chaster Road hall but in 2006 the
hall was dedicated and renamed as the Cliff Mahlman Firehall in
memory of a long serving life member of the department that
passed away. Cliff was a driving force behind the department
for 36 years and is in large part responsible for the department’s
progressive direction. This hall currently has 9 members
assigned to it as emergency responders. This hall had a vehicle exhaust system installed in order to
improve the air quality inside the building.
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APPARATUS & EQUIPMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•

The department operates with 8 pieces of rolling stock of various functions and descriptions. At the
end of the year the department took possession of a new Pierce Custom Pumper truck supplied by
Wholesale Fire and Rescue Equipment. The
new truck will replace the 1983 Mack Pumper
that has aged out and will be retired.
A listing of the equipment from the oldest to
the newest and a brief summary of each are as
follows:
• 1983 Mack Triple Combination Pumper –
800 gallons of water, 1250 gallon per
minute pump, ground ladders, 1200’ large
diameter hose, 5 breathing apparatus.
• 1991 Mack Ladder Truck – 56’ boom, 500
gallons of water, 1250 gallon per minute
pump, 1000’ large diameter hose, 5
breathing apparatus.
• 1999 Ford Rapid Response Mini-Pumper –
300 gallons of water, 125 gallon per minute pump, Compressed Air Foam System, 2 breathing
apparatus, first aid equipment.
2001 Freightliner Pumper/Tanker – 1200 gallons of water, 1050 gallon per minute pump, potable
water tank, 5 breathing apparatus, first aid equipment, ground ladders.
2003 Ford Ranger – Fire Prevention Officer use for building inspection and fire investigation.
2003 Freightliner Rescue Truck – Heavy Hydraulic Tools, Air Bags, First Aid & Rescue equipment, 5
Breathing Apparatus, Generators, Ventilation Equipment, hand tools.
2004 Ford E300 Utility Vehicle – General purpose van used to transport members to training venues,
used as a maintenance vehicle, tows Fire Safety House.
2008 Ford Sport Trac -command vehicle with first aid equipment, hand tools.
2012 Pierce Impel Pumper – 840 gallons of
water, 1250 gallon per minute pump, ground
ladders, 1000’ large diameter hose, 5
breathing apparatus, 5kw generator. This
truck will replace the 1983 Mack listed
above after it is made service ready.
The department’s vehicles are all in good
mechanical condition and there were no
major repairs required to any trucks in 2012.
The Ladder truck has a water leak in the
turret section that will be repaired in early
2013. The in house maintenance program
helps keep down time to a minimum and
allows the equipment to be in service when
it is needed.
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BUDGET
The fire department budget for 2012 was $571,556. The fire department budget is derived entirely
from taxation apportioned across the 3 participating areas. The budget is divided into 2 sections and
is discussed below.
OPERATING
The operating budget is the largest component of the annual budgeted amount and is expended on
carrying out the regular functions of the department. In 2012 $469,474 was expended on operating
items such as salaries, building maintenance, insurance, heat and hydro, truck equipment and
maintenance, utilities and training. A $45,000 surplus will be used to fund repairs to the Ladder truck
and further development of the Henry Road training site. The remainder will be put into the Capital
Reserve fund for future use.
Most individual line items within the operating budget account were within the budgeted limits with a
few being overspent. The Hydro account was over budget due to significant price increases that took
effect after the budget was approved. The firefighter honorarium account was also overspent due to
extra training sessions that were required to train a second recruit class that started late in the year.
The vehicle insurance was overspent due in part to increased premiums.
CAPITAL
The department had planned for 3 main capital projects to be completed in 2012. The largest project
was the acquisition of the new pumper truck. This project was carried over from 2011 and completed
when the truck arrived in December. The second project was the training facility constructed of used
shipping containers at the Town of Gibsons Works Yard. The site was further developed by
purchasing some electrical components and lumber to build support structures. This new facility
provides a basic training area for now with the intent of continuing its development to become a more
comprehensive and full site. The third project was the installation of an exhaust extraction system at
the Chaster Road firehall. This system removes the vehicle exhaust from the hall providing a cleaner
and healthier environment for the firefighters. Funding for the latter 2 projects came from a surplus in
the 2011 budget.
Respectfully submitted
R. Stevens, Fire Chief
Gibsons & District Volunteer Fire Department
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ROBERTS CREEK VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.
ANNUAL REPORT 2012
Overview of the Fire Department
The Roberts Creek Fire Department provides life, property and environmental protection
to the community of Roberts Creek. Service to non-residents is also provided, e.g. rescue
from motor vehicle accidents and medical assistance to BC Ambulance Service (BCAS).
The fire department serves a population of 3244 (2011 census a decrease of 1.9% since
2006 census) and protects over 1600 private dwellings as well as several commercial and
public buildings. The Fire Protection Area covers roughly 28.5 Km2 of the total 143.59 Km2
in Area D. At the end of the year the membership of the Roberts Creek Fire Department
consisted of 22 volunteer members including 2 junior members (16 – 19 years of age).
Volunteer firefighters are responsible for all aspects of the operation of the department.
This includes 24/7 response to fire and rescue operations and maintaining the operational
readiness of all apparatus and equipment. No remuneration is paid to the membership for
providing these services, honoraria are provided to members to help neutralize expenses
incurred during training activities. The Sunshine Coast Regional District employs one
person to look after clerical/administrative/fire inspection duties.
Apparatus
RCVFD apparatus consists of the following:



Rescue 1:
Rescue 1 entered service in the summer of 2006. This apparatus
was built to our specs by Hub Fire Engines on a Freightliner M2 chassis. This is a
multi-purpose unit functioning as an equipment carrier, mobile lighting plant, firefighter
rehab centre and general staging hub. The PTO driven 25 KW generator supplies
copious amounts of power and allows the twenty five foot high 9000 watt light tower to
transform darkness into daylight. An eight foot powered slide-out tray brings all the
auto extrication equipment out in the open, easily at hand.
1
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Engine 1:
This apparatus is a compressed air foam system (CAFS)
manufactured by Hub Fire Engines in 2000. It is a very versatile piece of apparatus
built on a one ton Ford F550 4x4 chassis. This offers a great amount of
manoeuvrability allowing it to negotiate the many narrow, winding driveways
encountered in Roberts Creek. The CAFS in effect provides for a tenfold increase in
the usefulness of water. In other words the 300 gallons of water carried is ostensibly
equal to 3000 gallons.



Engine 2:
This apparatus is a full Class “A” Type I pumper with a 1050 igpm
pump, carries 800 gallons of water and can transport six firefighters. Engine 2 is
equipped with a 10” dump valve so it can function as a water shuttle when fighting
fires outside of hydrant serviced areas. It is built on a Peterbilt chassis and was
manufactured by Anderson Engineering in 1992; replacement will be postponed until
2017.
2
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Engine 3:
This apparatus is a full Class “A” Type II Pumper and fills our need
for a tanker as it carries almost 1300 gallons of water. It also has a foam injection
system and carries 30 gallons of foam concentrate. Engine 3 is built on a Freightliner
FL112 chassis and was manufactured by Hub Fire Engines in 1999. It carries three
fire fighters.



Car 1:
Car 1 is a 2009 Ford F-150 crew cab, acquired in Oct. Of 2009 and
leased through MFA Leasing. This four-wheel drive vehicle is important as a day-today service vehicle for routine activities such as burning permit inspections mainly
located on rough back roads, fire safety inspections and as transportation for fire
fighters to and from education venues. Car 1 is also indispensable as a command
vehicle at emergency incidents as it contains an array of reference material as well as
first aid and communications equipment.
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The Crew:
Back Row: Pat Higgins, Billy Wray, Josh Macey, Brian Hamilton, Bruce Searle, Austin
Wray, Colin Kelso, Josh Williams, Arthur Griffiths, Stephanie McLeod.
Front Row: Sean Hatanaka, John Hawkes, Kevin Kennelly, Brett Heneke, Patrick Visser,
Don Kraus, Stephen Gemmell, Melanie Tilley, Rob Michael.
Camera Shy: Darin Macey, Chris Rose, Nicole Van Deursen.

Facilities:
The Roberts Creek Fire Hall consists of meeting room, offices and apparatus bays. The
bays are a two tandem-bay arrangement accommodating four vehicles. A Nederman
exhaust extraction system removes exhaust emissions at source. The lower floor area
consists of one bay, a classroom, a gym/fitness centre and a storage area for the
Sunshine Coast Emergency Program. Grounds maintenance and janitorial services are by
contract.
4
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Activity
Operations
The Roberts Creek Fire Dept. had 71 callouts in 2012. Incident hours totalled 81:52 hours
requiring 541:42 person hours. As usual our highest percentage of calls was for Motor
Vehicle Incidents (MVI). This year we responded to 18 MVIs, over 25% of our total calls.,
Four MVIs required extrication one was a fatality, one required helivac to a Metro
Vancouver trauma hospital and six had injuries. Duty Officers responded to only four
Illegal Fire/Burning Complaints, down 50% from the previous year. There were no
campfire bans this year and except for one abandoned campfire that became a large
beach fire we found thankfully that most people took seriously the care of their fires. The
Roberts Creek Fire Department responded to three structure fires in 2012. The first one
was in a house that had been stalled in construction for ten or fifteen years. It was framed
and roofed and was being used as a storage building. Unfortunately there was no
insurance available since the house was unfinished. The other two fires occurred on the
same day in March within a two block radius. Both fires were arson fires started by the
same individual. Our resources are put to the test in the daytime as there is little
employment in the Creek forcing people to work out of the area. We are fortunate to have
a good mutual aid agreement with our neighbouring departments; both Gibsons and
Sechelt Fire Departments responded with apparatus and manpower to our request for aid.
Training
In-house and contract training provided 242 hours of training amounting to a total of 1616
person-hours. The total amount paid out to RCVFD members for training and honoraria in
2012 was $22,785, similar to the amounts of the previous year. Several members took
advantage of outside training opportunities this year including Live Fire I, Auto Extrication I
& II, Rescuer Basic (a combination of rope and confined space rescue) and Fire & Life
Safety Educator. Several members continued on with the goal of achieving Fire Fighter II
certification and Assistant Chief Rob Michael continued with online courses towards Fire
Officer II certification. We also have one more member certified as a Red Cross First
Responder Medical Trainer.
Permits
Eleven Class “A” permits were issued for land clearing purposes, the same number as
2011.
Inspections
The Roberts Creek Fire Prevention Officer/Office Administrator carries out fire safety
inspections. There are approximately forty premises requiring inspection. These include
two schools (one public, one private), one beverage establishment, three restaurants,
several commercial occupancies, daycares and two youth camps.
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Prevention
As well as relying on commercial property inspections to promote fire safety and
awareness the department also holds an open house during Fire Prevention Week in
October. This provides a venue to showcase our skills and allows the public a chance to
meet our members and see our equipment up close. Fire Prevention Week also gives a
dedicated group of firefighters an opportunity to bring the fire safety message to Roberts
Creek School and as many students as time permits visit the Fire Safety House.

Finance
Budgetary Considerations
The MFA lease for pagers was paid out in 2012 leaving only the lease for our Ford F150
command vehicle. The lease for this truck will be paid out in October 2014. There were no
capital expenditures in 2012.
Capital Plan Implementation
A natural gas line has been installed to the fire hall; a demand water heater was
purchased and is waiting to be installed. This is in preparation for acquisition of a
commercial washing machine planned as a capital expenditure for 2013. The gas line was
oversized in anticipation of any future natural gas requirements.
Five Year Plan
2013 – 2017
Land & Improvements:
planned.

Save for the occasional plantings of shrubbery, nothing is

Building:
Ongoing maintenance and upgrades will be carried out
through the regular budget rather than capital disbursements. Truck bay and exterior
lighting is planned to be addressed in 2013.
Machinery and Equipment: A commercial washing machine will be purchased in 2013.
This will allow in-house cleaning of turn-out gear to comply with WCB regulations.
Office Equipment:
in 2013

The photocopier/printer leased from Xerox will be replaced

Vehicles:
Engine 2, a pumper built on a Peterbilt chassis by Anderson
Engineering in 1992 will be replaced in 2017.

Miscellaneous
We are very fortunate in not having had much of a turnover in crew in the past year. As is
usual it only takes a few practices for a new member to decide whether or not to commit to
being a fire fighter. Of the four that joined in 2012 two have left. I have every confidence in
the crew we now have; their commitment and dedication is excellent. Having said that,
6
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although we are strong, we know there is strength in numbers and we will actively be
seeking new recruits in 2013. Currently we have five members on leave for various
reasons, some working out of the area, which definitely impacts on our daytime response.

Recommendations
The following recommendation was put forward in the 2011 annual report and in part
remains outstanding.
The traffic light at the intersection of Roberts Creek Rd and Sunshine Coast Hwy was
much needed and its installation continues to be appreciated by the community. There are
however some problems with its operation. The duration of the north/south light is so short
(7 seconds) that no more than two cars can make it through the intersection before the
light changes to amber. The third car invariably enters the intersection on the amber light
and many times subsequent cars will run the red light in order to avoid a long wait until the
next green. There has already been one serious crash that can be, in our opinion,
attributed to impatience with the light sequencing. Another serious problem that the fire
department has had to deal with is that cars lined up at the intersection tend to stop in front
of the fire hall entrance effectively blocking access to responding fire fighters and also the
exit of fire apparatus. The Department of Highways has responded to our request to have
a crosshatch pattern painted on the road signifying “No Stopping” in front of the fire hall
entrance however many drivers choose to ignore it. This is no doubt due to the short traffic
light which encourages drivers to bunch up bumper to bumper so as to be set to quickly
get through the intersection. We would like to encourage the board to lobby the
Department of transport to reprogram the traffic light programming.
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Incident Statistics 2012
Ambulance Assist

2

Automatic Alarm

2

Beach Fire

3

Brush Fire

3
2

Chimney Fire
False Alarm

1

Gas

1

Hazmat

1
4

Illegal Burn
Medical

6

Misc.

6
18

MVI
Rescue

1

Smoke Showing

3

Structure Fire

3

Vehicle Fire

2
13

Wires

Incident Type

Percent of Total

Callout Count

Ambulance Assist

2.82%

71

Automatic Alarm

2.82%

Beach Fire

4.23%

Brush Fire

4.23%

Chimney Fire

2.82%

False Alarm

1.41%

Gas

1.41%

Hazmat

1.41%

Illegal Burn

5.63%

Medical

8.45%

Misc.

8.45%

MVI

25.35%

Rescue

1.41%

Smoke Showing

4.23%

Structure Fire

4.23%

Vehicle Fire

2.82%

Wires

18.31%
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Fire Chief's Message:
It is with a great deal of pride as Fire Chief of the Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department I am
pleased to present our 2012 Fire Department Annual Report. The Fire Department is fortunate in
having very good quarters, apparatus, equipment, and training. But our real strength is our
members: the skill, energy and dedication of our volunteers are what makes the Halfmoon Bay
Volunteer Fire Department unique.
As you read through this Annual Report, you will appreciate the hard work, time and effort
committed to the Fire Deptartment by our volunteer firefighters. Their efforts continue to make
the volunteer method of fire service delivery a cost effective, efficient and community interest
based model – second to none!
I wish to say thank you to the General Manager of Community Services (Paul Fenwick) Area B
Director (Garry Nohr) Staff and the SCRD Board. Your continued support for the Fire
Department is much appreciated. I especially want to wish a sincere thanks to the members for
their continued dedication to the community and the Fire Department. Without the dedication of
the members, our Fire Department would not be as successful as it is, and of their ability to fulfill
our mission to serve the Community of Halfmoon Bay by Protecting Life, Property and the
Environment. TO ALL OUR MEMBERSHIP, I OFFER A JOB WELL DONE.

The Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department:
The Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department is a volunteer service consisting of approximately
21 members. Our mission is to serve the community of Halfmoon Bay by Fire protection; rescue
and emergency medical services, Public fire and life safety education, fire inspections, training
and administration are provided.
The Fire Department operates under the direction of the Fire Chief who is responsible to the
Sunshine Coast Regional District.
Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department serves a population of about 2,500 and protects
private dwellings as well as several commercial and public buildings. The Fire Department
responded to emergency calls, ranging from structure fires to grass fires, from rescues, auto
extrication to mutual aid and backup for the emergency health services. The Duty Officers also
responded to complaints, ranging from burning complaints to reports of hazardous materials.
Emergency services are provided by volunteer firefighters. Volunteer firefighters are directly
responsible for fire and rescue operations, including incident response and the operation of all
apparatus and equipment. All firefighters, participate in the Justice Institute Firefighter
Certification Program, with First Responder III being a high priority. Firefighters respond to
emergencies 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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Organization:
The Fire Chief Ryan Daley and the Asst. Fire Chief Tom Wayte providing service out of two fire
halls. Hall No.1 and the fire administration office are located at 8972 Redrooffs Rd. and hall
No.2 is located at 7884 Fawn Rd. The Fire Department consists of 9 Officers, 21 Volunteer
firefighters and a full time administrator. Compliment of apparatus consists of 3 Engines, 1
Pumper, 1 Rescue, 1 Tanker, 1 Command Unit and 1 Utility Vehicle.

Operations:
We experienced an increase in incidents for 2012, which totalled 44 alarms totalling 303.4 total
firefighter incident hours compared to 34 alarms with 396 hours in 2011. Structure fires are down
slightly to the previous years. Motor vehicle accidents and Medical Aid incidents are comparable
to 2011. Property and content loss in 2012 was approximately $10,000.00.
CALLOUTS
STRUCTURE FIRES
KITCHEN FIRES
LAUNDRY ROOM FIRE
CHIMNEY FIRES
RUBBISH FIRES
MUTUAL AID
MEDICAL AID
AUTO. ALARMS
MOTOR VEHICLE FIRES
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
BEACH FIRES
BRUSH FIRES
ELECTRICAL FIRES
WIRES DOWN
GAS LEAKS
FALSE ALARMS
ILLEGAL BURNING
OTHER
BOAT FIRES
TOTAL

2010
0
2
1
4
0
0
6
1
0
13
0
2
0
7
1
0
0
2
1
40

2011
2
0
0
3
1
1
7
0
1
12
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
34

2012
1
0
0
1
0
0
3
4
0
14
0
4
0
2
0
0
10
4
1
44

TOTAL # OF PRACTICES
TOTAL FF TRAINING HOURS
TOTAL # OF INCIDENTS
TOTAL FF INCIDENT HOURS
TOTAL # OF COURSES
TOTAL FF COURSE HOURS

69
1750
40
380

76
1987
34
396

63
1855
44
303.4
21
198

Membership and Recruitment:
The Halfmoon Bay Fire Department is a volunteer service, maintaining a membership of 21
members in 2012. We lost 2 members in 2012 due to retirement or moving away. We have up to
6 new recruits coming on board in 2013. Currently we have 1 junior member.
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Officers in 2012:
Fire Chief - Ryan Daley
Asst. Chief - Tom Wayte
Training Officer - Wayne McMahon
Captain - Rick Raymond
Lieutenant - Ralph Rutherford
•
•
•
•

Lieutenant - Kent Riddell
Lieutenant - Dan Olsen
Lieutenant - Colin Philp
Lieutenant – Dale Schweighardt

The election for the Fire Chief was held at the last General Meeting of November 2011 to
a four (4) Year term.
The Fire Chief will interview candidate(s) and appoint the Assistant Chief and Training
Officer at the last General Meeting of December 2011 to a two (2) year term.
The Fire Chief, Assistant Chief and Training Officer will interview candidate(s) and
appoint the Captain and Lieutenants at the Annual General Meeting of January 2013 to a
Two (2) term.
The appointments will alternate so that all officers are not appointed in the same year.

Roster 2012:
Front Row L to R: Kent Riddell, Shawn Mahar, Pat Hobbs, Greg Phelps, Ryan Daley
Rick Raymond, Rob Hawitt, Andrew Grant, Chris Hulls.
Back Row L to R: Dave Jackson, Ryan Mahar, Keith Hachey, Tom Wayte, Colin Philp, Dan
Olsen, Wayne McMahon, Cal Schacter, Dale Schweighardt, Gary Nohr (Area B Director), Mike
Molina, Max Shoemaker, Glenn Porter, Andre Serin.
Not in photo: Ralph Rutherford, Bob Stanhope, Ron Braun, Courtenay Point, Al Phillips.
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Training:
During 2012, the Department conducted 63 practices, 181 hours of training averaging 16
members per practice totaling 1855 member hours of training, slightly up over past years. The
Department continues to train all firefighters to Justice Institute Firefighter Certification Level I,
II and NFPA Standards. First Responder Level III is also a high priority. Basic Training
continues to be emphasized in weekly training. Scenarios are based on the appropriate training
standard for that exercise and are reviewed regularly. Emphasis has been placed on Basic
requirements and short training scenarios, which allow review time and opportunity to repeat the
exercise. The amount paid out to members for training in 2012 was $17,460.000. Officer
Honorariums amounted to $11,000.00 for a total of $28,460.00.
List of the courses for 2012.
• First Responder Level III.
• Safe and Effective Scene Management.
• Spill Response Training.
• Emergency Vehicle Driver Training.
• Live Fire level I and II.
• Live House Burn.
• S100 Forestry Basic Requirements Certification.
• Air Brake Endorsements.

Awards:
In 2012, the Fire Department was very pleased to present Years of Service recognition awards as
well as the Firefighter of the Year Award. Well done to all members who received awards. Thank
you for your years of service and dedication to the Fire Department and your community.
Those recognized were:
Firefighter of the Year – Kent Riddell
5 Year Pin- Dan Olsen
5 Year Pin- Kent Riddell
5 Year Pin- Ron Braun
10 Year Pin- Al Phillips
15 Year Pin- Rob Hawitt
30 Year Pin- Greg Phelps
30 Year Federal Fire Service Exemplary Metal – Greg Phelps

Communications:
All firefighters are equipped with pagers to notify them of calls. Most of the Officers carry a
portable radios. The Department is dispatched by the E-Comm Communications Center through
911. Each station is equipped with a base radio and all apparatus have mobile and extra portable
radios. All radios are programmed so that we can communicate with our neighboring Fire
Departments.
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Apparatus and Equipment:
Apparatus has been receiving regular service from the SCRD maintenance facility and Hub Fire
Engines. All other hall equipment has been serviced and is in operating order. All required
equipment testing was completed during the year.
• Officer's uniforms were purchased in 2012 and more to be purchased in 2013.
• Major upgrades in our First Aid inventory, including a new AED and AED Trainer.

Engine 1:
This apparatus is a compressed air foam unit manufactured by HUB Fire Engines
and delivered in 1999. Built on a two-ton Ford F550 4X4 chassis.

Pumper 1: This apparatus is a Class A Pumper manufactured by HUB Fire Engines and
delivered in 1998. Built on a Freightliner FL 80 chassis carrying 1000 gal of water with a 1050
gpm pump.

Tanker 1:
This apparatus is a 1200 gal Tanker with a 420 gpm pump with a Class A rating,
built by HUB Fire Engines in 1986, replacement of this unit is considered in 2016.
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Engine 2:
This apparatus is a compressed air foam unit manufactured by Green Acres Ind.
Wawanesa, Manitoba through Safetec Emergency Vehicle. Abbotsford, B.C. and delivered in
2011. Built on a two-ton GMC 5550 4X4 chassis.

Engine 3:
This unit was built by Anderson Engineering in 1985 for Expo 86, purchased by
Langley City Fire and was in service until purchased as a used unit in 1993, In 2002 this unit was
refurbished with a compressed air foam system and stationed in Hall #2.

Rescue 2:
This apparatus was built by HUB Fire Engines and was delivered in 2005. Built
on a 2005 GMC Topkick two-ton chassis and carries all of our rescue and auto extrication
equipment.
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Car 1:

This unit is a 2004 Chev crew cab 4x4 used as a Chief/Command vehicle.

Utility 1:
This vehicle is a 1997 Venture van acquired in 2008 and used for rehab and
transporting Firefighters to training. Due for replacement in 2013.

Facilities:
Halfmoon Bay Fire Dept. operates out of two fire halls, Hall #1 the main hall consists of three
bays, Administration office, weight room, air room, meeting room and clubroom. Hall #2
consists of two bays and a meeting room upstairs. Buildings have been receiving regular
maintenance in 2012. Repairs were performed on the stairs at Hall #2. Backup generator was
purchased in 2012 and to be installed in 2013.
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Fire Inspections:
Providing fire inspections is a very complex job. It requires a thorough knowledge of not only
fire cause and behaviour, but also of building and fire codes, how buildings behave under fire
conditions, and how a building's features affect fire and smoke spread and the life safety of its
occupants. Fire inspections on commercial property are done on a regular basis.

Fire Prevention:
The Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Department reaches out to the community in various forms to
educate the public with regard to fire safety and other safety issues. Several times a year the Fire
Department provides safety information (Fire Safety House) and handouts at community events
and the Community school.

Fire Permits:
Six Class A burning permits were issued in 2012.

Operating Budget:
In 2012 the Fire Department Net Operating Budget was $347,386.00 ending the year with a
surplus of approx. $31,269.00, which will be applied to Capital Reserves. The budget is managed
by the Fire Chief , Fire Hall Assistant and overseen by the General Manager of Community
Services. The budget includes administrative costs, training and development, equipment
maintenance, operational costs and building expenses.
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Capital Plan:
2013
Land and Building -

Nothing Planned.

Machinery and Equipment - Miscellaneous Purchases.
Vehicles -

Replacement of Utility 1 ($38,000.00).

2014
Land and Building -

Bay Door Replacement Hall #1. (3 @ 12,000.00)

Machinery and Equipment - Miscellaneous Purchases.
Vehicles -

Nothing Planned

2015
Land and Building -

Nothing Planned.

Machinery and Equipment - Miscellaneous Purchases.
Vehicles -

Nothing Planned

2016
Land and Building -

Nothing Planned.

Machinery and Equipment - Miscellaneous Purchases.
Vehicles -

Replacement of Tanker 1. ($300,000.00)

2017
Land and Building -

Nothing Planned

Machinery and Equipment -

Miscellaneous Purchases.

Vehicles -

Nothing Planned
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Department Mission Statement:
The Halfmoon Bay Volunteer Fire Departments mission is to be a leading emergency service
organization by:
• Meeting the requirements of the citizens and visitors within the Halfmoon Bay Fire
Protection District in Fire Suppression, Rescue, and Emergency Medical Services.
• A commitment to public fire and life safety education, fire code inspection and
enforcement, pre-incident planning, as a means to achieve the Fire Departments mission
of protection of life, property and the environment.
• A commitment to the maintenance of a quality infrastructure, including buildings,
apparatus and equipment.
• An emphasis on the recruitment, training and retention of volunteer firefighters in order
to maintain a system of volunteer emergency response.
Regards,

Ryan Daley
Fire Chief
Halfmoon Bay Fire Department
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SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEE
January 30, 2013

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT THE SECHELT FIRE BASE OFFICES, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT: Chair, SCEP Coordinator

Bill Elsner

Amateur Radio
BC Ambulance Service
BC Ferries
CKAY
District of Sechelt
Emergency Social Services Deputy Director
Fire Departments: GDVFD, Deputy Chief
RCVFD, Chief
SVFD, Chief
HMBVFD, Chief
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Royal Canadian Marine Search & Rescue: Station 12
Salvation Army
Sechelt Indian Government District, Administrator
Sunshine Coast Amatuer Radio
Sunshine Coast Search & Rescue
Town of Gibsons
Vancouver Coastal Health
Admin.Assiant Community Services

Don Prendergast
Scott Spain
Hanna Josephson
Sean Eckford
Bruce Haynes
Fern Keene
Bob Stevens
Bruce Searle
Bill Higgs
Ryan Daley
Kirsten Fagervik
Rob McKee
Jason Hall
Matthew Hardman
Peter Jmaeff
Don Prendergast
Harry Almond
Greg Foss
Dr. Paul Martiquet
Lynda Edstrom

CALL TO ORDER 3:00 pm
INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made. The Chair welcomed Peter Jmaeff, the new SIGD Administrator.
AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted.
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MINUTES
It was Moved and Seconded
THAT the minutes of the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee meeting held
November 28, 2012 be adopted.
CARRIED
ESS Name Change
Bill Elsner noted that Emergency Social Services has changed their name to Emergency Support
Services. This is a common trend across the Province. The forms will still say “Social” due to
existing legislation.
Contact/Callout List
Bill Elsner distributed the confidential updated Contact and Callout List. Bill asked that any
changes be emailed to him.
Future Emergency Management Training
EMBC funding has been approved for Justice Institute training. Bill has applied for the following
training to be held on the Sunshine Coast:
•
•
•
•

EOC Essentials (takes the place of EOC Level 2). This is for the Sechelt Indian Government
District but anyone can attend if interested;
Level 3 Planning;
Level 3 Finance;
Reception centre; Group Lodging and Walk-In Volunteers - this is primarily for SCRD
Recreation Staff.

Agency Reports
Rob McKee, RCMSAR- Station 12 - They have concluded negotiations with the insurance
company regarding their boat and it should be back in service in early Spring. They are continuing
training locally and also an Advanced Navigation course in Victoria. Due to their extensive
training, they have been granted an extra 25 hours of training time.
Jason Hall, RCMSAR - Station 12 - He has created a Facebook profile for Station 12 in order to
send out updates on things they are doing. They are also on Twitter. They had one false alarm.
He will take over some of the media contact role and post photos to raise awareness.
Scott Spain, BCAS, Sechelt Unit Chief - Scott noted the passing of Roland Webb of BCAS
Emergency Management. He was only 37 years old and our thoughts are with his family. There is
a new Unit Chief at Madeira Park who may attend the next meeting. Recruitment is ongoing.
Scott thanked Bill and the SCRD Board for their efforts to have BCAS attend the SCEP meetings
on a regular basis. He noted a Unit Chief will be present at each meeting. There was a successful
outcome of a cardiac arrest at Sechelt Aquatic Centre where staff administered the AED. He said
there may be a government initiative to get more AED’s in public areas and provide training.
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Kirsten Fagervik, Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure - They are ready for winter if it
arrives. There has been no major storms.
Chief Bill Higgs, SVFD - Bill noted it has been quiet. They were having interference on their
radios from Pt. Townsend, Washington. Industry Canada has approved a different frequency for
them.
Rescue Services Clowhom Area - There are no rescue services in this area of the Sunshine Coast.
The Veresen Group are working with the SVFD to develop a working emergency plan. Veresen
will fund equipment such as a battery powered jaws of life. A cashe of equipment will be left at
Clowhom and a specialized crew could either fly in or boat in should an emergency arise.
SVFD has a Twitter and Facebook account. They will explore how it will work for future use.
Harry Almond, Search and Rescue - He noted a few people have been lost on Dakota and as the
area becomes more popular this will likely continue to happen. Two of their members are
moving, one being a search manager. Stats for 2012: 2700 Response Hours; 1200 Training Hours;
21 Tasks.
Sunshine Coast Search and Rescue has been been approved for a $30,000 Gaming Grant to buy a
gator all terrain vehicle which can carry a stretcher.
Don Prendergast, Amateur Radio - They finally have a permanent home for their coordinated
repeater at Cottle Hill. Ten members are taking a Amateur Radio Licensing a course at present.
Chief Bob Stevens, GVFD - Bob noted it was slow at present. 2012 was their second busiest year.
The new fire truck has arrived and is out front for tours after the meeting. They have seven
recruits in training.
Hanna Josephson, BC Ferries - They are watching the Departure Bay project using brine for
melting ice. They may rethink using this at Langdale as it is corrosive and there is a lot of dust.
Matthew Hardman, Salvation Army - They operated the cold weather shelter for 16 days and was
accessed by 15 persons and 75 bed nights in January. The maximum is 7 per night. Their food
truck is available whenever anyone has a need.
Dr. Martiquet, Medical Health Officer - He noted the flu season is quite bad this year and the
current vaccine cover the strain. There has been no major outbreaks in Sunshine Coast facilities,
but is much worse in the lower mainland. The Norovirus is in schools now. The Pertussis
epidemic is over. Chicken pox is now circulating.
Greg Foss, Town of Gibsons - All is fairly quiet except for some watermain breaks in Gibsons.
Sean Eckford, CKAY - The upgrade of the Nanaimo studio is nearly done. The two studios will
soon operate independently.
Fern Keene, ESS - All is quiet with no call outs.
Peter Jmaeff, SIGD - He is trying to get emergency information up to date. He thanked Trevor
Pike for helping with maps and fire planning.
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Bill Elsner, Emergency Program Coordinator - Bill provided 200 emergency program information
packages for all Sechelt Indian Band residents.
Bill noted the SCRD has purchased the AED downloading software for the Lifepak 1000’s. Bill
has the multiple license software for anyone who needs it.

NEXT MEETING February 27, 2013 - SCRD Offices
ADJOURNMENT

4:00 pm
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SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEE
February 27, 2013

MINUTES FROM THE SUNSHINE COAST EMERGENCY PROGRAM PLANNING
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD AT THE SCRD OFFICE, SECHELT, BC

PRESENT: Chair, SCEP Coordinator

Bill Elsner

BC Ambulance Service
BC Ambulance
Wildfire Management Branch, Forest Protection Asst.
Fire Departments: GDVFD Chief
RCVFD Chief
SVFD, Chief
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
Recreation Services Manager
Royal Canadian Marine Search & Rescue: Station 12
Sechelt Indian Government District, Administrator
Sunshine Coast Amatuer Radio
Sunshine Coast Search & Rescue
RCMP

Raymond Mcclean
Michael Buikema
John Forrest
Bob Stevens
Rob Michael
Bill Higgs
Kirsten Fagervik
Bruce Bauman
Jason Hall
Peter Jmaeff
Don Prendergast
Harry Almond
Sgt.Mike McCarthy

Admin.Assiant Community Services

Lynda Edstrom

CALL TO ORDER 3:00 pm
AGENDA
The agenda for the meeting was accepted.
INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made. The Chair welcomed the following: John Forrest of the Wildfire
Management Branch, Sechelt Fire Base; Michael Buikema, BCAS, Pender Harbour Unit Chief;
and, Bruce Bauman SCRD Recreation Services Manager.
MINUTES
It was Moved and Seconded
THAT the minutes of the Sunshine Coast Emergency Program Planning Committee meeting held
January 30, 2013 be adopted.
CARRIED
COMMUNICATIONS
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Bill Elsner distributed a communication from the Sechelt Golf and Country Club stating that
discounts will be available to emergency services personnel.
REPORTS
Training Update
EMBC funding has been approved for Justice Institute training. Bill has applied for the
following training to be held on the Sunshine Coast:
•
•
•
•

EOC Essentials (takes the place of EOC Level 2).
Level 3 Planning;
Level 3 Finance;
Reception Centre; Group Lodging and Walk-In Volunteers - this is primarily for
SCRD Recreation Staff.

The EOC Essentials Course will be held at the SIB Community Hall on April 16 and 17. The
SIGD has 16 persons registered at present.
Another EOC Essentials course will tentatively be held on April 22 and 23 and is open to
everyone. When confirmed, Bill will forward dates to the Committee.
Monthly Meeting Evaluation
Bill asked for feedback / suggestions for meeting topics. He noted the April meeting may be held
at the Sechelt Fire Base.
There was a suggestion to deliver a “global EOC overview” for the Committee prior to the
upcoming training course.
John Kerval of Ministry of Environment will attend in March to discuss the MOE Fast Action Oil
Spill Response Trailer, related oil spill information and location of the trailer.
Sgt. McCarthy noted that the RCMP has a mobile command post in Vancouver that can be
deployed here if needed for an emergency or a training exercise. It is self contained with power
and radios.
A suggestion was made to discuss appointing a new Deputy Emergency Program Coordinator, as
Bruce Haynes (District of Sechelt) will be retiring in April.
Bill asked that any suggestions for meeting topics be emailed to him.
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Agency Reports
Peter Jmaeff, SIGD Administrator - They are working on their fire safety plan with SVFD Trevor
Pike’s help and will be hiring someone to complete the plan. Their 72 hour emergency plan will
be complete by the end of next week. Emergency equipment has been strategically placed in their
community. 16 persons have signed up for EOC training. They plan to do an emergency exercise
quarterly.
Raymond Mcclean, BCAS - Staffing levels are up. Upgrades have been done to their computer
mapping systems; they have new cell phones; and, plan to go paperless soon using new tablets. He
noted the diagnostics in the new ambulances are impressive.
Michael Buikema, BCAS - Pender Harbour also has a new computer system and will be
operational soon.
Chief Bill Higgs, SVFD - They had a recent hazmat call. The radio frequency change they applied
for has been approved and should be in place in a few months. The rescue services agreement with
the Veresen Group, an IPP in the Clowhom area is near completion. Regional Power is also
interested in entering into an agreement for the rescue services in the same area. Portable rescue
tools are needed to provide this service. Staff are away at ICS 400 training at present. They
attended a recent MVA rollover with no serious injuries. A recent Rat Portage hill accident
resulted is very serious injuries. The accident was caused by a 7 km long diesel fuel spill on the
highway. They used foam on the road to break up the diesel on part of the spill. MOTI attended
to lay absorbent material on the remainder of the road. The incident was challenging.
Bob Prendergast, Amateur Radio - The Cottle Hill repeater is working now. Testing has been
done and communications work well.
John Forrest, Wildfire Management Branch, Sechelt - They have new fitness standards in place.
They are looking for contingency fire fighters. i.e. those who can be trained and used if needed on
an ad hoc basis. Please send any interested person to see him at the Sechelt Fire Base. Chief Higgs
noted some SVFD fire-fighters may be interested. Deployments would be 24 hours to 3 days
locally.
Harry Almond, Search and Rescue - He noted all was quiet at present.
Sgt. McCarthy, RCMP - Their digital radio system is 80% complete and on hold at present. They
will be installing the Sunshine Coast Combined Events channel (CE-SC) into their new radios.
This channel will enable various first responder agencies to communicate on a common frequency.
They have been spending time at St. Mary’s Hospital to improve their working relationship with
the emergency department with respect to mental health situations etc.
Chief Bob Stevens, GVFD - Their calls have been steady. There was a recent 5th wheel incident
at Gilmore RV Park. The Gibson’s legion provided a free dinner last Friday for first responders.
New recruits have almost completed their training program. The new truck is not on the road yet
as they are completing training and should be in place next month.
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Chief Rob Michael, RCVFD - Noted all was quiet. He will be working on new recruitments soon.
They are hosting an Emergency Scene Management Course in March. Other fire departments will
be participating and this should be a good mutual aid experience.
Kirsten Fagervik, MOTI - They are prepared and still waiting for winter. The maintenance contract
with Capilano has been extended for another 5 years. She noted she is spending less time on the
coast but will still attend SCEP meetings.
Jason Hall, RCMSAR, Station 12 - Training is ongoing, including Swift Water training and
Marine Emergency Duties course dealing with fires on vessels. The inlet Zodiac will be rebuilt
from the ground up. The other vessel needs a new engine.
Bruce Bauman, Recreation Services Manager - There was a recent successful outcome of a cardiac
arrest at Sechelt Aquatic Centre where staff administered the AED.
There is a government initiative to get more AED’s in public areas and provide training.
Recreation staff will be participating in ESS Reception Centre, Group Lodging and Walk-In
Volunteers, training sessions.
NEW BUSINESS
Deputy EOC Director
It was Moved and Seconded
THAT staff ask the SCRD Board to proceed with the appointment of a new Deputy Emergency
Program Coordinator.
CARRIED

NEXT MEETING March 27, 2013 - SCRD Offices
ADJOURNMENT

4:07 pm
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
POLICING COMMITTEE
February 25, 2013

MINUTES OF THE SUNSHINE COAST POLICING COMMITTEE MEETING HELD IN
THE CEDAR ROOM OF THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT OFFICES, 1975
FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, BC.

PRESENT:

Director, Electoral Area E, Chair
Director, Electoral Area A
Director, Electoral Area B
Director, Electoral Area D
Director, Electoral Area E
Director, District of Sechelt
Director, Town of Gibsons

Lorne Lewis
Frank Mauro
Garry Nohr
Donna Shugar
Lee Turnbull
Doug Hockley (Alt)
Gerry Tretick

ALSO PRESENT:

Alternate Director Area F
Crimestoppers
Emergency Program Coordinator
Gibsons Citizens On Patrol
Insurance Corporation of BC
Recreation Services Manager
RCMP
Sechelt Citizens On Patrol
Sunshine Coast Speed Watch

Joyce Clegg
Mary Bittoff
Bill Elsner
Jack Jory
Tom Webster
Bruce Bauman
S/Sgt Herb Berdahl
Ruth McLarty
Jon Hird

Admin. Assistant, Community Services
CKAY
Coast Reporter

Lynda Edstrom
Sean Eckford
John Gleason

CALL TO ORDER

9:00 am

AGENDA

The Agenda was adopted as circulated.

INTORDUCTIONS

Introductions were made.

MINUTES
Recommendation No. 1

Minutes

The Policing Committee recommended that the minutes of January 7, 2013 be adopted.
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Recommendation No. 2

Sunshine Coast Youth Action and Awareness Committee Minutes

The Policing Committee recommended that the Sunshine Coast Youth Action and Awareness
Committee minutes of November 30, 2012 be received.
Recommendation No. 3

Sunshine Coast Youth Action and Awareness Committee Minutes

The Policing Committee recommended that the Sunshine Coast Youth Action and Awareness
Committee minutes of January 25, 2013 be received.
Director Shugar noted there has been a significant increase in attendance of 60 persons at the
last Nights Alive at Roberts Creek Community School.
REPORTS
Recommendation No. 4

Medical Marihuana Regulations

The Policing Committee recommended that the report from the Planning Technician regarding
Medical Marihuana Regulations be received.
Recommendation No. 5

Monthly Crime Statistics

The Policing Committee recommended that the Monthly Crime Statistics for December 2012 and
January 2013 be received.
S/Sgt. Berdahl noted there has been significant drops in property crime on the Sunshine Coast.
The first quarter saw a 35% drop and 30% in the last quarter. He noted that few detachments in
the Lower Mainland District have reached targets over 5%.
Recommendation No. 6

RCMP Monthly Report

The Policing Committee recommended that the RCMP Monthly Report for January 2013 be
received.
A copy of the Monthly Report was distributed to the Committee at the meeting.
NEXT MEETINGS April 29, June 24, September 9 and November 4
ADJOURNMENT

9:27 a.m.
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Gibsons Youth Centre

Gibsons and Area Community Centre
700 Park Rd., Gibsons, BC V0N 1V7
(604) 885-6801 x. 6624
gibsonsyouthcenter@dccnet.com
Facebook: Gibsons YouthCentre
Website: www.scrd.ca/Youth-Centre

Overview
Over the past year the Gibsons Youth Centre has continued to thrive, evolve and provide support
for youth on the Coast. Staff, have continued to work very hard to offer a safe and welcoming
space for youth to come and drop-in. In 2012 we were able to expand our staffing in order to
ensure a high level of safety and quality programming. Please see below for a more detailed
explanation.

Successes
Staff put in much effort in 2012 to maintain and continue to create partnerships within the
community. Having strong partnerships and working collaboratively allows staff to be able to
support youth in a more dynamic way. Below are some of the current partnerships.
o
o
o
o
o
o

RCMP
Vancouver Coastal Health
Youth Outreach
Elphinstone Secondary
IGA
London Drugs

Valentine’s Day Dance: Andy from DanceTrax put on a Teen Dance in the room across from
the GYC. Attendance was fairly low, but enjoyed by the youth that did attend. GYC staff
helped to support Andy in making sure that youth were attending the dance in a safe way.
Dakota Ridge Snowshoeing: The GYC snowshoeing trip was a great success with 7 youth
attending. They spent the morning snowshoeing and the rest of the time, sledding and building
snow forts.
Pink Shirt Day: Pink Shirt Day-Staff and youth celebrated Stop Bullying day by Tie Dying Pink
shirts for youth to wear. Youth had lots of fun doing this and were excited to take their shirts
home.
Parent Information Night: A presentation was held for parents to provide information about
parenting youth. The first presentation was titled “ Surviving the Teenage Brain”. Where the
David Suzuki film was shown with discussion afterwards. Communication/ Setting BoundariesHeld in June. Maggie Scott was asked to come in to provide a presentation for parents around
how to effectively communicate with their kids and youth. 5 parents were in attendance as well
of a few service providers from the community.
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Hosted ODD Squad Presentation: Charlene Smith and the ODD Squad came in and did a
presentation for parents around drug awareness and use in youth. The event was well attended
with 45 people attending.
Children of the Street Society Presentation: Presentation was held in the GYC this month, for
parents and service providers, to inform them about the dangers of youth being sexually
exploited. Attendance was approximately 25 people.
Girls Group: During the spring Youth Centre staff helped support a girls program in partnership
with the SCRD. This 6 week program focused on teaching self defense to female youth.
Iron Chef Cook Off: GYC staff, in partnership with Meghan Molnar from Vancouver Coastal
Health, hosted an Iron Chef competition for youth. Youth were placed into teams and were
given a number of ingredients. They had to create a dish with these ingredients and where then
judged by staff and other youth on their work. The winning team, won a trophy and bragging
rights. This event was a lot of fun and enjoyed my youth.
Summer Program: Overall the GYC Summer Program was a great success. During the planning stage
of summer programming staff established objectives. These objectives provided a strong base to the
program which ensured that a diverse set of youth would be supported in an environment where they
thrived, flourished and achieved in a variety of ways. The highlight of the Summer Program was the OutTrips, which included; swimming, beach day, Sea Cavalcade, Golfing at Roberts Creek, Kayaking to
Keats Island. Considering it was the first year these trips were offered, attendance was good, with an
average of 5 youth attending each week. It’s also important to mention that no trips were canceled due to
low attendance.
Halloween Party: About 20 youth attended to GYC annual Halloween party. Youth
participated in games like, pin the fangs on the Dracula, and candy toss. It was great to see that
most youth dressed up for the costume contest. Youth voted on their favorite costume, the
winner being a youth that sewed her own elf costume from scratch. There were no behavioral or
drug/alcohol issues.
The Hobbit Movie Out-trip: The Hobbit- 13 youth attending the Hobbit Movie at Gibsons
Cinema which was a great success. Some of the youth dressed up in costume and really enjoyed
the movie, there were no issues with behavior with any of the youth. It was a great event!
Christmas Party: The annual GYC Christmas Party was held on Friday December 22nd. There
were about 30 youth that attended through-out the night. Activities included making dinner,
playing games, watching a movie, and eating treats. At the end of the night Staff have out gifts
to each youth.
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Staff Training: Jess and Mel attended VTRA training, offered by SD#46. Staff will be
incorporating this model and skills used to the GYC program.
Maggie Scott from SD46, also came in to do staff training with the GYC staff. The focus was on
dealing with problem behavior, how to identify mental health concerns, and setting healthy
boundaries. Also this year, Jess attended the Core Addictions training through Vancouver
Coastal Health, which was full on useful information regarding dealing with youth with
addictions. Jamie attended the annual In Your Face Youth Worker conference in Coquitlam and
attended seminars which included internet safety and sexual health in youth.

2012 Additional Funds
In 2012 an additional $8000 was allocated into the budget. These additional funds allowed for
the Youth Centre to be open during the Summer, open for Spring Break and an additional 2
programming hours were allocated to the Youth Centre Programmer. These additional funds
were essential to allowing consistent programming and provided staff with extra time to create
and promote programs. More specific benefits are listed below.
•

•

•

Additional programming hours allowed Staff to spend more time promoting at the
schools and bringing more awareness to youth and the community about what the
GYC has to offer. Additional programming hours also allowed for the creation,
promotion and implementation of the summer program.
Funds allowed for Summer Program to run for 7 weeks, being open 15.5 hours
per week. 4 of these hours were allocated for Out-Trips each Saturday which
were the biggest highlight of the Summer. (See Summer Report for more details).
Allowed for the GYC to stay open during Spring Break, which provided youth a
safe and positive place to spend time during this holiday.

As mentioned above these additional funds were essential to allowing Staff to provide consistent
programming throughout Spring Break and Summer holidays, as well as offering additional
programming hours for Staff to be able to effectively plan and promote these programs. If these
funds are not renewed in the 2013 budget, Staff may be faced with the reality of having to be
closed for both Spring Break and Summer 2013. This would be a great disservice to the youth as
well as to the community as a whole. Staff will also be affected during these closures as they will
have no income during these times.

Challenges
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Changes in Arena Programming: Due to the Sechelt Arena being closed this year the schedule
in the Gibsons Arena changed. These changes did not allow for the Teen Skate to be able to
continue to run. This meant that this year there was NO time allocated for Teen Skate. This was
unfortunate as there were many youth last year that participated in skating during Teen Skate.
Homeless Youth:
There was a dramatic increase in the number of homeless youth during the months of April and
May. Staff, were aware of 4 youth that were homeless during this time. Staff, were in contact
with these youth and were in contact with MCFD and other resources. Staff also supported youth
by offering food, and referring to other supports such as Youth Outreach and MCFD. However,
these agencies continue to be limited in their ability to support youth also.
Drug/ Alcohol Incidents:
Drug/Alcohol issues within the GYC was very minimal in 2012 with only a couple of situation
were youth were asked to leave for being under the influence. There were a few incidents of
youth discussing using drugs/alcohol and attending parties. Staff try to address these
conversations but providing youth with information about the dangers and effects of these and
also ask if youth have a plan or safe way of getting home after these activities.

Online Bullying/Suicide Threat:
In 2012 there were a few incidents of bullying both online as well as in person. Bullying is
always an ongoing issue which staff attempt to minimize by educating youth on the effects of it.
Staff, dealt with an email received by Youth Outreach about a Youth who had made a suicide
threat on Facebook. After some research the youth was identified by GYC staff and RCMP were
contacted.
Staff have been trying to address the issue of Bullying in schools. Youth have made numerous
disclosures to staff about being bullied at school, not feeling safe, or switching schools to avoid
bullying. Staff were in contact with Administration to make them aware of these disclosures.
Lower Attendance:
Since September 2012 attendance has fallen somewhat compared to last year. This can be
explained by many different factors. Some of including but not limited to, the stretch of warm
sunny weather in September which allowed youth to spend more time outside and doing other
activities. Also there are many regularly attending youth who have either turned 19, moved off
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Coast, or are working full-time. GYC staff have discussed a promotional plan and have been
going to Elphie regularly to connect with youth and hand out flyers for upcoming events.

Stats
Attendance Stats 2011: 2,299
Attendance Stats 2012: 1,960
Homeless Youth 2012: 19
Foodbank accessed 2012: 20
Mental Health Incidents: 5

Goals for 2013
Below are a few goals that we will be focusing on during 2013.
•

•

•

•

We have asked for increased staffing hours in our 2013 budget. This will allow staff more
time to be able to plan and implement programs as well as have more time to promote
events and programs at the GYC.
We are also hoping to be able to offer more out-trips for youth through-out the year. If
staff had more hours they could dedicate to programming we could offer more trips and
events for youth both with and outside of the facility. Example could include, dances,
Movie Night and Gibsons Cinema, Swimming at the pool, etc.
We have applied for a grant and are hoping to receive money in order to be able to
upgrade our kitchen. We are in need of an oven/stove and also more counter space for
cooking. This would mean our dinners could be made within the GYC space which
allows for better supervision by staff.
Staff have identified a need service to Pre-teens 10-12. There is currently a very limited
amount of activities for teens this age and staff would like to be able to offer something
for this age group. Staff will be meeting to discuss how to be able to fit it into our
schedule without needing to increase hours of operation as our budget does not allow for
this.
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Gibsons Youth Centre Summer Drop-In Program

Over View
The Gibsons Youth Centre Summer Program is a new program offered by the
Gibsons Youth Centre (GYC) in partnership with the Sunshine Coast Regional District
(SCRD) and the Gibsons Elphinstone Community School, for youth ages 13-18 years.
The GYC Summer Program took place at the Gibsons and Area Community Centre
(GACC). The program began on July 5th and ended August 18th , 2012. Hours of
operation were: Thursdays from 2:00pm-6:00pm, Fridays from 3:00pm-8:30pm and
Saturdays from 10:00-4:00pm. The GYC Summer Program provided youth with an
opportunity to develop leadership qualities, self-esteem and life skills. With staff
support, youth were given a variety of opportunities to experience safe, positive and
inclusive programming, both in the GYC facility as well as in the local community. Some
of the activities youth participated in included, swimming, hiking, co-operative games,
golfing and beach days.
This report will describe the many ways in which the GYC Summer Program was
successful as well as some of the challenges that the youth and staff faced together over
the summer. In addition, a few recommendations will be discussed as a way to further
improve the program for 2013.

Stats:
Participants:
June: 179
July: 59
August: 52
Homelessness:
June: 2
July: 0
August: 2
Food bank Usage:
June: 2
July: 1
August: 3
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Successes and Challenges of Goals
Overall the GYC Summer Program was a great success. During the planning stage of
summer programming staff established overall goals and objectives for the program.
These objectives provided a strong foundation, which ensured that a diverse set of youth
were supported in an environment where they were able to thrive, flourish and achieve in
a variety of ways. In this section of the report we will review the 4 main summer
program goals and provide evidence to support to what degree each of the goals were
met.
First Goal: To provide a safe and well-supervised environment where a diverse
group of youth may socialize and in turn feel supported, respected, and valued.
Evidence of Goal
Over the duration of the summer program, there were no major incidences. After
a review of the possible reasons for why there may have not been any significant
conflicts, staff concluded that this was in large part due to positive environment that was
established by the participants during the summer program. Many factors contributed to
the development of the positive environment at the GYC. Firstly, clear expectations were
established and maintained by GYC staff and understood by youth throughout the year.
For example, a male youth who regularly attends the GYC decided to play his music
during one of the Friday night dinners. When choosing the music he told a GYC staff
that the music he had chosen would be appropriate for the GYC. After a few songs had
played there was a song containing an inappropriate lyric. At this moment the youth
quickly apologized and changed the song. The actions demonstrated by this youth shows
a sense of awareness of the GYC policies as well as how the youth played a role in
upholding expectations at the GYC this summer. Secondly, additional administration
hours provided summer staff with an opportunity to effectively program and promote
activities that were structured in a way which promoted youth engagement and positive
behaviour.
Challenges pertaining to this goal include the following. On Friday nights
attendance was at a high because many youth would come to take part in the Dinner
Program. During this weekly activity youth are expected to plan and organize a meal.
Preparation for the meal includes making a shopping list, walking to purchase supplies,
cooking a meal and cleaning up. Since the kitchen used for cooking is in a separate room
from the GYC, staff members are split between the kitchen and the GYC in order to
supervise the youth. This is not an ideal situation. By having one staff member in each
room activity options are limited and the safety of the youth and staff is comprised,
especially if incident were to occur. For this reason it would be optimal if another staff
were scheduled for Friday nights.
Second Goal: Build meaningful relationships between youth and individuals living
within the community, with the purpose of portraying youth in a positive manner by
encouraging youth to participate in outings outside the GYC.
Evidence of Goal
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During the summer program staff had the privilege of witnessing many positive
interactions between youth and individuals in our community. For instance, while on an
out-trip to the annual Mandela painting in Roberts Creek, two female youth decided to
stay after the out-trip to complete their paintings. While the youth were painting, a local
artist approached the girls and engaged in a conversation with them about the history of
her Mandela painting and the inspiration behind their art. The youth later informed the
GYC staff about this interaction and were very excited about the conversation and the
connection that was made with the artist and with the community. These natural
interactions that occur on out-trips are so invaluable because it allows for youth to engage
in an authentic and meaningful setting within the community.
Challenges pertaining to this goal included being able to obtain adequate
insurance for the purpose of taking youth on over night out-trips such as kayaking,
camping at one of the local lakes, as well as on adventures off the Sunshine Coast. Based
on the successes of the local day outings this summer, staff feel that the longer/overnight
outings will provide opportunities for youth to build on the positive relationships and
bonds that were formed this summer. Longer/overnight trips will also provide youth with
experiences and insight into other communities. In addition many youth have expressed
an interest in participating in longer/overnight out-trips next summer.
Third Goal: Facilitate recreational and team building activities with the purpose of
instilling positive leadership qualities.
Evidence of Goal
Even though attendance of dinners on Fridays was higher, the low number of
youth attending during Thursdays and Fridays earlier in the day, made it challenging to
run the prepared activities. Based on the success and consistent attendance of the
summer out-trips, staff feel it would be beneficial to have a portion of Fridays as a
registered program. This would allow for staff to be able to program large group
activities and would ensure that there is an adequate number of youth to attend.
Although the Friday team building activities were challenging to run due to the
number of consistent youth attending, there were many moments during the summer
where youth exhibited leadership qualities. For instance, a female youth who regularly
attends the GYC participated in the hiking out-trip. Historically, this youth tends to
display defensive and withdrawn behaviours, low-self esteem and a victim mentality.
However, while on this out-trip the youth portrayed positive behaviours including
confidence, openness, and leadership qualities. This was demonstrated in her overall
attitude towards the trip and during conversations with staff and other youth. This was
also shown by her taking initiative and leading the way on a trail in order to the show
staff a faster way of getting down to Franklin Beach. In addition to this, at the end of the
day she commented to staff about how much she had enjoyed the day and mentioned how
glad she was she came because otherwise she would have just stayed at home and played
video games all day. It is because of this instance, as well as similar moments with other
youth that were observed through out the summer that staff feel the summer program was
able to provide youth with opportunities to discover and develop their leadership
potentials.
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Fourth Goal: Staff will offer youth an opportunity to develop life skills through
providing consistent healthy boundaries, role modeling positive behaviour, engaging
in meaningful conversations as well as providing resources and referrals as needed.
Evidence of Goal
Overall this goal was successfully met through staff being friendly, open and
consistent each day, with youth and in some cases also their families. For example, GYC
staff were able to provide support for a family in the community by encouraging 2 youth,
who are brother and sister to participate in weekly out-trips as well as other daily
activities. Staff were also able to connect with their Dad who expressed a need for a safe
place for his children to spend time, at a low cost. He also disclosed to staff that he was a
single parent and struggling with numerous challenges. As a result of this, staff provided
him with many different options for resources and supports within the community. He
commented to staff about how valuable he thought the GYC was, how much he
appreciated all the support and how grateful he was that his kids had a safe, positive
space of which to be a part.
Recommendations for GYC Summer Programs
Based on the experiences and observations made during the summer, there are a
couple of suggestions that staff believe will encourage future success in the development
and growth of the GYC Summer Program.
Our first suggestion is to continue to have administration/planning hours in the
budget, specifically designated for the summer program. As mentioned above, the time
allotted prior to the beginning of the summer program, to plan, organize, set goals, and
promote as a staff, provided the foundation for the successful delivery this program and
has now provided an opportunity to continue to build a more successful program for
2013. One way to ensure success in 2013 would be to have youth more involved in the
design and planning of the activities and choices for out-trips. This process will create a
strong relationship between the staff and youth as well as promote a sense of community
and ownership.
Our second recommendation is to continue to build on forming strong
partnerships within the local community. Staff feel it would be beneficial to connect with
event organizers as well as the Sechelt Youth Centre in order to provide more
possibilities to foster positive relationships within the community. This would also allow
for volunteer opportunities and positive ownership from youth towards community.
Our third suggestion is a result of the success of the out-trips and numerous
requests from youth to continue these trips through out the year. Staff are proposing to
plan out-trips in accordance with input from youth. These out-trips would run monthly
through out the school year and will reflect the program goals of the summer program.
These out-trips, which will be similar to the summer program, will continue to be free for
youth to attend. As mentioned above staff are requesting that increased insurance can be
purchased to ensure that options such as going off the Sunshine Coast and also having
overnight trips are an option. Some possible options include, swimming at the pool,
hiking, snowshoeing and a movie night at Gibsons Cinema.
Our fourth and final recommendation would be to have a third staff working on
Friday nights, to create a better supervised environment during the dinner program and
also help to provide more support during group activities.
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Concluding Thoughts
The staff believe that the 2012 GYC Summer Program was a success based on the
high degree of achievement in regards to the fundamental goals of the program. As
outlined in the examples above youth were able to enhance their leadership qualities, selfesteem and life skills with support from qualified staff members. It was obvious that
youth felt safe and valued, while participating in the engaging activities. Meaningful
relationships were formed between youth, staff and members of the community. For these
reasons the GYC Summer Program has proved to be a valuable tool for all participants
involved.
“If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and
become more, you are a leader.” ~John Quincy Adams
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“Connecting Schools
& families”

February 7, 2013

Gibsons and Elphinstone
Community School

2012 GRANT IN AID YEAR END REPORT
Prepared by: Christina Smethurst, Coordinator
Society Name: Gibsons Landing Community Society
Operating Name: Gibsons and Elphinstone Community School
Elphinstone Homework Club
This amount represents approx. 1/2 of the cost of providing FREE
tutoring help for the secondary students at Elphinstone Secondary
School four days per week throughout the school year.
Elphinstone Breakfast/Lunch Program
This amount was given to Elphinstone Secondary School to provide
breakfast products for any students before school who may be hungry
and also the ability for students without a lunch to have something to
eat. This was monitored and controlled by the Vice Principal.
Elphinstone Sewing Club
This amount was given to the Elphinstone Secondary School Sewing Club
to be able to buy material for their afterschool program.
Gibsons Youth Centre Outtrips
This amount was utilized to allow youth (13-18) to participate in a
snowshoeing trip to Dakota Ridge where the youth were not charge
to participate. Therefore allowing those youth who would not
otherwise have had the opportunity to participate in such an event.
Coordinator Wages
This amount represents a portion of the time the Community
School Coordinator spends dealing with the Youth Centre and its staff.
This time includes: staffing, budgeting, grant writing, fundraising etc.
Elphinstone Cool School
This amount is for the materials purchased to allow the students from
grades 6-12 to participate in the Cool School program at Elphinstone
Secondary School. This program has volunteer tradesman from the
community instruct students in woodworking, metalworking and mechanics.
Summer Art Program Supplies at GACC
This amount is for the materials purchased for the Summer Art Program
that ran at the GACC to allow for an extension on the Coastal Kids program
so that parents that worked later than the 3pm pick up had another option.
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$2,636.33

$ 600.00

$1,000.00
$ 911.68

$3,000.00

$1,251.99

$ 600.00
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Roberts Creek Community School NIGHTS ALIVE Youth drop in programme.
Report to the Sunshine Coast Regional District Feb 2013.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nights Alive is now in its thirteenth year at Roberts Creek Community Elementary School.
The program runs every Friday night, 6:00 – 10:00 pm except for SD 46 pro d days, summer and
holidays.
The location is the Roberts Creek Community School Gym.
Average of 40 -50 youth per Friday night, sometimes over 50.
Youth from Halfmoon Bay to Langdale attend the programme.
Age range 12 – 16.
Average age 13.
Youth are required to sign in – when the students arrive they get a stamp on their hand to identify
that they have already signed in.
There is no charge for youth attending.
There are two paid staff, two grade 11 student volunteers and regular parent volunteers.
Activities provided include.
Music
Gym games
Dances
Basketball
Other physical activities.
Youth participate in the program design.
There is free, nutritious food available.
Policies and procedures for the programme are in place.
The staff receives annual upgrade for their first aid and youth work training.
An incident record book is kept on site. All incidents are documented.
The Sunshine Coast Youth Outreach team drops by every Friday.
Most nights there are RCMP staff on site playing sports with the youth.

Benefits of the programme:
•
•
•
•

Programme serves children and youth from much of the Sunshine Coast, not just Roberts Creek.
It’s a place where kids feel safe and welcome.
The programme leverages the work of the S.C. youth outreach team – it is a venue where the youth
outreach workers can connect with youth that need support.
The presence of the RCMP creates opportunities for youth and police to interact and builds
relationship.
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Roberts Creek Community School NIGHTS ALIVE Youth drop in programme.
Report to the Sunshine Coast Regional District Feb 2013.

Roberts Creek Community School Nights Alive Youth Drop In Program Financial
information.
RCCS Nights Alive Budget 2012 - 2013
Revenue:
Sunshine Coast Regional District:
Roberts Creek Community School:

10,000
6,890
16,890

Expenses:
Wages & MERCS
Advertising and promotion
Materials and supplies:
Staff Training: 1st Aid, conflict res etc.,
Facility Use, Coordination and Administration:
(In Kind from RC Community School)

12,840
500
900
150
2,500
16,890

Total:

Month

November

Total # of
Youth
Volunteer
Hours
32

Total # of
community
volunteer
hours:
16

December

16

January
February

Total # of direct Total number
program
of Youth Visits
activity hours
16

125

8

8

16

12

12

50
(estimate)
117

24

12

12

165

Roberts Creek Community School. Nights Alive weekly reports November 2012 – February 2013
Submitted by Jesse Gemmell, Coordinator.
Date: November 2, 2012 Number of youth: 18
Activities: indoor soccer, tumbling, unicycles, music, basketball and hanging out on the crash mat
Notes: This evening, when I arrived there was already six youth waiting for the doors to open and for Nights Alive to
begin. Indoor soccer seems like a great way for kids from different socio economic / ethnic backgrounds to get to know
one another.
Date: November 9, 2012 Number of youth: 22
Activities: indoor soccer, tumbling, unicycles, music and hanging out
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Roberts Creek Community School NIGHTS ALIVE Youth drop in programme.
Report to the Sunshine Coast Regional District Feb 2013.
Date: November 16, 2012 Number of youth: 25
Activities: indoor soccer, tumbling, unicycles, music and hanging out with friends
Notes: tonight there was a crowd of kids waiting when I arrived and we were not permitted into the gym until
7pm. Parents were confused when they dropped there kids off, but were reassured when they found us playing four
square in the piano room, after entering through the community school doors down below. Emily waited outside for
an hour and directed kids inside until we were able to get into the gym.
Date: November 23, 2012 Number of youth: 35
Activities: Gymnastics, Volleyball, and hanging out.
Notes: A number of parents told me this week that Friday night was a real highlight for their kids and one mother told
my wife that her son talked all weekend about how he was the best youth there on Friday at jumping thought a hula
hoop onto the crash mat off of the mini trampoline.
Date: November 30, 2012 Number of youth:?
Activities: Volleyball, jumping through hoops onto crash mats.
Date: January 11, 2013 Number of youth: 36
Date: January 18, 2013 Number of youth: 40
Date: January 25, 2013 Number of youth: 41
Demographic of youth participating: Kinnikinnick: 9+ Halfmoon Bay: 2+ West Sechelt: 3+ Ecole Pacifique: 1
Cedar Grove: 3 Gibsons: 11 Roberts Creek: 7 Elphi: 2 Chat: 2
Date: February 01, 2013 Number of youth: 48
Demographic of youth participating: Kinnikinnick: 8+ Halfmoon Bay: 3 West Sechelt: 5+ Ecole Pacifique: 1
Cedar Grove: 2 Gibsons: 9+ Roberts Creek: 9 Elphi: 3 Chat:
Date: February 15, 2013 Number of youth: 60+
Demographic: Kinnikinnick: 10+ Halfmoon Bay: 4+ West Sechelt: 3+ Ecole Pacifique: 0 Cedar Grove: 2+
Gibsons: 4 Roberts Creek: 10+ Elphi: 3+ Chat: 3+
Date: February 22, 2013 Number of youth: 57+
Demographic: Kinnikinnick: 10+ Halfmoon Bay: 4+ West Sechelt: 5+ Ecole Pacifique: 0 Cedar Grove: 2+
Gibsons: 7+ Roberts Creek: 6+ Elphi: 5+ Chat: 9+
As you can see not all of the youth sign in and say which school they go to, but I believe this gives a fair representation
of youth from across the lower sunshine coast. I would also like to point out that along with many youth who I suspect
to be suffering from FASD is also have one special needs youth with Downs Syndrome who regularly attends, dances
like crazy and practices basketball along with youth his age who are able to make him feel like he fits in.
Jesse Gemmell Date: February 25, 2013
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Roberts Creek Community School NIGHTS ALIVE Youth drop in programme.
Report to the Sunshine Coast Regional District Feb 2013.
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Sunshine Coast Regional District
Community Services Committee
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC V0N 3A0
January 31, 2013
Dear Members of the Community Services Committee,
Once again, on behalf of the Halfmoon Bay Community School Association I am happy
to report how your financial contributions to our association for Restorative Practices
and Restitution have been used this fiscal year.
This year we have partnered with Gibsons Community Schools to fund a circle training
involving Gibsons Elementary, Langdale and Davis Bay. We are grateful for the hard
work of Gibson’s Community School Coordinator Christina Smethurst who brought
together these schools for training, January 18th, which involved teaching staff, students
and administration. I have heard very positive feedback about the day organized
through the Community Justice Initiatives Program of the Fraser Region. The training
focused on facilitating circle groups such as girls groups or boys groups which are
highly effective in creating safe, caring school communities.
Similar training was offered district wide, November 26, for a mix of over 20 teachers,
administrators, and district counsellors. The training, offered by Dr. Evelyn Zellerer of
Peace of the Circle, introduced us to the use of circles as a way to create dialogue and
resolve conflict. She showed us how they can be used in the classroom or any group
setting to allow students to develop a greater understanding and respect for themselves
and each other. This in turn creates emotionally safe learning environments. A repeat
of this workshop is planned for our next Professional Development Day on February 8th.
Dr. Zellerer has assisted us in the development of an application made to the Ministry of
Justice Crime Prevention Division for a grant of $15,000 to continue our work with her in
the implementation of classroom and lunch hour circles. The grant would involve
Chatelech Secondary and Madeira Park Elementary initially, with the hopes of
expanding to other schools over time. The grant will focus on how using circles in the
classroom and with smaller groups can reduce the incidents of under the radar bullying
in both schools.
In addition to the circles used for prevention we continue to work with the Community
Justice Program to support training for schools and community. This training allows
volunteers to facilitate Restorative Justice Circles where an incident of harm has taken
place, such as theft, possession, vandalism, or assault. Once again Sharon Blaker,
from the RCMP Division E will spend three days this March introducing new volunteers
to the program. Then, the Community Justice Program coordinator and experienced
volunteers will mentor new facilitators until they gain the experience to become
accredited. The training is now full at 20 participants.
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Restitution materials and updates continue to be requested by parents and schools.
We lend these resources out on a regular basis. We will be hosting a Restitution
workshop at Halfmoon Bay Elementary on February 25 for teaching assistants and
administration offered by local expert Claire Nelson.
As part of my coordination hours funded by the SCRD I worked with childcare staff in
Halfmoon Bay to create a social contract for the After School Care program using
Restitution guidelines. In September a Grade 8 Day was held at Chatelech where
grade 8’s rotated through a variety of workshops. All 100 grade 8’s participated in
classroom circles as part of the day and we have been invited to participate in a similar
day this spring for our incoming grade 8’s. All grade 9 students have also participated
in classroom circles as part of their Health and Safety Education. The Parent Advisory
Council at Chatelech Secondary has expressed their support of Restorative Practices,
and we ended our last meeting in circle as a learning exercise.
Our Association continues to work in partnership with School District #46 and the
Community Justice Program. Our agreement allows us to work together to provide
Restorative Circles in the school setting using the expertise and volunteers the
Community program can offer. These circles require time and a high level of skill but
when used appropriately can have a lasting effect on students, families and school
culture. I have participated in two circles this fall with very satisfactory outcomes.
This year marks almost a decade of funding the SCRD has offered to help grow the use
of Restorative alternatives in our community. It is clear to me the incredible difference
this has made to improve the climate of our schools and increase the understanding of
school staff and community members. We thank you.
The following is an indication of where funds have been applied. Some figures are a
projection as trainings are set for dates in February and March. The total indicates an
excess of the granted $10,000 as it includes deferred funds not spent last year.
SCRD Grant to HMBCS Association
Restorative and Restitution Initiatives
June 30, 2012 – June 30, 2013
Sharon Blaker
Evelyn Zellerer
Resources
Claire Nelson
Gibsons Training
Grade 8 Day
Coordinator time

$650.00
$1800.00
$250.00
$300.00
$2600.00
$250.00
$5000.00

Total

$10,850.00
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Sechelt Youth Centre and Community School Grant
2012 Funding and Activity Report
Sechelt Youth Centre’s First Year
As last year was our first allocation of funding we asked for $30,000 and added our
$10,000 Community School grant to give us a total budget of $40,000. Since receiving
this funding in April, 2012 we have begun the work of developing a full youth centre
program. By the end of May we were on the hunt for a permanent home which we finally
secured in September and moved into on November 1st.
Our permanent home is located on the Sechelt Learning Centre campus in a building
which was originally the kindergarten class for Sechelt Elementary School and more
recently the StrongStart Centre. It is on the path down from Chatelech Secondary and
across the street from the Sechelt Aquatic Centre as well as being directly beside the
gym on the campus.
Sechelt Learning centre is also home to one of the secondary alternate programs as
well as the Learning and Parenting together program. Participants in these programs
also attend the youth centre. In addition the community school also operates a licensed
after school care program on the same campus whose attendees are very excited to
grow up and go to the “big kids” centre. We will also be able to bring a youth element to
the great street activities that happen in the area and make a few ourselves, in time.
A more ideal location could not have been secured. However it is a site that needs
some improvements in order to have it function at an optimal level. Having been a small
child location, the washrooms need to shift to adult height fixtures. The small storage
room needs some work to make it a comfortable one on one space for those times
when a youth needs some confidential time with a staff member or community worker. A
bank of storage cabinets needs to be purchased. These are all relatively minor jobs
which can be done with little disruption.
The one piece of work which is not minor is to create a fully functioning kitchen where
there is presently a sink and a low counter. While this is doable it will require more
significant work and the purchase of cupboards and appliances.
Almost immediately we had a wonderful, slate pool table donated. We also want to
install a flat screen Smart TV for the several days a week where gaming will be an
activity, of course, and a Netflix account for movie nights. But in addition, since it will
hook up to the internet, we will be able to access workshop content such as resume
writing, nutrition programming and some fitness activities and use computer software
content in a large screen format as well. We are confident this will be acquired soon.
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Activities
The youth drop in program is open Tuesday through Friday. We had been open at 3 but
recently changed to 2:30 to match the alternate school closure time more closely. This
will mean we will adjust our closing time in consultation with the youth with Friday being
later as always. Fortunately we have from the beginning used social media as the tool
for letting youth know our hours and activities so we can adjust these in response to
their interests.
Sechelt Youth Centre users are a different community than the Gibsons group. Transit
schedules play a bigger role and Saturdays are not yet in the mix. Sechelt youth are not
as present in their community on non-school days as Gibsons youth. Over time, as the
tweens become the youth users, this may shift somewhat we expect.
Activities on a daily basis include foosball and pool, playing video games, accessing the
computer and eating. Food has proven to be a serious issue for youth in Sechelt and we
always have fruit and protein available as well as other items occasionally.
Because hunger was so clearly a problem we began a cooking program once a week
that ran until the end of last school year. Under the direction of a local Naturopathic
Doctor who has extensive youth work experience, youth decided on menus, prepared
(and cleaned up!) and ate a variety of different foods with the idea being these were all
options they themselves can prepare. At the end of June a recipe book was created.
Other activities have included a variety of arts and crafts, trips to local beaches and
parks in warmer weather, field trips to special youth events etc. Summer day trips were
planned but the up take did not happen. We closed for two weeks in the summer and
experienced low attendance symptomatic of Sechelt youth not being very present if
school is out. Planning for this summer will examine ways to address this issue and may
well include more tween days and activities.
Numbers have averaged 5 or 6 youth a day. It was a significant challenge to not know
where our home would be from May until October. Particularly in the fall youth were not
feeling sure we would continue and our youth programmer could not move forward
significantly in a promotions sense when the message was in part ”but we’re not sure
where we’ll be.”
Fortunately that is now behind us and we have moved ahead. Our programmer has
gone to the high school to promote the youth centre and will continue to attend each
month promoting program highlights. There are presently two food programs despite
having only a single hotplate, microwave, toaster, kettle and an older mini fridge. The
installation of a full kitchen will greatly enhance these two in particular as well as the
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general nutrition program. Movie nights will begin again as soon as we have our flat
screen which seems to be getting closer.
Additionally, in January we began offering a drop in program for tweens on Monday
afternoons for those in grades 5 to 7. This program was an instant hit and on the four
Mondays we have had a tween afternoon (not on Family Day) we have seen more than
15 tweens attending each time. This is interesting development work in terms of
activities and management since the group sits between the ages of our regulations
controlled licensed after school care programs and the more independent high school
age group. It is a new program area on the coast that we are enjoying exploring.
The initial tweens attending are primarily Kinnikinnick students arriving on the school
bus. In the first week many parents came as well in response to our invitation to drop in
included in the parental permission document initially taken home after our
programmer’s presentation at the school. Most are kids who live within walking
distance of the Sechelt Youth Centre.
We will continue the initial program development work with the current tweens until
March Break. Then we will do outreach to West Sechelt to see how their grade 5 to 7
students might also participate. As there is no school bus down from West Sechelt, it
remains to be seen whether the 2:42 public transit bus is something parents want their
children to use to attend.
This drop in program will be where we allocate our Community School grant next year.
Attendance figures
Month
April 2012
May 2012
June 2012
July 2012
August 2012
September 2012
October 2012
November 2012
December 2012
January 2013
Mid February 2013

Youth drop in

Tween drop in

Total

68
106
86
29
13
26
42
37
33
60

27

87

35

35

70
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Financials
2012 Year
BUDGET

ACTUAL

VARIANCE

Primary staff

27,700

26,300

1,400

Support staff

6,650

4,420

2,230

Materials

5,650

3,250

2,400

TOTALS

40,000

33,970

6,030

($40,000 consisted of 30,000 for Youth Centre and 10,000 for Community School grant.)

We are very grateful that you have given us permission to apply the variance to the
purchase of appliances and cupboards required to install a proper kitchen and bring the
Sechelt Youth Centre into a fully operational state.

2013 Year BUDGET for Sechelt Youth Centre and Community School Funding
Youth Centre

Community School Tween Programming

Primary staff

26,500

5,000

Support staff

6,000

1,500

Materials

5,500

2,500

Special Events

2,000

1,000

40,000

10,000

TOTALS

Youth Centre programming will continue to develop offerings in response to the
interests of 13 to 19 year olds. The Tween Programming will enable us to expand
delivery to a group not well served in our community, once again with their input.
The small special events funds will be allocated to exploring how the youth centre can
offer youth/tween additions to festivals and activities already taking place around the
centre, or perhaps create something unique to them.
Thank you for providing the funding which allows the youth in Sechelt the opportunity to
have their youth centre.
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SCRD Grant in Aid Community Services 2012 REPORT
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE & YOUTH DROP-IN SPORTS
2012 Restitution Program
In 2012 the Pender Harbour Community School coordinated and facilitated the Youth Restitution
Program for Area “A” in conjunction with the Sunshine Coast RCMP and the Ministry of Children and
Family Development - Youth Justice Service department.
We have found that the use of restorative practices helps to:
• Reduce crime, violence and bullying
• Improve human behavior
• Strengthen social responsibility
• Provide effective leadership
• Restore relationships
• Repair harm
The Pender Harbour Community School Restorative Justice Programs is used by our local schools –
Madeira Park Elementary and Pender Harbour Elementary Secondary School – as well as community
organizations, with referrals coming from School Principals, Teachers, Community Services, and the
RCMP.
Our Restorative Justice program based is on Aboriginal teachings which views crime as a violation of
people and relationships and a disruption of peace in the community, this approach allows the
community to intervene in a manner that holds the youth involved accountable while addressing the
concerns of victims and the community. It also addresses the underlying causes of crime, promotes
healing and resolution and strengthens family and social bonds in the aftermath of a crime. The
PHCSS Restorative program philosophy is based on respect and shared common beliefs that build and
strengthen our community, empowers youth, and resolves conflict. This restorative approach
provides the youth involved with leadership and problem-solving skills and tools to improve their selfesteem which help strengthen and repair relationships, and return to balance to their lives.
In 2012 the Pender Harbour Community School Youth Restitution Project provided 95 hours of direct
support, community service supervision, and transportation to court appointed Probation and
Ministry meetings in Sechelt and Gibsons to the 15 youth who successfully took part in this program,
1
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we were able to offer guidance and support to the youth as they worked toward in fulfilling their
restitution and community hour contracts. As a part of PHCSS Restitution program the 15 students
who participated in the restitution circles have completed their community hours by volunteering and
participating in several community events and ongoing non-profit committees such as: working at
many Community Events (e.g., May Day, April Tools, the Terry Fox Run and the 2012 Literacy week
project); being mentors in the reading program at the Madeira Park Elementary School; working in
the Community Schools Summer programs; participating in the Aboriginal Summer Youth workshop;
and helping maintain some of our the local outdoor trails and community gardens.
In 2012 the Pender Harbour Community School Restitution Program successfully provided a total of
300 paid and 125 in kind hours of supervision, support, workshops and instruction to youth and local
community members involved in the restitution process.
Pender Harbour School educators, parents, the RCMP and local business owners have reported that
since the Restitution Program was implemented in our community, discipline incidents have declined;
youth have become more socially responsible, school attendance has increased, the youth involved
have seen their grades improve, and students, staff, and parents have enjoyed a more caring school
community.

2012 Youth Drop In Programs
The goals of the activities for youth under this program are:
1. To provide youth (ages 12-29 years) an opportunity to participate in healthy drop-in activities,
supported by respected community facilitators, and to interact and inter-relate with peers and
adults in a mentor/role model type of relationship while pursuing these activities.
2. To address the various barriers to participation for youth living in the rural and isolated areas
between Egmont and Halfmoon Bay.
3. To ensure that youth have access to services and programs in Area A and to inform them of the
services already existing, such as the Community Services “Youth Outreach Program”.
ACTIVITIES OFFERED:
Drop-In Volleyball (Jan-May)
Drop-in Volleyball was created to offer a casual evening option for young people that was co-ed and
fostered relationship building between all ages. The popularity of this sport seems to have shifted to
other interests this year had has experienced a decline in attendance. Some contributing factors may
be the demographics have changed in the area, the current economic situation or possibly the night
of the week the program was offered.
Drop-In Rugby (Spring)
In the spring of 2012 a 7-week pilot Rugby Project was offered to the Grade 4-7 youth (male &
female) in the community. Two young local rugby players who had played for Pender Harbour
2
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Secondary facilitated this program on the field at the Elementary school and served as great
mentors/role models. It was well attended and came at a time when the need was high (lack of team
sports in the school for boys and job action implications) to keep mainly male youth engaged and
busy with a healthy active focus. The program was offered again in the fall with a smaller turnout and
had to end early as the facilitators left the coast for work opportunities.
Drop-In Floor Hockey Night (Jan -May / Sept -Dec)
A local father with a coaching background facilitated the Floor Hockey again this past year, he helped
recruit another father so they could share the schedule and still provide consistency to the youth and
program. The role was not only to supervise hockey but to provide positive male mentorship and
support for the boys who participated. The program continues to grow and more dads and their sons
are coming out to play. Although attendance can be sporadic (due to life and several professional
days/holidays falling on Mondays) the feedback is very positive.
Drop-In Soccer Night (Jan- May / Sept -Dec)
A local teacher and men’s soccer team player facilitated this extremely popular sports night. This
“male only” activity is proving to be a great addition and a few girls have been requesting to attend.
The facilitator has been able to accommodate all interested participants. This fast paced, high
intensity evening gives youth an opportunity to work through some of their frustrations and leave
them on the gym floor. The feedback from community members has been very positive and
encouraging.
OUTCOMES:
•
•
•
•

759 youth in total participated in the three drop-in programs between Jan 1 and Dec 31, 2012.
The total number of program hours for drop-in programs was 145 hours
Positive, healthy and active options specifically for male youth of the Pender Harbour Area
A notable decrease in youths’ participation in unhealthy lifestyle choices and acts of “disrespect”
during evenings when drop-ins were available
Improved positive recognition of local youth through increased support by adult community
members, Pender Harbour Secondary School and partner organizations including the Sunshine
Coast Community Restorative Justice Program

3
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Pender Harbour Community School Society
SCRD Joint Use Income & Expenses
January through December 2012
Youth
Restitution

Drop-In

Programs

Programs

TOTAL

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Contributed Support
Restitution Program

5,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

10,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

566.76

566.76

5,000.00

5,566.76

10,566.76

0.00

567.00

567.00

4,912.00

2,640.00

7,552.00

635.95

539.87

1,175.82

5,547.95

3,746.87

9,294.82

Planning & Coordination

616.50

616.50

Financial/Accounting

553.93

553.93

Office supplies & paper

100.92

101.51

Youth Drop In Programs
Total Contributed Support

Earned Revenue
Program Revenues

Total Income

Expense
Program Expense
Youth Instructor honorarium
Program Facilitator
Program materials/supplies/food
Total Program Expenses

Administration Expense

Storage fees

0.00

Telephone

0.00

Travel / mileage

0.00

Total Administration Expense

Total Expenses

0.00

1,271.35

1,271.94

5,547.95

5,018.22

10,566.76
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January 31, 2013
Pender Harbour Community School Society
PO Box 232
Madeira Park, BC V0N 2H0
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road, Sechelt BC, V0N 3A0
Attention: Paul Fenwick
RE: REPORT on SCRD Recreation Program Delivery for Area A (October to December 2012)
Dear Mr. Fenwick,
We are submitting our report on the delivery of the SCRD Recreation Programs for Area A for the 4th quarter of
2012 as required. This report includes statistics on the programs, their registration and usage, along with
information on cancelled programs. Also included is the income and expense detail for each quarter for the
period January to December 2012. An overall 2012 financial statement for the Community School is also
provided.
We trust that this all the information you require and request the remaining $10,000 for the first quarter of
2013 be submitted at this time.
If you have any questions, please contact me at (604) 883.2826.
Sincerely,

Francine Lucas, Manager
pendercommunity@gmail.com
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SCRD Recreation Area A

OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2012

CLASS
HOURS

LOCATION

DATES

# OF
SESSIONS

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

TOTAL
PARTICIPANT
HOURS

Regular Programs
Standard First Aid & CPR
CFSC
CFSC
Kinderballet
Red Cross Babysitting
iPad Class Session 1
iPad Class Session 2
Windows 7- 4 sessions
Guitar for adults
Guitar for kids
Sewing Fall Projects- Kids
Sewing Projects - Adults
Art Mash Up - Kids
Kindersoc

16
11
11
6
8
2
2
20
9
9
6
8
9
6

PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
Aquatic Cntr
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
PHCS
MPES Gym

Nov 17 & 18
Oct 13 & 14
Dec 14 & 15
Nov 6-Dec 11
Nov-12
Oct-29
Nov-26
Oct 11-Nov 1
Oct 16-Dec 4
Oct 11-Nov 27
Oct 3-17
Oct 3-24
Oct 1-Nov 19
Sep 27-Nov 1

2
1
1
6
1
1
1
7
9
9
3
4
6
6

7
9
3
5
8
6
6
2&1
2
3
3
3
10
10

112
99
33
30
64
12
12
22
18
27
18
24
90
60

Other Programs
Drop-In Hockey
Drop-In Soccer
Friday Night Youth Night

14
24
8

PHSS Gym
PHSS Gym
Pool/PHCS

Sep 1-Dec 10
Sep 18-Dec 11
Oct19&Nov16

7
12
2

Special Event
Emergency Preparedness

1.5

PH Legion

Dec 13

1

65

98

Total Program Hours:

124.5

PROGRAM

Postponed Programs
Facebook for Parents / Beginners
Intro to Social Media
Getting a New Pet?
Foodsafe
CORE

1
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Total No. of Participants:

143

Total Participant Hours:

719

SCRD Recreation Programming : FALL 2012
In October, most programs were up and running smoothly. Fall enrolment was often last minute and as a result
some programs required a one week delayed start. November entailed further adjustments to current
programs and programming for future courses. December was primarily focussed on wrapping up fall
programming and the preparation, coordination and creation of programming for the Winter 2013 Community
Guide.
Fall Program Details:
Kindersoc
Kindersoc continued to be a success with facilitator, Mary Mackay and an enthusiastic group of 4-6 year olds.
The group was predominantly boys who required more diligent structure and guidance in order to ensure all
children had a positive experience. The kids learnt new soccer skills and had plenty of opportunity to practice
their moves.
Status- Ran from Sep 27 to Nov 1
Participants- 10
Location- MPES Gym
Kinderballet
Kinderballet was a brand new program that we were able to put together on a tight timeline. Instructor Daina
Shepard, worked with a darling group of young budding ballerinas for a six week session. The class consisted of
ballet instruction and also allowed for the children to take in some swimming as part of the class and extend
the time so parents had a bit more afterschool time covered.
Status- Ran Nov 6 – Dec 11
Participants- 5
Location- PH Aquatic & Fitness Centre
C.F.S.C. - Canadian Firearms Safety
The Canadian Fire Arms Safety course ran twice in the fall, once in October and again in December. Participants
were happy with the instructor (Andy Ross) and the program itself, which has been a staple in the community
for years. Participants came from all over the Coast as well as a few from Vancouver and some from out of
province.
Status- Ran Oct. 12 & 13 and again Dec. 14 & 15 Participants- 12 and 5 for restricted
Location- HLC
Guitar Lessons
Guitar Lessons, for both adults and kids were offered. Instructor, Roland Maltais, ran 8 week courses for both
groups and had very small groups which allowed for some individual attention.
Status- Began October 16th
Participants- 3 kids; 2 adults
Location- HLC
Art for Kids- “Mash-Up” – Primary & Intermediate
Instructor Patti Soos has an extensive art background and a love of working with children to express their
artistic abilities. This class was a huge success with the kids making creations that they sold at a local craft fair.
The proceeds raised went back into the community to help support the Preschool and with generous top-up
from MPES these students were able to present an iPad to a fellow classmate, who is ill and currently unable to
attend school.
Status- Start October 1 – Nov 19
Participants- 10
Location- HLC
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Sewing for Kids- Fun Fall Projects
Sewing lessons, instructed by Nancy Enns, ran successfully for another session after some adjustments to the
schedule. It was a small and talented class who managed to create a variety of projects including a trick or treat
bag in time for Halloween.
Status- Ran October 3 -17
Participants- 3
Location- HLC
Sewing for Adults- Seasonal Fall Projects
Past students have returned to learn new sewing skills and to complete the fun and interesting fall projects
offered by instructor Nancy Enns. The class was small but again very productive and keen. Several small
projects were completed and the highlight piece was a set of stuffed pumpkin centerpieces.
Status- Ran October 3 -24
Participants- 3
Location- HLC
Red Cross Babysitter Course
This program was offered on a school Professional Day. It was very successful as it assisted parents with
childcare and kept the weekend free for other activities. Several new well equipped babysitters are now
available for hire in the Pender Harbour area.
Status- Ran November 12
Participants- 8
Location- HLC
Standard First Aid & CPR
Instructor Lynn Giampa was unable to instruct this course due to an injury so sent a Kimberly Paterson in her
place. The class ran with just over the minimum requirement and was great. This program again attracted a
group from off coast as well.
Status- Ran November 17 & 18
Participants- 7
Location- HLC
Windows 7- Intro, Levels 1, 2, & 3
This program has been offered for a number of seasons and perhaps has reached saturation. Sharon Crawford,
our instructor, was able to offer a tutoring type of program to the participant(s). Exploring the option of
offering Windows 8 in the near future.
Status- Ran October 11 – November 1 Participants- Intro – 2; Level 1-3 – 1)
Location- HLC
iPad for New Users
This was the first time running this program in our community and was offered on two different occasions. The
community school also benefit as we were able to get training on the new iPads that we have as resources and
can now offer them for community use. The instructor is only available during the day which may be a limiting
factor in the participation of this course.
Status- Ran October 29 & November 26
Participants- 6 in each session
Location- HLC
Postponed/ Cancelled Programs
Due to lack of enrolment and a change in the instructors’ schedule, these classes have been cancelled and a
new focus for the New Year will be offered:
• C.O.R.E.
• Facebook for Beginners, Facebook for Parents, Intro to Social Media
• Sewing for Kids & Adults - Christmas Gifts

3
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OTHER PROGRAMS
Drop-in Floor Hockey
Drop-in Floor Hockey continued with a change in the age of the participants. There seem to be many
Intermediate kids from Madeira Park Elementary coming out with their dads. Facilitator Joel Fafard and an
assistant manage to offer the program weekly with little interruption to the youth. The opportunity to have a
safe, positive environment for young males is extremely important and the community is benefitting from this
athletic outfit.
Status- Ran from Sept 17 to December 10
Participants- +77
Location- PHSS Gym
Drop-in Indoor Soccer
Facilitator Michele Mocellin has a great way with the local youth. He continues his mentorship from the
classroom to the drop in arena. The group continues to fluctuate and often include girls, parents and young
adults. This continues to be one of the most highly attended sports nights.
Status- Running from Sept 18 to December 11 Participants- +127
Location-PHSS Gym
Friday Night Youth Night
The Pender Harbour Community School and The Pender Harbour Aquatic & Fitness Centre joined together to
offer youth from Grade 4-9 opportunities to have fun, share food and participate in a variety of activities
including sports. Youth Nights were offered twice a month beginning in Oct and running through to December.
The Youth nights were held on the first Friday of each month at the pool and on the third Friday at the
Community hall or Community School. There were 5 evenings offered this fall. The 2 evenings that the
Community School ran had a turnout of 33 youth.
Special Event:
Emergency Preparedness Information Meeting
The Pender Harbour Community School, The Harbourside Friendship and the Seniors’ groups joined together to
host the SCRD’s Emergency Preparedness Information Session at the Legion on December 14, from 10:30am12:00pm. The larger community was invited and we had approximately 65 people in attendance who were very
appreciative of all the information and handouts. Donations for the food bank were collected.

4
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Pender Harbour Community School Society

SCRD RECREATION AREA A SERVICE DELIVERY

INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT

INCOME
Contributed Support
SCRD Recreation Grant
Total 4000 · Contributed Support

January through December 2012

Apr - Jun 12

Jul - Sep 12

Oct - Dec 12

10,000.00
10,000.00

10,000.00
10,000.00

10,000.00
10,000.00

10,000.00
10,000.00

6,430.50
100.00
6,530.50

4,053.00
677.75
4,730.75

780.00
70.00
850.00

Total Income

16,530.50

14,730.75

10,850.00

12,856.00

54,967.25

Cost of Goods Sold
Instructor fees
Materials & Supplies
Venue Rental fees
Program Customer Support
Program Dvlpmnt & Crdntn
Total COGS

2,226.00
20.03
95.00
4,309.52
3,400.00
10,050.55

2,661.00
242.35
0.00
4,113.35
1,630.00
8,646.70

340.00
72.46
0.00
1,163.49
3,180.00
4,755.95

410.00
340.63
110.00
3,063.07
3,743.00
7,666.70

5,637.00
675.47
205.00
12,649.43
11,953.00
31,119.90

6,479.95

6,084.05

6,094.05

5,189.30

23,847.35

480.76
2,742.50
270.00
581.76

0.00
2,034.00
400.00
1,357.42

770.94
17.75
6.83
220.00
110.00
219.60
76.00

132.79
65.28

56.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.00
403.44

0.00
1,040.00
400.00
0.00
40.00
823.00
73.85
234.04

225.22
200.00

5,496.14

220.68
200.00
162.50
4,372.67

760.22

220.00
200.00
163.00
2,993.89

537.32
5,816.50
1,070.00
1,939.18
115.00
2,130.17
156.88
240.87
220.00
110.00
885.50
676.00
325.50
13,622.92

983.81

1,711.38

5,333.83

2,195.41

9,624.43

Earned Revenue
Program Revenues
Advertising Revenue
Total · Earned Revenue

Net income
EXPENSE
Advertising & Promotion
Reporting & Coordination
Financial/Accounting
Insurance
Membership/Affiliations
Newsletter Costs
Office Supplies & Paper
Postage
Storage Fees
Technical Support
Telephone
Travel
WCB Expense
Total Expense
Income/Expense

Jan - Mar 12

5
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TOTAL
40,000.00
40,000.00

2,701.00 13,964.50
155.00
1,002.75
2,856.00 14,967.25

Pender Harbour Community School Society: Profit and Loss: January through December 2012
Income
Expense
4000 · Contributed Support
Adminstrative Expenses
4022 · CommunityLink Grant
43,914.40
5310 · Advertising & Promotion
4023 · Direct Access Gaming Grant
20,000.00
5330 · Bank Charges
4024m · Literacy Grant
7,400.00
5340 · Coordinator Contracts
4025 · SCRD Grant in Aid
2,600.00
5350 · Donation to Remembrance Day
4026 · SCRD Joint Use - Restitution
5,000.00
5370 · Honorariums
4027 · SCRD Joint Use - Youth Drop In
5,000.00
5380 · Insurance
4028 · SCRD Recreation Grant
40,000.00
5381 · Internet Expense
Total 4020 · Agency Grants
123,914.40
5390 · Membership/Dues/Affiliations
4030 · Donations
2,500.06
5400 · Misc. Expense
Total 4000 · Contributed Support
126,414.46
5410 · Newsletter Costs
5420 · Office Supplies & Paper
Earned Revenue
5440 · Payroll Expenses
Program Revenues
18,494.88
5460 · Postage
Other Revenues
2,039.85
5470 · Professional Development
Total · Earned Revenue
20,534.73
5495 · Repairs & Maintenance
Total Income
146,949.19
5510 · Storage Fees
5515 · Technical Support
Cost of Goods Sold: Program Expenses
5520 · Telephone
5020 · Instructor Contract Fees
13,520.20
5530 · Travel
5022 · Instructor Honorarium
1,677.00
5560 · Water
5030 · Teen Program Expense
275.00
5570 · WCB Expense
5040 · Program Materials & Supplies
3,913.08
5050 · Program Misc. Expense
297.38
Total Expense
5070 · Program Venue Rental fee
205.00
Planning & Coordination
2,393.00
Net Income
Total 5000 · Program Expense
22,280.66
Total COGS
22,005.66
Gross Income

124,943.53
6
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762.32
5.69
58,795.30
50.00
335.00
3,102.68
454.13
315.00
39.20
2,085.28
867.10
37,785.09
220.37
1,225.00
687.39
220.00
110.00
1,693.68
415.00
182.33
651.00
110,001.56
14,941.97
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School District No. 46
(Sunshine Coast)
A COMMUNITY ENGAGED IN LIFELONG LEARNING
AND EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

BOARD OF EDUCATION
February 1,2013

Garry Nohr, Chair
Sunshine Coast Regional District
1975 Field Road
Sechëlt, BC VON 3A1
Dear Gany,
RE: Youth Issues
Thank you for your letter of January 17, 2013, which we received on January 29 (hence my reply on
February 1).
It sounds as though your Board is seeking more information about CommunityLLNK funds, though it
isn’t clear exactly what our “aspects” refers to in the motion (“. . .how their aspects relate to SCRD
programs”).
Rather than have a wide-open political discussion or debate about youth issues in general, I suggest
that your Board express specifically to your staff what it is you want to know about our aspects, ask
them to contact our staff to request the information, and then your staff can report the information
back to your Board.
If your Board then wants to express a political position to us based on that information, then please
inform us and we’ll welcome a Board-to-Board or Intergovernmental discussion.
As we’ve been discussing in the context of Joint Use, it will be valuable to have some kind of
ongoing platform to discuss how our respective funds for community school programming may be as
complementary as possible. This may ideally happen through SCRD/local government participation
right at the board level of each community school, but this is open to further discussion.
Yours truly,

White
Board Chair
SW/er

P.O. Box 220, Gibsons, BC VON IVO

—

Tel: (604) 886.8811
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Fax: (6O4, 8864652

SUNSHINE CO4ST
REGIONAL DISTRICT

1975 Field Road
Sechelt
British Columbia
Canada VON 3A1

Tel 604 885 6800
Fax 604 885 7909
Toll Free 1 800 687 5753
Web Site www scrd ca
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January 29, 2013
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School District No 46— Board of Education
PO,8ox220
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494 South Fletcher Road
Gibsons BC VON 1VO
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Attention Chair Silas White and Trustees

Re: Youth

:.

iUes..

:;:

.

:‘

..

.

The Sunshine Coast Regional District Board at their regular meeting made the following
resolution
THAT the Chair write a letter to the School District No 46 reIterating that the SCRD
Board has had ongoing discussions about youth services and would appreciate an
opportunity to have a discussion tknth the 5D46 Board to learn how their aspects
relate to SCRD programs,
AND THAT this be suggested as a key topic for the next Intergovernmental
Meeting.
.

.

....

:7-

As the topic regarding youth services is a regional issue, we look forward to discussig
this Important issue at the next Intergovernmental Round Table meeting this spring
The Intergovernmental Round Table meeting will be hosted by the Sechelt Indian
Government District ant a date has yet is to be determined
Yours truly,
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
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Garry Nohr
Chair
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Gibsons Family Network
.‘\

www.gibsonsfamilynetwork.ca
gibsons@gibsonsfamiIynetwork.ca

SCRD
Facilities Director
Gibsons Community Centre
700 Park Road,
Gibsons, B.CVON 3A1

532 Spyglass Place,
Gibsons, B.C.
VON 1V9
March 1, 2013

Dear Tom Poulton,
The Sunshine Shack has been invited to operate a concession for local hockey
games at the Gibsons Community Centre on weekends this past hockey season.
We would like to report to you that the young people who work at the concession
are delighted to be able to give back to their local community. They feel accepted and
useful. It has been very rewarding for the staff to see the sense of pride they take in being
able to offer a service. They are learning how to make change using the cash register and
how to serve the public using the skills they have learned at the Sunshine Shack. The
local teams and especially the visiting hockey team families are very appreciative of the
food and beverages available when they travel to our Community Centre. It is a service
we hope to be able to offer in the future.
We appreciate the opportunity for our employees to take an active part in our Sunshine
Coast community.
Thank you for supporting community inclusion is such a positive manner.
Sincerely,

Pat and Don Stuart
Gibsons Family Network
cc: SCRD Board of Directors
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GIBSONS FAMILY NETWORK
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Annual Summary Report

On behalf of the 6ibsons Family
Network Board I am pleased to offer a summary of our activities
this past year. Pat Stuart. Chair
-

-

Gibsons Family Network represents families living on the Sunshine Coast who have a
relative with a developmental disability. We help families by meeting regularly (since
2005) to provide support, information, sharing, networking and exploring opportuni
ties in our community for inclusion and employment.
Our mandate is to help people with a developmental
Gibson Family Network’s
disability to achieve full citizenship
purpose is:
1. to facilitate families sup
porting one another through
We are a non-profit society run by a volunteer Board of
networking
Directors. We are all about Families helping Familiesl
2. to provide on-going advo
We offer part-time employment and community inclu
sion to individuals who qualify and are eligible for CLBC, cacy for community inclu
sion for people with devel
PWS funding age 19 or older. We employ a part-time
opmental disabilities
manager for the Sunshine Shack kiosk at the Gibsons
Community Centre and a part-time community inclusion 3. to provide employment
opportunities for people
coordinator. We also support families with children of
with developmental disabili
all ages who have developmental disabilities and want
ties.
to be involved in our educational workshops and fun
activities.

Thankyou to our Sponsors
and Donors

Community Living BC

Supeivalu Gibsons
Vancouver Foundation

MarketPlace IGA Gibsons
Sechelt Wheatberries
Strait Coffee
Children’s Hospital
Andy Hopkinson

Susan Durkin
Lois Anderson

SUNSHINE SHAO(
CLBC provides funding for
ajob coach for the Sun
shine Shack at the Gibsons

GFN Board of
Directors
Pat Stuart

Community Centre.
Jeannie Barwise is our
fabulous job coach and
mentor. She brings out the
best in all the employees.
The eight young adults
who work at the kiosk are
paid through the profits of
the kiosk sales. They are
delighted to be active, con
tributing members of the
Gibsons Community Cen
tre.

Karen Sweetzir
Margaret Casey
Mercy Campbell

Don Stuart
SOl2)

Shannon Martel

GFN Website by
Tara Gill

We expanded our catering services this year and have provided coffee, fruit and muffins
to several local community groups including the Sunshine Coast Regional District cus
tomer appreciation days. We are also open on Saturdays and Sundays at the ice arena
concession at the Gibsons Community Centre for the hockey team games. The visiting
teams are very appreciative and we are pleased to offer this service to our hockey com
munity

Remember we now can
issue charitable receipts
if you or someone you
know is interested in
providing financial sup
port.

February 2012-2013
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Friendship Activities
Thank you!!!

We participated in the Sea Cavalcade Parade in July and we held a decorating and
pizza party to prepare our entry. 16 people helped decorate for the Sea Cavalcade
theme “Enchanted Memories by the Sea”. The following day we walked in the pa
rade and everyone enjoyed the cheers from the crowds as we passed through the
town of Gibsons. We also
participated in the Canada
Day celebrations at Winegarden Park July 1 with an
information booth. The
weather co-operated for
both events!

To everyone for your support.
John McAra offered his support
to the kiosk on a regular basis as
a volunteer. Thank you to Shane
for delivering supplies every
week. A special thank you to Rox
anne Haddrell for all her help
with accounting, and an extra
special thank you to Jeannie Barwise for being such a fabulous
job coach and Mentor. Thank
you to Bethia for being our com
munity inclusion coordinator.
Well done everyone!! What a
great team of employees we
have at the Sunshine Shack
keep up the good work in
201 3-’ Megan. Lindsay. Bruce,
Jordan, Chris, Linsey. Amber. and
Adam.

One of the most important
things we do is provide op
portunities for friendships to
take place. Movie nights are
a treat for employees who
work at the Sunshine Shack
They enjoy using their “tip”
money to pay for a movie.
They also enjoy attending local hockey games and events at the Gibsons Commu
nity Centre. Our AGM was held in March. Several of the Sunshine Shack employees
go out for lunch on a regular basis and they enjoy going for walks and going to
the Gibsons Library. They also enjoy taking part in public skating opportunities on
a regular basis. November we enjoyed a craft afternoon with Lois Anderson. She
has wonderful way of making us all feel creative and talented. We made miniature
Christmas trees and Christmas ornaments and enjoyed a lively fun afternoon.

-

YES, I would like to be a mem
ber.. Attached is my membership
fee $10.00/family
YES, I would like to make a do
nation. Attached is my donation

In December we hosted a Community Christmas Carol party with Pat playing the
piano at the Community Centre. The kiosk staff served hot chocolate, apple cider
and baked treats. Even the weatherman came through with some snow!

for$

Please send my receipt to:
Name:

Community Inclusion

Address:

Bethia Macey, our community
inclusion coordinator, is working
with individuals to develop per
sonal plans for community inclu
sion in recreation and life long
learning activities as well as identi
fying and working on individual
life goals. In the winter she en
courages participants in the skat
ing program and she often is seen
at the golf club driving range with some of the young people. She also developed
the GFN garden plot for the second year and everyone learned about planting
and enjoying the beans, tomatoes and peas from the garden.
In the fall we visited the Sechelt Courthouse for a tour and a meeting the Judge
Merrick Together with Brenda Wikes, our community health nurse, and Special
Olympics Sunshine Coast, GFN provided financial support to offer a circuit fitness
training program two days a week at the Gibsons Community Centre. This is a very
popular program and it is very beneficial in providing fitness and improved coordi
nation, strength and self esteem. Thank you to the instructors Tanya and Verna.
The grant from the Vancouver Foundation was used to develop a business plan
for the next 5 years. It identifies the key successes and challenges and provides a
marketing strategy for the future. Copies of the report are available on request.
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City:
P.C.

Ph:

Email:
Thank you! Your support will be used
to support indusive communities

Please mall to:
Gibsons Family Network
532 Spyglass Place,
Gibsons, BC VON 1V9
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ELECTORAL AREAS

P0 BOX 978
781 MARINE PAI(PIVE.NE

A- GOLDEN-COLUMBIA
B- REVELSTOKE-COLUMBIA
C- SOUTh SHUSWAP
0- FALKLAND-SALMON VAtIEY
B- SICAMOUS-MALAKWA
F- NORTH SHUSWAP-SEYMOUR ARM

TEL: 250-832-8194
FAX: 250-832-3375
TOLL FREE: 1-888-248-2773
WEBSITE: www.csrd.bc.ca

MUNICIPALITIES
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FILE CCPY

RE: 2013 Ftood Management Responsibility on Crown Land
The following resolution was endorsed by the Columbia Shuswap Regional District Board at its January
17, 2013 regular meeting and by the Regional District of North Okanagan Board at its February 6, 2013
regular meeting (copy of RDNO correspondence attached for reference) as a joint submission for
consideration at the 2013 SILGA Convention:
FLOOD MANAGEMENT
“WHEREAS the Province of British Columbia assumes Incident Command and provides on-site
response for wildiand interface fires;
AND WHEREAS within the Province of British Columbia there are a large number. of wateiways
subject to periodic, sudden and extensive flooding;
AND WHEREAS overland flooding has potentially profound adverse consequences in terms of life
safety, private and public property interests, economic prosperity and public infrastructure;
AND WHEREAS the Province of British Columbia is the steward of the water resources within the
province;
AND WHEREAS local authorities lack the mandate, statuto,y jurisdiction, financial and technical
resources, equipment and staff necóssai’y to provide emergency site response, mitigation and flood
remediation works;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Province of British Columbia take immediate and direct
responsibility for flood management including but not limited to:
•
Incident Command during emergency flooding events;
•
Identification of flood related hazards;
•
Remediation of stream channels so as to mitigate future flooding;
•
Monitor stream flows and levels in waterways posing a risk to life safety or property;
•
Respond to sudden cessation of stream flows or reports of debris dams, executing tactical
evacuations when warranted and communicate with the Emergency Operations Centre”
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COLUMBIA SHUSWAP REGIONAL DISTRICT
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2013 SILGA Resolution
Flood Management on Crown Land

Yours truly,
COLUMBIA SHUSWAP REGIONAL DISTRICT
Per:
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Carolyn BI k, Deputy Manager
Corporate Administration Services
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FILE No: 0230 SILGN2QI 3

February 7, 2013
Ms. Alison Slater, Executive Director
Southern Interior Local Government Association
1996 Sheffield Way
Kamloops BC V2E 2M2
Dear Ms. Slater.
RE: 2013 SILGA Resolution

—

Joint Flood Management

Please find enclosed the following resolution being forwarded for consideration at the 2013
SILGA conference:
•

Joint Flood Management

This resolution was passed at a regular meeting of the Regional District of North Okanagan
Board of Directors held February 6, 2013.
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact this office.
Yours truly,

Trafford Hall,
Administrator
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Regional District of North Okanagan
9848 Aberdeen Road
Coldstream, BC
V1B 2K9
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REsoLu-nONrro THE
SOUTHERN. INTERIOR LOCAL.GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
(SILGA)
JOINT FLOOD MANAGEMENT
Sponsored by
I Columbia Shuswap Regional District
Okanagan
Regional District of North

“WHEREA.S the Province of British Columbia assumes Incident Command and provides on-site
response for wildiand interface fires;
AND WHEREAS within the Province of British Columbia there are a large number of wafeiways
subject to periodic, sudden and extensive flooding;
AND WHEREAS overland flooding has potentially profound adverse consequences in terms of
life safety, private and public property interests, economic prosperity and public infrastructure;
AND WHEREAS the Province of British Columbia is the steward of the water resources with!??
the province;
AND WHEREAS local authorities lack the mandate, statutory jurisdiction, financial and technical
resources, equipment and staff necessary to provide emergency site response, mitigation and
flood remediation works;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Province of British Columbia take immediate and
direct responsibility for flood management including but not limited to:
• Incident Command during emergency flooding events;
• Identification of flood related hazards;
• Remediation of stream channels so as to mitigate future flooding;
• Monitor stream flows and levels in waterways posing a risk to life safety or property;
• Respond to sudden cessation of stream flows or reports of debris dams, executing tactical
evacuations when warranted and communicate with the Emergency Operations Centre.”

I hereby certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy of a
resolution passed by the Board of Directors at its meeting held
Wednesday, February 6, 2013.
Dated at Coldstream, BC this
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day of February, 2013.
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